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QUICKROUTE Quickroute Systems Ltd., 14 Ley Lane,
Marple Bridge, Stockport, SK6 5DD, U.K.SYSTEMS

QUICKROUTE
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NEW Library Packs Available!

Quickroute 3.5 is a powerful, affordable and easy to use integrated schematic & PCB design
system for windows. With its multiple button bars. ' tool tips' , and ' parts bin' Quickroute helps you
to get working quickly and efficiently

Quickroute is available in 4 different versions (see Table) all of which offer great value for money.
Quickroute is available with multi -sheet schematic capture. 1-8 layer auto -outing, copper fill.
engineering change, and a range of popular file import/export features allowing connection to
simulators and other software packages (details on request). Prices are Personal (£68). Designer
(£149). PRO (£249) and PRO+(£399). Please add P&P and V.A.T to total (see below').
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SMARTRoute 1.0 is a new 32 bit auto -router that offers
amazing flexibility & power at an affordable price!
Compatible with Windows 3.1/95/NT, SMARTRoute gives
you total control over routing strategies including
layers used, track & via sizes. design rules, etc.

SMARTRoute is completely compatible with Quickroute

3.5 and offers improved
completion rates compared
with Quickroute' s built in auto -
router (ask for details)
SMARTRoute is available for
£149 plus P&P and V.A.T.
Special bundle pricing for
Quickroute and SMARTRoute
when purchased together.
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VISUALISATION, DATA ANALYSIS
& APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
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MExpress is a powerful tool that can be used
interactively to load,.analyse and display data - or by
using its powerful BASIC -like scripting language - you
can create technical applications with buttons. menus
2D & 3D graphics. and powerful numerical methods
(ask for details).

MExpress is available in Standard
(£99) and Developers Editions
(£299). Prices exclude P&P and
V.A.T (see below*). The
Developers Edition includes toOle
for turning MExpress serialise
into C++ code. This can then be
compiled by an MExpress
compatible C++compiler into a
stand alone executable!

R 'The Engineering & Scientific Tel/Fax 0161 449 7101 IA Al -
Software People" WW: www.quickroute.co.uk EMail: info@quicksys.demon.co.uk

'Post & Pocking £5 (UK), £8 (Europe). £12 (World). Please add V A T to total
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Al trade marks are acknowledged
& respected. All products sold subject to our standard terms & conditions (available on reques
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
LOUDSPEAKERS -19

-TURNTABLES
INCH STEREO RACK
THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

9.

'.7.-.

-13
AMPLIFIERS

...

200W)

Vu meters
short circuit
* Very low

*

MERS- * 6  . - 6 1 -. * -- ' .
SERVICE* LARGE f Actl S.A.E. 5.  STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE*

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

;41LUIL141-1J4111161',14:TIMAIJI4:11;,10I.111114-4 SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

These modules now enjoy a world-wIde reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four
models are available to suit the needs of the prolessional and hobby market I e Industry. Leisure. instrumental and HI-FI-
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that ail models Include toroidal power supply, Integral heat sink, glass fibre P.C.B. and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor - 300. Slew Rate 45VIuS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 d8. Size 300 s 123 o 60mm.
PRICE £40.85 - £3.50 P&P

THE
FOUR

FEATURES:
Level
proof
distortion

USED

PRICES:-MXF200
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OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fel Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

'IA -3dB, Damping Factor :-- 300. Slew Rate SOVIuS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-via dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE £84.35 - £4.00 P&P

RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER
MODELS:- MXF200 (100W - 100W) MXF400

MXF600 (300W -, 300W) MXF900 (450W
ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS

*Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers
controls * Illuminated on /on switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV
* Latest Mos-Fets for stress tree power delivery into virtually any load

* Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker

THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:-MXF200 W19-013' 2. (2U).1311"
MXF400 W19 -x145' 4. (3U)xD12"
MXF600 W19"x115' ' (3U)x1313"
MXF900 W19 eNS'  .(3U)x014.,"

C175.00 MXF400 C233.85
MXF600 £329.00 MXF900 0449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

AMPLIFIERS
(200W +

- 450W)
DRIVEN

* Twin L.E.D.
Inputs * Open and
* High slew rate

and thermal protection.

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fat Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

r -3dB, Damping Factor - 300. Slew Rate 60V/uS,
, r- T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.x -110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

41111111111ftiamiT PRICE C81.75 - £5.00 P&Pief!' .

riu.

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor --- 300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001% . Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE £132.85 - £5.00 P&P

- . -, Y c-

channel has three level controls,
DIL switches to adjust the

per octave. Bass invert switches
rack amplifier and modules.

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over, housed in a 19" a 1U case. Each
bass, mid & top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable
cross -over frequency' Bass -Mid 250/500/800Hz. Mid -Top 1.813/5KHz. all al 24dB
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV input/output. Fully compatible with OMP

Price £117.44 - £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. Into 4 ohms.
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor - 300, Slew Rate 75V/uS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.
PRICE £259.00 £12.00 P&P

NOTE MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSION&
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100104s.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS
77SrMI, BAND WIDTH 501(Ny. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.
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SIZE: 482 0 240 0 120mm

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
L a R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters. MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat &
speed control, DJ Mic with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the
following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3
mica, 5 Line for CO, Tape, Video etc.

Price £144.99 ' £5.00 P&P

LOUDSPEAKER LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

rTrITTF474-INT'FAfiTIT4TiPIXIPIIKWsIIF*D;
PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTORO

tweeter produces an improved
As a crossover Is not required
if two are put in series. FREE

wire mesh. Ideal for
Price C4.90 - 50p P&P.

general purpose speakers,
50p P&P.

horn for quality Hi-Fi sys-
SOp P&P.

horn, Upper frequency
(2KHz). Suitable for high

£9.99 , SOp P&P.
attractive silver finish trim.

£5.99 50p P&P.
mounting plate. level control
04.10 - 50p P&P.

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8- 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.
RES. FREQ. 72Hz. FREO RESP. TO 4KHz, SENS 9748. PRICE 032.71 - £2.00 PEP

'10 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR, VOCAL, KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 71Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS97dB. PRICE 033.74 - 02.50 P&P
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR, KEYB'D. DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREO. 65Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB. PRICE 043.47 - C2.50 P&P
12' 100 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR, DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
RES.FREO. 49H2, FREO. RESP TO 61012. SENS 100dB PRICE C35.64 C3.50 P&P
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. MET 2-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE, P.A., VOCAL, STAGE
MONITOR. RES. FRU) 42Hz. FREO RESP TO 10104z. SENS 9848. PRICE C36.67 C3.50 PAP
12" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME/ 2-200 GEN PURPOSE. GUITAR, DISCO, VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREQ. 58Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 6101z. SENS 98dB PRICE C46.71 - C3.50 P&P
12' 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 47Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 103dB PRICE C70.19 - C3.50 P&P
15- 200 WATT R.M.S. ME1 5-200 GEN PURPOSE BASS INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREO. 46Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 9908 PRICE C50.72 C4.00 P&P
15- 300 WATT R.M.S. ME1 5-300 HIGH POWER BASS INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 3911z. FREO. RESP, TO 3KHz, SENS 10348 PRICE 073.34 04.00 P&P

Join the
transient
these units
EXPLANATORY

TYPE
A-

TYPE C

TPE

Plezo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Plezo
response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters.

can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 waits (more
LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3" round with protective
bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3'/.. super horn for

TYPE B disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2"x5 wide dispersion
tams and quality discos etc. Price 06.99

) . persionTYPE 'D' (K5N1025A 2 a6 wide dis
response retained extending down to mid -range

TYPE 'E quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price
.7----......_____.,- TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A)3;,. horn tweeter with

-----3 Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed

.---------.. and cabinet input Jack socket. 85x85mm. Price
0 FTTTET-4111-TTlerfiranli TraillITTIERTIETVI

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS :Except EBEso a EP 4-5C *pee are dual itripttbutc. tapped ,ii 4 Se ohm)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8' 50watt 158-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Ft, IN -CAR.
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB PRICE £8.90 - C2.00 P&P
10- SOWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 99413 PRICE 013.65 C2.50 P&P
10' 100WATT 11310-100 BASS. HI -Fl. STUDIO
RES. FREQ. 35Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 9648. PRICE £30.39 C3.50 P&P
12' 100WATT U112-100 BASS, STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREQ, 26Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 93dB. PRICE 042.12 + £3.50 P&P
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
51'." 60WATT EBS-ROTC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 92dB. PRICE C9.99  £1.50 P&P
812" 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Ft. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 944B. PRICE 010.99 -r 1.50 P&P
8" 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREE). RESP. TO 18KHz. SENS 8948. PRICE 012.99 + C1.50 P&P
10' 80WATT 111110-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS 9848. PRICE C18.49 - £2.00 P&P

ibl FLIGHT CASED LOUDSPEAKER ............w
of the latest

studio quality
wide dispersion

and steel
The enclosures

stands.

CABINET
- 20KHz
PER PAIR
PER PAIR

A new range of quality loudspeakers. designed to take advantage
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize
12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fined grilles,
constant directivity horns. extruded aluminium corner protection
ball corners. complimented with heavy duty black covering
are fined as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker

POWER RATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz

ibl FC 12-1 GOWATTS (100dB) PRICE C159.00
ibl FC 1 2-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE C175.00

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL 012 50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00
Delivery £6.00 per pair

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 - 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 125) Stereo. 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice of
high & low level inputs * L & R level
controls * Remote on -off * Speaker &mer,..

ii:TIZI-1,',IbRill:1J,11:/:114--.

,._,
a j141.
0 . el NI

PRICES: 150W 049.99 250W 099.99
400W E109.95 P&P 02.00 EACH

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
9W TRANSMITTER 801081411z VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL

PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP T03 MILES. SIZE 341123mm. SUPPLY 125 .a DUMP.
PRICE 114.85 - 11,00 P&P

FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 'X-108MHz eARiCAP TUNED. COMPLETE 91TH
VERY SENS PET MIC RANGE 100-300m. SIZE 56 x 46mm,SUPPLY IV BATTERY.

PR! C C1.00 P r

PHOTO, 3W Fill TRANSMITTER

ELECTRONICS
1UNITS E. 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.

ESSEX. SS2 6TR
Tel 01702 - 527572 Fax 01702 420243

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM.
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, OVT. BODIES,
PR ES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T..T. BALESCOLLEGES, COUNTER.IC

ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR

OFFICIAL
PLCIS. ETC.
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Temperature-
controlled
soldering
A new collection of temperature -controlled
soldering stations offers two reasonably
priced soldering stations, and a more

sophisticated soldering and desoldering
station for production use.

The SL20 is an electronic temperature -
controlled soldering station incorporating a
plug-in 48W 24V soldering iron. The
temperature is fully adjustable between 150
degrees C and 420 degrees C, and the station has a 12 -
LED bargraph indicator of actual temperature and heat -on
mode. The SL30 is similar to the SL20, but with a higher
temperature range of 160 degrees to 480 degrees C, and a
digital readout of preset and actual heat.

These models cost £59 and £69 respectively.
The SL916 is a combined soldering and desoldering

station with independent temperature control of the
soldering iron and desoldering gun so that both can be used
simultaneously. The desoldering gun uses a vacuum pump
to remove solder from the joint and collects the solder waste
in a see-through cartridge that can be easily emptied when
full. The station can be used effectively on traditional. plated -
through -hole and surface -mount pcbs. It costs £349,
beyond the pocket of most amateur constructors, but a

time-saver in the long run for anybody running a production
line or repair workshop with a steady turnover.

The stations have optional accessories including a wide
range of bits for both conventional and surface -mount
soldering. Constructors seeking to extend their range of
building into smaller or larger boards, greater integration, or
surface mount should examine their soldering equipment
and consider if they would benefit from an iron, such as the
ones described here, with greater temperature -control and
tip capabilities. There are now many good models on the
market.

Information from Vann Draper Electronics, Unit 5. Premier
Works, Canal St., South Wigston, Leicester LS18 2PL.
Tel 0116 277 1400 Fax 0116 277 3945.

New Basic compiler for the PIC16C74

Forest Electronic Development have released a compiler for
their range of P1C-based microcontrol modules that can be
programmed in Basic. The compiler produces hex code
which may be used to program a P1016074 directly, and
which requires no external eeprom or other support circuitry
apart from a power supply and oscillator.

The compiler is compatible with the eeprom versions of
the Basic modules. Programs can be developed and
debugged on a Basic module in the eeprorn and, when
complete, compiled and used to program 16074 devices
directly. The compiler is hosted under the same Windows
development environment as the normal Basic development
system. and programs may be edited, debugged,

downloaded to a Basic module and compiled all Within the
same environment. Up to 2600 words of program space is
available for the compiled program, allowing up to 2000
tines of Basic to be compiled. The code is optimised to
remove unwanted modules. For instance, if code for driving
an LCD module is not needed, then it is not included. Code
is produced that is between 3 and 100 times faster than the
eeprom-based modules. No knowledge of PIC Assembler is
required.

For more information about the PIC Basic compiler, and
about FED PIC Basic for the 16074, contact Forest
Electronic Developments, 10 Holmhurst Avenue,
Christchurch, Dorset. Tel 01425 270191

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Free tickets for
consumer
electronics at
Connect 96

Central
C

PresentsSUCT
ExperienceThe Home Entertainment

NEC Birmingham 18 - 22th October 1996

The organisers of 1996 consumer electronics show
Connect are offering 10 pairs of free tickets to the first 10
ETI readers to contact them with the reference number
below.
Connect 96 appears at the National Exhibition Centre (NEC)

outside Birmingham from 18th to 26th October. The
exhibition is presented by Central Broadcasting, and a
major attraction will be a custom-built TV studio, a "sneak
preview" of Central's new broadcast headquarters in
Birmingham. The organisers are also promising the
Connect Sound Stage, "a state-of-the-art 'UFO' structure",
with entertainments from chart bands and DJs, light shows
and special effects. The show concentrates on consumer
electronics, including hi-fi, home cinema theatre and

displays. Sennheiser, TDK, Virgin Games, Denon
and AJP are among the exhibitors.
The Home PC Show, the Autumn Ideal Home Show and

International Motor Show are running at the NEC at the
same time. Tickets to Connect cost £7 (adults) and £5

and senior citizens) and include entry to the PC
Show and the Ideal Home show. A ticket to all four shows
costs £14. Preview Day tickets to Connect (18th August)
cost £10.
The NEC is quickly accessible by motorway (M42) and rail.
Connect is open 9.30 to 19.00 on most days and 9.30 to
17.30 on the final day.

For advance ticket information and booking, and, if you
are one of the 10 quick lucky ones, for your free pair of

phone 0121 767 4114 and quote reference C08.

Quick Look Over:
Tip-tinner
Remember the lead free tip tinner from the September
news page? It looked interesting so I decided to try it. It

seemed to work better than my ordinary one, removing the
crust of black scale which won't melt solder and leaving a
well tinned tip which did not scale up again too quickly. As
lead-free soldering becomes more widespread, with
outwork as one driving force, a good lead-free tip tinner will
contribute to keeping lead out of the domestic environment.

The two packages are priced at £5.88 and £10.41.
Information from Intertronics, Unit 9, Station Field Industrial ,

Estate, Banbury Road, Kidlington, Oxon OX5 1JD Tel
01865 842842 Fax 01865 842172.

Alpha test
equipment
Alpha Electronics' new 2 -page
catalogue of test equipment
includes cable detectors and
fault locators (including a new LAN
section), high voltage and battery testing, chart
recorders and data loggers, oscilloscopes and scopemeters,
signal sources. time and frequency measurement and other
equipment. Alpha also have an instrument hire section and BS
5750/ISO 9002 repair and calibration service. Free from Alpha
Electronics (Southern) Ltd. Tel 01622 690187 Fax 01622 678827.

CE -compliance testing
comes in-house

an entire EMC in a single
unit. It is the first self-contained unit to combine all the functions
required for full EU compliance testing of residential, commercial
and light -industrial electrical and electronic products. The EMC
tester is designed to allow manufacturers who need a CE mark to
complete pre -compliance and compliance testing in-house quickly
and more cheaply than via an independent testing house.

The core of Best 96 is a compact multi -function generator
giving burst, electromagnetic discharge (ESD), surge and power
quality pulses for single-phase power -line and data -line compliance
tests to the EU electromagnetic immunity standard EN 50082-1
(which applies to the areas of usage mentioned in the previous
paragraph. Ground -plane, cables. ground -strap. grounding resistor
and coupling clamp for data -line testing are included as part of the

standard package, as are instructions for completing tests to
compliance standards.

Schaffner say that no specialist EMC skills are needed and that
the equipment can be operated by a QA technician or non-
specialist engineer. The system offers test management tools
including sequencing, customisation, storage options and data
analysis, and test certificates, engineering reports and user
documentation can be generated and printed within the system.

Equipment covered by the EN 50082-1 standard includes some
products designed for use in cinemas, parks, petrol stations, light
industrial sites, offices, shops and homes.

Systems like Best 96 offer assistance to manufacturers and
designers needing testing facilities to establish the conditions for
CE compliance and who may be discouraged by price
considerations from using large independent test facilities.

Businesses interested should refer to Schaffner sales offices
for pricing information. The UK offices is Schaffner MEC Ltd.,
Ashville Way, Molly Millar's Lane, Wokingham RG41 2PL Tel
01491 410700 Fax 0118 9792969.
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Digital photography
storage by PC
NBA Photowallet is a computer -based picture storage system for
digital camera users. Makers NBA Quality Systems says that the
system can be connected directly to the Kodak DC40, Kodak
DC50, Chinon ES -3000 and Casio QV -10 cameras, as well as
many other models and others as they become available, and
any TWAIN -source scanners and video digitisers. Picture
manipulation includes rotate, copy to clipboard, paste -in image
from another application, copy, view full size with zoom, print to
page size or custom scale, and send pictures via GSM, satellite,
telephone or radio using NBA Inter -Comm software.

The software stores digital pictures in named groups called
'Wallets', with unlimited number of pictures to a Wallet and
unlimited Wallets (limited, that is, only by the memory size
available). It displays Windows bitmap images JPEG images, and
can store the Wallets on hard disk, CD-ROM and network drives.

The preferred hardware needed is a 486X or higher PC, 12MB
of RAM, 2MB of free hard disk space plus a minimum 10MB for
pictures, and a High Colour or True Colour graphics card. 256
colours is workable, although a higher standard is recommended.

Information from The Digital Camera Company, Guildford, Tel
01483 452100, or NBA Quality Systems, Guildford,

Tel 01483 301970 Fax 01483 564746.

Tiny
control
module
The Devantech EM320
control module is based on
the popular high-speed

architecture 25 -MHz Dallas 80C320 processor, which carries
the standard 8051 instruction set, three 16 -bit timer/counters,
a programmable watchdog timer and an early warning power
failure interrupt. The tiny (46mm x 49mm) multilayered PCB is
surface mount with a full ground plane. The module provides
32 KB static RAM, 32 or 64 KB of eprom, 30 I/O lines, plus
the cull CPU bus access and nearly 32 KB of expansion
space. A cross assembler and a fully -optimising C cross
compiler are also available for programming the EM320.

For information contact M J Turner Tel/Fax 01945 466672.

High -power
self -cooling laser
diode module
A laser diode module from Mitsubishi incorporates integral
thermal electric cooling circuitry with a capacity of 40 degrees
centigrade with a cooling current of 1.5A maximum and a
maximum cooling voltage of 3V. Optimised for pump
operation, the FU-622SLD-2M4 is designed specifically for the
1.48 micrometre band and has an output of 100 milliwatts of
optical power from its fibre end. The optical output is
monitored by photodiodes.

The laser diode is rated at 200 milliamps forward voltage
and 2V reverse voltage. The photodiode is rated at 2
milliamps forward current and 20V reverse current. The device
operates over temperatures froin -20 to +65 degrees C, and
can be stored at a greater range. Typical operating current of
the laser diode is 590mA, operating voltage 1.4V and
threshold current 30mA. The spectral width is typically 10
nanometres. and the very accurate diode has a tracking error
of typically only 0.3dB. The device is in a butterfly package
with an optical pigtail of mode field diameter 10 micrometres
and cladding diameter of 125 micrometres.

Information from Mitsubishi marketing. Tel 01707 276 100.

Overseas Readers
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your
local overseas access code plus the digits 44.

Exclusive to ETI Readers
15% off all Number One Systems' Electronic CAD Software!

Number One Systems are the European market leaders in affordable
CAD software for electronic design. Since 1983 their PCB layout and
simulation programs have become an indispensable tool for thousands of
design engineers and are used by leading companies like GEC, Hewlett-
Packard. IBM and Motorola.

Low cost easy -to -use entry-level programs include the award -winning
PCB Drafting program EASY -PC, with over 20,000 licences sold in 90
countries through the world, the powerful analogue and digital circuit
simulators ANALYSER 111 and PULSAR, and the time -saving FILTECH
fitter designer that can produce a complete active or passive filter circuit
from a simple graphical description of the required frequency response.

For advanced users, the Professional range extends the capabilities
of the entry-level programs with a high-speed autorouter, MultiRouter,
typically capable of 100% routing a 200mm by 150mm double -sided
board with 140 components including a large PGA device in under 10

minutes. and LAYAN a revolutionary electromagnetic simulator based on
original research at Philips Research Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey. With
LAYAN. it is possible to simulate the behaviour of an analogue circuit
taking full account of the effects of the physical PCB layout. This means
that designers can see the effects of unwanted couplings across the
layout and can also make use of printed couplers, filters and inductors in
their designs.

List prices range from £75.00 for EASY -PC up to £495.00 for LAYAN
with free lifetime telephone support for all customers. ETI readers quoting
the reference number on the Discount Card can claim 15% off the list
price of all Number One Systems' software until the end of December
1996. A full catalogue and price list is available from Number One
Systems, Harding Way, St. Ives, HUNTINGDON. Cambridgeshire. PE17
4WR. Telephone: 01480 461778, e-mail: sales@ numberone.com.
Please quote the reference number on the card with all enquiries and
orders.
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MOONSHINE BIBLE 270 page book covering the production of
alchohol from potatoes, nce, grains etc Drawings of simple home
made stills right through to commercial systems E15 ref MS1

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG With a ranged 800 metres or
more and up to 100 hours use from a PP3 this will be popular? Bug
measures less than 1' square, £28 Ref LOT102
SINCLAIR C6 MOTORS We have a new ones available without
gearboxes at £50 ref LOT25

BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP New
publication gives step by step guide to building wind generators
Armed with this publication and a good local scrap yard could make
you self sufficient in electncityi E12 ref LOT81

PC KEYBOARDS PS2 connector. top quality suitable for all 286/
386/486 etc £10 ref PCKB 10 for £65

TRACKING TRANSMITTER range 1 5-5 miles. 5.000 hours on
AA batteries. also transmits info on car direction and motioniWorks
with any FM radio 15' square £65 ref LOT101
ELECTRIC DOOR LOCKS Complete lock with both Yale lock
and 12v operated deadlock (keys included) £10 ref LOT99
GALLIUM ARSENIDE FISHEYE PHOTO DIODES Complete
with suggested circuits for long range communicationskswitching
El2 complete

SURVEILLANCE TELESCOPE Superb Russian zoom
telescope adjustable from 15x to 60x1 complete with metal tnpod
(imposible to use without this on the nigher settings) 66rnm tense.
leather carrying case E149 ref BAR69

WIRELESS VIDEO BUG KIT Transmits video and audio
signals from a mi nature CCTV camera (included) to any standard
television! Al the components including a PP3 battery will fit into a
cigarette packet with the lens requinng a hole about 3mm diameter
Supplied with telescopic aenal but a piece of wire about 4' long will
still give a range of up to 100 metres A single PP3 will probably give

less than 1 hours use. E99 REF EP79 (probably not licensable!)

CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm, 30 grams. 12v
100mA. auto electronic shutter. 3 6mm F2 lens, CCM, 512x492
pixels. video output is 1v p -p (75 ohm). Works directly into a scan or
video input on a N or video. IR sensitive. E79 95 ref EF137

IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables the camera
to be used in fatal darkness' E5.99 ref EF 138.

REMOTE CONTROLTANDATA TD1400 MODEM/
VIEWDATA Complete system compnsing 120375 modern. auto
dialler, infra red remote keyboard. (could be adapted for PC use?)
psu. UHF and RGB output phone lead, RS232 output. composite

output Absolute bargain for sans alOnel£9.95 ref BAR33

9 WATT CHIEFTAN TANK LASERS
Double beam units designed to fltin the gun barrel of a tank, each unit
has two semi conductor lasers and motor drive units for alignement
7 mile range. full circuit diagrams new pnce £50,000? us? E349
Each unit has two gallium Arsenide injection lasers. 1 x 9 watt. 1 x
3watt, 900nm wavelength. 28vdc, 600hz pulsefrequency The units
also contain an electronic receiver to detect reflected signals from
targets five or more units £299 ea E349 for one. Ref LOT4

TWO WAY M IRROR KIT I nd udes special adhesivefllm to make
two way mirror(s) up to 60'.20' (glass no! included) includes full
instructions. E12 ref TW I

NEW LOW PRICED COMP UTE R/WORKSHOP/H I RC B

UNITS Complete protection from faulty equipment for everybody,
I rime unit fltsin standard IEC lead (extends it by 750rnm), fitted in less
than 10 seconds, reset/test button, 10A rating. E6.99 each ref LOTS.
Ora pack of 10 at E49 90 ref LOTS If you want a box of 100 you can
have one for £2501

RADIO CONTROLLED CARS FROM £6
EACH!!!! All returns from famous manufacturer,
3 types available, single channel
(left,right,forwards,backwards)£6 ref LOT1. Two
channel with more features £12 ref LOT2

THOUSANDS AVAILABLE RING/FAX FOR DETAILS!
MAGNETIC CARD READERS (Swipes) E995 Cased with
flyleads. designed to read standard credit cardsi they nave 3 wires
coming out of the head so they may write as well? complete with
contra elctronics PCB lust E9 95 ref BAR31
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you
infomiation on setting up different businesses, you peruse these at
your leisure using the text editor on your PC Also included is the
certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) the manuals as much
as you like! Eta ref EP74

PANORAMIC CAMERA OFFER Takes double width
photographs using standard 35mm film Use in horizontal or vertical
mode. Complete with strap £7.99 ref BARI
COIN OPERATED TIMER KIT Complete with consiot
mechanism adtustable time delay, relay output, put a caned on
anything you like! TV s videos. fndges, drinks cupboards HIFI
takes 50p's and £1 cans. DC operated, pnce just E7 99 ref BAFt27
ZENITH 900 X MAGNIFICATION MICROSCOPE Zoom.
metal construction, built in light, shnmp farm, group viewing screen,
lots of accessories E29 ref A NAY L T
AA NICAD PACK Peck of 4 tagged AA nicads £2.99 ref BAR34
PLASMA SCREENS 222x310mm, no data hence E4.99 ref
BAR67
NIGHTSIGHTS Model TZS4 with infra red illuminator views up to
75 metres tn full darkness in infrared mode, 156n range, 45mm lens.
13 deg angle of view, focussing range 1 5m to Infinity. 2 AA battenes
requ red 950g weight E199 ref BAR61 1 years warranty
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain print*,
16 character 2 line, 99x24mm £299 ref SM1623A
20 character 2 line, 83x19mm £399 ref SM2020A
16 character 4 line. 62x25mm £599 ref SMC1640A
TAL-1 110MM NEWTONIAN REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Russian. Superb astronomical 'scope, everything you need for some

u1^01r, err ilttztn50167.10 1597 'n68ndlca000 &BROWNY tor Itrthor

WOLVERILANIPION BRAN(11
NOW OPEN AT WORCESTER ST

Tvi niqtry 1703Q
details £249 ref TAL-1

CENTRAL POINT PC TOOLS Award winning software 1.300
virus checker. memory optimiser, disc optimiser file compression,
low level formatting, backup scheduler disk defragmenter undelete.
4 calculators. Obese, disc editor. over 40 viewers remote computing
password protection, encryption, comprehensive manual supplied
etc E25 ref lot 97 3.5' risks.
GOT AN EXPENSIVE BIKE? You need one dour bottle alarms
they look like a standard water bottle but open the top, insert a key to
activate a motion sensor alarm built Inside Fits all standard bottle
camers supplied with two keys SALE PRICE E7.99 REF SA32

GOT AN EXPENSIVEANYTHING?You need one of our cased
vibration alarms, keyswitch operated fully cased lust fit it to
anything from videos to caravans, provides a years protection from 1
PP3 battery, UK made SALE PRICE E4.99 REF SA33

DAMAGED ANSWER PHONES These are probably beyond
repair so lust E4 99 each BT response 200 machines REF SA30

COMPUTER DISC CLEAROUTweareleinnth a lotolsoltware
packs that need clean ng so we are selling at disc vat ue only, 50 discs
for £4, thats just 8p eachu(our choice of discs) Ed ref EP65

IBM PS2 MODEL 160Z CASE AND POWER SUPPLY
Complete with fan etc and 200 wall power supply. E9.95 ref EP67
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES 145 watt +5.-5..12.-12.
150x150x85mm complete with switch flyleads and IEC socket
SALE PRICE E9.99 ref EPM

1.44 DISC DRIVES Standard PC 3 5' drIves but retums so they
will need attention SALE PRICE E4.99 ref EP68

1.2 DISC DRIVES Standard 5.25' dnves but returns so they will
need attention SALE PRICE NOW ONLY E3.50 ref EP69

PP3 NICA DS Unused but some storage marks £4.99 ref EP52
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES (Customer returns)Standard PC
psu's complete with fly leads case and fan +12y.-12v.+5v.-5y SALE
PRICE E1.99 EACH worth ttfcrthe bits alone+ ref DL1 TRADE PACK
OF 20 E29.95 Ref 012

GAS HOBS AN DOVENS Brand new gas appliances, perfect for
small flats etc Basic 3 burner hot SALE PRICE E24.99 ref EP72
Basic small built in oven SALE PRICE E79 ref EP73

RED EYE SECURITY PROTECTOR 1 000 wan outdoor PIR
switch SALE PRICE E6.99 ref EP57

ENERGY BANK KIT 100 6'x6' 6v 100mA panels. 100 diodes,
connection details etc £69 95 ref EF 112

PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE, does everything for all
siz es of businesaas includes wordprocessor. report writer. wi ndowing,
networkable up to 10 stations multiple cash books etc 200 page
comprehensive manual 90 days free technical support (01342-
326009 try before you buy') Current retell price is E129, SALE
PRICE E9.95 ref SA12 SAVE E12011

COMPLETE PC 200 WATT UPS SYSTEM Top of the range
UPS system providing protection for your computer system and
valuable software against mains power fluctuations and cuts. New
and boxed, UK made Provides up to 5 mires running time in the event
of complete power failure to allow you to run your system down
correctty. LAST FEW TO CLEAR AT E49 SAVE E30 ref LOT61

BIG BROTHER PSU Cased PSU 6v 2Aoutput, 2rn a/pleadt 5m
input lead, UK made 220v SALE PRICE E4.99 REF EP7

Check out our
WEB SITE

http://wwiN.pavIllorhoo.uk/bull-eleotrIcal
RACALMODEM BONANZA! 1 Racal MPS 12231200,75modeint
telephone lead mans ead manual and comms software. the
cheapest way onto the net, all this for just £13 ref DEC13

4.6mw LASER POINTER. BRAND NEW MODEL NOW IN
STOCK!, supplied in fully built form (looks like a nice
pen) complete with handy pocket clip (which also acts
as the on/off switch.) About 60 metres range! Runs on
2 AAA batteries. Produces thin red beam ideal for
levels, gun sights, experiments etc. just E39.96 ref
DEC49 TRADE PRICE £28 MIN 10 PIECES

BULL TENS UNIT Fully built and tested TENS (Transcutaneous
Electrical Nerve Stimulation) unit complete with electrodes and full
instructions. TENS Is used for the relief of pain etc in up to 70% of
sufferers Drug free pain relief safe and easy to use, can be used in
conjunction with analgesics etc. EA9 Ref TEN/1

PC PAL VGA TO TV CONVERTER Converts a colour TV into
a basic VGA screen Completewrth Dann psu lead ands/ware.. Ideal
for laptops or a cheap upgrade Supplied in kit form for home
assembly SALE PRICE E25 REF SA34

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit wrth 2 double

SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE LIS THE UK

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD. ROVE, SUSSEX .

BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE

WITH ORDER PLUS 63 P&P PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYSPOR DELIVERYPHOle MOO
WELCOME fACK.:IC,S,VIRA, gworff., AMERICAN EXPREM

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

buit*.pavilion.co.uk

bulb floodlights, built rn charger and auto Switch Fully cased 6v 8AH
lead acid req'd (secondhand) £4 ref MAG4P11

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES Two sizes
currently available ths month 12v 15AH atE 18 ref LOT8 and 6v 10AH
(salable for emergency lights above) at just £6 ref LOT7
ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with cable.
plug etc SALE PRICE JUST E4.99 REF SA28

AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solarpanel with diode and 3
metre lead fitted with a cigar plug 12v 2watt E8.99 REF SA25

MICRODRIVE STRPPERS Small cased tape dnves ideal for
stnpping lots of useful goodies including a smart case. and lots of
components SALE PRICE JUST E4.99 FOR FIVE REF SA26
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO 6'x6' 6v 130mA
solar cells, 4 LED's, wire buzzer, switch plus 1 relay or motor. Superb
value kit SALE PRICE JUST E4.99 REF SA27

RGEUCGAJEGA/TTL COLOUR MONITORS 12' in good
condition Back anodised metal case. SALE PRICE Ede REF SA16B
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w , E2.99 REF MAG3P 10

13.8V 1.9A PSU cased with leads Just £9.99 REF MAG10P3
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us for
the C5 motor but ok for any 12v motor up to 364 Complete with PCB
etc. A heat sink may be required. £17.00 REF: MAG17
PHONE CABLE AND COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS

PACK Kit contains 100m of 6 core cable. 100 cable clips. 2 line
drivers with RS232 interfaces and all connectors etc Ideal low cost
method of communicating between PC's over a long distance utilizing
the serial ports Complete kit E8 99 Ref comp 1

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Phillips, complete with internal
1200/75 modem. keyboard, psu etc RGB and composite outputs.
menu driven. a utodialler etc SALE PRICE E12.99 REF SA18
AIR RIFLES .22 As used by the Chinesearrny for training puposes.
so there is a lot *nut' E39 95 Ref E F78 500 pellets £4.50 ref E F80

PLUG IN POWER SUPPLY SALE FROM E1.60 Plugs in to
13Asocket with outputtead three typesavalade. 9vdc 15OrnA£1 50
ref SA19. 9vdc 280mA E2 00 ref SA20. 6 5vdc 500mA E2 ref SA21
VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmits both audio and video signals
from either a video camera. videorecorder, TV or Computer etc to any
standard TV set in a 100' range (tune TV to a spare channel) 12v DC
op Pricers 125 REF: NA1315 12v psu is E5 extra REF: MAGSP2
* MNIATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of walkie talkies
walla range upb2lcrnin open country Uritsmeasure2262x155mm
Inducing cases and earp'ces 2xPP3 regd. E30 00pr REF: NAG30
'FM TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A
adaptern the Dug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever why pay
£700? or price is £15 REF EF62 (kit) Transmits to any FM radio
* FM BUG BUILT AND TESTED superior design to kit Supplied
to detective agencies 9v battery req'd. £14 REF MAG14
TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER COMPLETE WITH
COINSLOT MECHANISMS originally made to retail at £79 each.
these units are designed to convert an ordinary phone into a
payphone The units have the locks missing and sometimes broken
Nnges However they can be adapted for their original use or used for
something else"? SALE PRICE JUST E2.50 REF SA23
GAT AIR PISTOL PACK Complete with pistol. darts and pellets
£12.95 Ref EF82B extra pellets (500) £4.50 ref EF80

EMT AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x3lOrnm
130mA SALE PRICE E4.99 REF SA24
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for E4.99
ref MAG5P13 ideal fOf expenmentersi 30 m for E1299 ref MAG13P1

MCXED GOODIES BOX OF
MIXED COMPONENTS WEIGHING 2 KILOS

YOURS FOR JUST E6.99

4X29 TELESCOPIC SIGHTS Suitable for all air rifles. ground
lenses good light gathering properties £1995 ref Ft/7
GYROSCOPES Rememberthese?well we havefound acompany
that sal manufactures these popular scientific toys perfect gift or for
educational use etc. E6 ref EP70

HYPOTHERMIA SPACE BLANKET 215x150cm aluminised
foil blanket. reflects more than 90% of body heat Also suitable for the
construction of two way mirrors) E3.99 each ref 0/L041
LENSTATIC RANGER COMPASS 01 filled capsule strong
metal case, large luminous pants Sight line with magnrnang viewer.
50mm dia 86gm E10 99 ref 0/K604
RECHARGE ORDINARY BATTERIES UP TO 10 TRIES!
With the Battery Wizard, Uses the latest pulse wave charge system
to charge an copular brands of ordinary battenes AAA. AA. C. D four
at a ti m ei Led system Shays w Oen battenes a re c ha rged , automatically
rejects unsuitable cells. complete with mans adaptor, BS approved.
Price is E2195 ref EP31
TALKING WATCH Yes, it actually tells you the lime at the press of
a button Also features a voice alarm that wakes you up and tells you
what the time is, Lithium cell included. £7.99 ref EP26

PHOTOGRAPHIC RADAR TRAPS CAN COST YOU
YOUR LICENCE! The new multiband 2000 radar detector can
prevent even the most responsible of dnversfrom losing theirlicencei
Aqustabie audible alarm with 8 flashing leds gives instant warning of
radar zones Detects X, K, and Ka bands 3 mile range. 'over the hill'
'around bends' and 'rear trap facilities. micro suelust 4 .25'x2.5N.75",
Can pay for itself in lust one dayi £79.95 ref E P3
3" DISCS As used on older Amstrad machines Spectrum plus3's
etc £3 each ref BAR400
STEREO MICROSOPES BACK IN STOCK Russian, 200x
complete with lenses, lights. filters etc etc very comprehensive
microscope that would normally be around the £700 mark our pnce
is lust E299 (full money back auaranteel full details in catalpa ue

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH

BUYERS DIRECT LINE 0802 660377
F RE ECA'TAL0(;1 "E

100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE, 50P STAMP OR FREE

ON REQUEST WITH ORDER.
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on the move

Electrical storage cells represent the ultimate flexibility in the provision of energy,
in large or small amounts, industrial, residen or mobile. They are catching up,
especially in the automative industries, as Do Clarkeson describes

n many ways, the path to greener energy requires
progress with technology but also a shift in
thinking. The field of fuel cell technology
represents just such a challenge of development,
and also mental level shifting. The significance of

the fuel cell technology is that it has the ability to alter the
source of electrical power to a house, to a car or a bus, to a
block of flats, or to a city requiring 100 MW of power.

Power stations utilising fuels such as coal, oil and natural
gas tend to be economical in relatively large units. Nuclear
power stations are even more concentrated units of investment
and typically cost several billions of pounds to construct. The
long term significance for the power industry may be the ability
of fuel cells to decentralise it, with power generation systems
being sited even in residential neighbourhoods.

The process of deregulation of the power industry is seen in
the USA as a means to reduce utility power costs as a
potential attraction for industry. This process has already gone
some way, especially in California where by 1998 companies
can be in a position to buy power from the utility of their
choice.

This choice is being opened up to residential customers by
2003. The development of fuel cell technology is coming at a
time where increasing decentralisation will take place in power
supply systems and there will be a gap in the market for more
flexible, more efficient and less polluting forms of power
generation. This move for deregulation would allow the cost of
grid distribution to be reduced as less power is required to be
transmitted across it.

There could even be some 'wild card' scenarios within the
fuel cell field. With millions of homes connected to natural gas
in the UK, what is to prevent the development of a flexible
'multi -boiler' system that provides both heat and electricity
derived from the fuel cell function? A lot of the energy from my
gas boiler seems just to heat the gas exit flue. (And you have
probably noticed the same thing in yours.)

Developers, on your marks ....
Fuel cell technology also has the potential to interact -
hopefully not to interfere - with alternative sources of power
such as wind, solar and biomass. Linked together in a

supportive way,
fuel cells could
provide a means of efficiently
using hydrogen produced by electrolysis from wind and solar
sources, or producer gas or methanol from biomass sources.

In terms of global warming, fuel cells can help reduce
carbon dioxide emissions by using fuels such as natural gas
much more efficiently. When hydrogen is used directly, no
carbon dioxide is released as a direct result of the fuel cell
process.

Discovery of the fuel cell
One of the surprising aspects of fuel cell technology is that it
was discovered by Sir William Robert Grove in 1839. Sir
William Grove was also the first to demonstrate the
dissociation of steam into hydrogen and oxygen by a heated
catalyst such as Platinum. In today's parlance, this would be
described as 'reformer' technology. He also developed a
battery with one cell consisting of zinc in dilute sulphuric acid
and another of a platinum cathode in nitric acid, with the cells
being separated by a porous container.

Sir William Grove initially made his career in law, but ill
health made him turn to science, becoming professor of
Physics at the London Institution between 1840 and 1847. He
was later to combine both careers by being involved in patent
law. His background identifies him as being indeed most suited
for the modern day world of fuel cell development - a mind
filled with science and the finer points of patent law.

General developments
While the concept has been understood for nearly 160 years, it
has only been relatively recently that progress in materials
technology has advanced the cause of the fuel cell. Pratt and
Whitney successfully developed fuel cells for the Gemini IV
mission. These subsequently provided an invaluable source of
power for the Apollo moon landing missions. Currently a 12
kW alkaline fuel cell provides power for NASA's space shuttle.
This cell can only be run on pure hydrogen and oxygen and is
seen as having limited potential for future application.

In the USA, the Department of Energy developed fuel cell
systems through the 1970s and 80s with principal effort going
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into Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC) technology. The
commercialisation of this technology is now visible as systems
are being supplied to customers. One key research centre in
the USA is the Department of Energy's Morgantown Energy
Technology Centre (METC). More recently, over the last five
years, there has been increasing interest in advanced high
temperature fuel cells which operate at higher efficiencies and
also require lower capital costs and which in particular can
utilise coal gas as a fuel.

With Europe a framework of collaborative projects
sponsored by national governments, EC funding and
commercial sources are active in developing a range of fuel cell
technologies with a bias towards high temperature processes
with internal conversion of natural gas to hydrogen.

Similarly within Japan, a diverse mix of organisations and
companies are actively involved in development of fuel cell
technology.

General types of fuel cell
Table 1 summarises the main types of fuel cell currently being
developed or in commercial production.

advantage in general transport situations such as cars and
buses.

SPFC or PEM (Proton Exchange
Membrane) cells
Figure 1 indicates the essential structure of a section through a
SPFC or Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell.
Hydrogen is supplied to a gas porous hydrogen anode.
Hydrogen migrates across a layer of catalyst (usually platinum)
as hydrogen ions after having given up an electron. The
protons are small enough to migrate through the membrane
across the catalyst and into the oxygen cathode which is a
porous structure supplied with oxygen. Electrons left behind at
the hydrogen anode travel in a connected circuit to the
cathode where the hydrogen ions (protons) are neutralised and
water is formed.

The hydrogen ions therefore develops a negative voltage
and the oxygen electrode a positive voltage. Under open circuit
conditions with no current flowing, the cell potential is around
1V Under conditions of load the cell potential falls to around
0.6 V A key feature of the fuel cell technology, however, is its

TYPE

DESCRIPTION
SPFC
Solid Polymer

PAFC

Phosphoric Acid
MCFC

Molten Carbonate
SOFC
Solid Oxide

Operating Temp C 80-200 200 650 1000

Predicted % Efficiency 60 up to 40 65 55

Internal Reforming No No t e s Yes

Pressure atm 1-8 1-10 ,

Table 1: Summary of main types of fuel cells.
The SPFC is also frequently referred to as the PEM (Proton
Exchange Membrane) fuel cell. The SPFC cell typically has
sulphuric acid in polymer as its electrode and the PAFC unit
phosphoric acid in a silicon carbide matrix. The MCFC cell
typically has a mixture of lithium/potassium carbonate sintered
on lithium aluminium oxide tile surface.

The use of thin polymer membranes in the SPFC cell
provides for a high power density factor which is especially an
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WATER
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Figure 1: Operation of the PEM Fuel Cell

relatively high efficiency. For the SPFC cell, values of around
45% can be achieved. This compares favourably with the
typical value of 25% of the internal combustion engine. This is
one of the key parameters stacked in favour of fuel cells.

Sulphur and carbon monoxide must be removed from the
fuel gases to avoid poisoning the platinum catalyst present in
the anode and cathode structures. One of the anxieties about
using this cell in vehicle transport is the risk of contamination
from vehicle exhausts from vehicles with internal combustion
engines.

Within Europe, SPFC technology is being developed in
Holland by ECN, in Italy by Sere De Nora and in Germany by
Siemens and Dornier with a wider range of companies
including Rolls Royce and VESL showing interest in associated
technology and applications.

A key developer of SPFC technology is Ballard Power
Systems Inc in Vancouver, Canada. Energy Partners Inc of
Florida, founded in 1990, is also another developer of proton
exchange membrane fuel cells and has developed 20 kW PEM
facility using compressed hydrogen. For low to medium sized
PEM fuel cell installations, Ballard Power is in many ways
already demonstrating the future.

Ballard Power Systems
While there is a wide range of fuel cell technologies available, it
is widely considered that the appropriate technology for
vehicles is that of PEM or proton exchange membrane. The
key characteristics of high power density and quick start up
time and the tolerance of variable power demands, map
exceedingly well to the driver waiting for the red light to
change.
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Figure 2: Comparison of efficiencies of PEM fuel cell
with state of the art spark ignition internal
combustion engine.

Initial reception of the second generation bus has been
equally enthusiastic. Powered by a 205 kW (275 HP) fuel cell
system, the bus has a range of 250 miles. In a significant
commercial development, the City of Chicago has signed a
US$5.8 million two year deal to put three buses into service. If
this is successful then the Chicago Transit Authority will
consider converting its entire 2000 bus fleet to Ballard Fuel Cell
engines as the buses become due for replacement.

Figure 3 shows the general construction of a fuel cell unit.
The fuel cell module is very much a sandwich with the
membrane electrode assembly (3) held between the flow field
plate (1). Thus air (4) and hydrogen (2) is distributed on
opposite sides of the flow field plate. The air flow channels (4)
guide flow over the active membrane and remove water
produced by the combination of hydrogen and oxygen.

One of the surprising features of the developments at
Ballard Power Systems has been the speed with which the
power density of the PEM cells has been increased. Figure 4

Figure 3: General construction of Ballard
fuel cell unit.

(1) flow field plate

(2) hydrogen flowing in flow channels of
field plate

(3) membrane assembly

(4) oxygen flowing in flow channels of
field plate

(5) a single fuel cell unit

(Courtesy Ballard Power Systems Inc)

In Ballard's PEM technology, the protons migrate through
the fluorocarbon polymer membrane electrode which is
typically between 0.05 to 0.18 mm thick. It is always tricky to
estimate how much of a lead Ballard have on the rest of the
field. Some observers estimate as much a 10 years.

Figure 2 indicates a general but relevant comparison
between PEM fuel cell technology and the state of the art
spark ignition engine. The data at 15% of full load is
appropriate for typical urban motoring - not pulling a caravan
up through the mountain passes of Switzerland. Thus the fuel
cell maintains its significant advantage over a large range of
percentage of full vehicle load.

The team at Ballard have developed a typical production
PEM fuel cell of a 5 kW stack at 240 A at 20 V when supplied
by hydrogen at 30 psi (approximately two atmospheres
pressure). In the PEM Ballard fuel cell, the temperature is
maintained at 70 degrees C and 100% relative humidity. The
corresponding size is only 25 x 25 x 46 cms and weighs 45
kg. Using 24 of these modules to power the initial Ballard Bus,
a top speed of 70 km/hr was achieved - supplying power to a
120 kW (160 HP) engine.

It was the demonstration of this bus that led to worldwide
interest in the Ballard fuel cell technology. The current phase of
development includes the development of a bus with 10 kW
stacks.

indicates the rapid rate at
which power units have
been made more
compact. This feature will
be a key factor in vehicle
design in the future.
During 1995, the power
density of the Ballard Fuel
cell was increased to 28
kW per cubic foot.

Figure 5 indicates what
only six years of
development can bring.
On the left the 'state of
the art' cell of 1989 and
on the right the cell of
1995 with a power density
of 28 kW/square foot -
some ten times greater

Figure 4: Indication of rapid
rate of improvement in power

density in kW/cubic foot for
Ballard PEM cells. (Courtesy
Ballard Power Systems Inc)
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Figure 5: Milestone in development: On the left the cell
of 1989 and on the right that of 1995. The difference is
an improvement by a factor of ten in power density.
(Courtesy Ballard Power Systems Inc)

Figure 6: Current design of the second generation
Ballard Bus, with a 275 HP Ballard Fuel Cell engine.
(Courtesy Ballard Power Systems Inc)

than that of the earlier cell.
Figure 6 shows the 'second generation' version of the

Ballard Bus and figure 7 the fuel cell module used to power it.
Figure 8 shows how the fuel cell module integrates into the

rear structure of the vehicle.
Beyond this, the use of 25 kW stacks and regenerative

breaking will hopefully extend the vehicle range to 560 km. This
is the vehicle concept that will be scrutinised by transit
operators.

The efforts at Ballard are now focused into reducing
manufacturing costs. One of the key developments currently
being undertaken by Ballard Power is that of a new membrane
material which if successful will lower membrane costs by as
much as 90%. In addition, alternative lighter and less
expensive materials are being investigated to further reduce
manufacturing costs for the flow field plate. It is anticipated
that volume manufacturing will begin in pilot scale towards the
end of 1996. A key player in the technology developments at
Ballard Power has been Johnson Matthey plc of the UK. This

17

ii

Figure 7: Current PEM module array used to power the
second generation Ballard Fuel Cell Bus. (Courtesy Ballard
Power Systems Inc)

Figure 8: Location of the fuel cell modules at the rear of
the Ballard bus. (Courtesy Ballard Power Systems Inc)

company has made a significant contribution to reducing the
amount of Platinum catalyst in some cell by 75% with no
deterioration in performance but with significantly reduced cost
and weight.

The future cost projections of the Ballard Fuel cell is
indicated in figure 9. This is based both on lower cost of
materials and increased volume of production.

Ballard Power System is also working on a 250 kW module
powered by Natural Gas. This project was initially one in which
Dow Chemical was involved but which Ballard now seeks to
complete with a new series of partners. The timescale to
complete this stage is now set at the first quarter of 1997.

In a parallel development, Ballard Power has won a $5.9
million contract to develop a methanol fuel cell engine
delivering 100 kW (135 HP) in association with Georgetown
University, Washington D.C.. This development would be
appropriate for smaller sized buses such as airport shuttles
and the technology will be generally appropriate for powering
cars.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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DC TO DC CONVERTERS
DRM58 input 10-40vdc output 5v 8A £15
DRM128 input 17-40vdc output 12v BA £50
DRM158 input 20-40vdc output 15v BA £50
DRM248 input 29-40vdc output 24v 8A £40
DRS123 input 17-4Ovdc output 12v 3A £20
DRS153 input 20-4Ovdc output 15v 3A £20
DRS243 input 29-40vdc output 24v 3A £15
SOLID STATE RELAYS
CMP-DC-2COP 3.32vdc operation, O-200vdc 1A £2.50
SMT20000/3 3-24vdc operation, 28-280vac 3A £4 50
SMT20000/4 3-24vdc operation, 28-280vac 4A E5.00
ZRA6025F 28- 280vdtac operation. 28-280vac 25A E7 00

200 WATT INVERTERS Nicely cased units 12v input 240v
output 150riatt continuous. 200 max. E49 ref L0T62
6.9IAW HELIUM NEON LASERS New units. E65 ref LOT33
COINSLOTTOKENSYou may have a use for these? mixed bag

of 100 tokens El° ref LOT20
PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct
plans on a simple and cheap way to build a home X-ray machine'
Effective device. X-ray sealed assemblies. can be used for
expenmental purposes Not a toy or for minors! £6/set Ref F/XP1
TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
mends by creating motion with no known apparent means or cause
Uses no etectncal or mechanical connections. no special gimmicks
yelproducespoethie motion and effect Excelientbr science p roj eds.
magic shows, party demonstrations or serious research &
development ct this strange and amazing phychic phenomenon
E4/set Ref F/TKE1
ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS & DATAThis data shows
several ways to put subjects under your control. Included is a full
volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli. This material must
be used cautiously It is for use as entertainment at parties etc only.
by those experienced in its use £15/set Ref F/EH2.
GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan
demonstrates a simple electrical phenomena that produces an anti-
gravity effect You can actually build a small mock spaceship out of
simple materials and without any visible means- cause n to levitate
E10/set Ref F/GRAI
WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750.000 voids of
discharge experiment with extraordinary 1 -IV effects. 'Plasma in a
jar. St Elm o's fire. Corona, excellent science project or conversation
piece. £5/set Ref F/I3TC1/LG5
COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100mw of
visible green light High conerency and spectral quality similar to
Argon laser but easer and less costly to build yet far more efficient
ThisparliculardeagnwasdevelopedattheAlornicEnergyC,ommiston
of NEGEV in Israel. E10/set Ref F/CVL 1
VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS MI nature solid state system
turns speech sound Into indecipherable noise that cannot be
understood without a second matching unit. Use on telephone to
prevent third party listening and bugging E6/set Ref FNS9.
PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound'
works on FM too! DISCRETION ADVISED £8/set Ref F/TJ5
BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long
range device uses recent technology to detect the presence of Irv' ng
bodies, warm and hot spots. heat leaks etc intended for security, law
enforcement, research and development. etc Excellent security
device or very interesting science project. E8/set Ref FfEIHT1
BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Projects an
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and melting matenais over
a considerable distance This laser is one of the most efficient.
converting 10% inputpower Into useful output. Not only is the device
a workhorse In welding cutting and heat processing matenais but it
is also a likely candidate as an effective directed energy beam
weapon against missiles aircraft ground -to -ground. etc Particle
beams may very well utilize a laser of the type to blast a channel In
the atmosphere for a high energy stream of neutrons or other
particles The device is easily applicable to burning and etching
wood cutting plastics textiles etc £12/set Ref F/LC7
MYSTERY ANTI GRAVITY DEVICE PLANS Uses simple
concept. Objects float in air and move to the touch. Defies gravity,
amazing gift, conversation piece, magic trick or science protect £61
set Ref F/ANT 1K
ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves. Blow holes in metal. produce 'cold' steam, atomize
liquides. Many cleaning uses for PC boards, jewilery coins small
parts etc. £6/set Ref F/ULB1
ULTRAHIGH GAIN AMP/STETHOSCOPICM IKE/SOUND
AND VIBRATK)N DETECTOR PLANS Ultrasensitive device
enables one to hear a whole new world of sounds. Listen through
walls, windows floors etc Many applications shown, from law
enforcement. nature listening, medical heartbeat. to mechanical
devices. E6/set Ref F/HGA7
ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit
produces time variable pulses of accoustical energy that dogs
cannot tolerate E6/set Ref F/DOG2
LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you
to hear sounds from a premises without gaining access E12/set Ref

F/LLiST1
LASER LIGHT SHOW PLANS Do it yourself plans show three
methods. E6 Ref F/LLS1
PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheld. has large transducer and battery capacity with exteme
controls ES/set Ref F/PSP4
INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabber/
roan monitor The ultimate in home/office security and safely! simple
to use' Cat your have or office phone, push a secret tone on your
telephone to access either A) On premises sound and voices or B)
Existing conversation with break-in capability for emergency
-.essages E7 Ref F/TELEGRAB
BUG DETECTOR PLANS l s that someone gelling the goods on
y030 Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio
energy! Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome

V1OLV ERTL% MPTON BRANCH
NOW OPEN.AT WORCESTER ST

WHAMPrON TEL 01902 22039
interference Detects low, high and UHF frequencies E5/set Ref F!

BD1

ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Projects a metal object a
considerable distance -requires adult supervision £5 ref F/EML2
ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HANDY ES/set Ref F/EMA1
PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Listen to distant
sounds and voices, open windows, sound sources in 'hard to get' or
hostile premises Uses satellite technology to gather distant sounds
and focus them to our ultra sensitive electronics. Plans also show an
optional wireless link system E8/set ref F/PM5

2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY AND
HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL AND
VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR PLANS
Operates on 9-12vdc. many possible experiments 10 Ref Fil-IVM7/

TCL4

INFINITY TRANSMITTERS The ultimate 'bug' fits to any
phone or line, undetectable. listen to the conversations in the room
from anywhere in the world' 24 hours a day 7 days a week, lust call
the number and press a button on the mini controller (supplied) and
you can hear everything' Monitor conversations for as long as you
choose £249 each. complete with leads and mini controlled Ref
LOT9 Undetectable with normal RF detectors, fitted in seconds no
bananas required. lasts forever'
SWITCHED MODE PS U'S 244 watt. +5 32A, .12 6A. -5 0 2A.
12 0 2A There is also an optional 3.3v 25A rad available 120/240v I/
P Cased, 175x90x145mm IEC inlet Suitable for PC use (6 0/drive
connectors 1 miboard). £10 ref PSUI
VIDEO PROCESSOR UNIT89/6r 10AH BATTS/12V SA
TX Not too sure what the function of these units is but they certainly
make good stnppers! Measures 390X320X120mm, on the front are
controlsforscan speed, scan delay. scan mode, loads of connect ons
on the rear. Inside 2x 6v 10AH sealed lead acid baits, pcb's and a 8A?
12v torroidial transformer (mains in) Concition not known. may have
one or two broken knobs due to poor storage. £17 50 ref VP2
RETRON NIGHT SIGHT Recognition of a standing man at 300m
in 1/4 moonlight, hermetically sealed, runs on 2 AA batteries liCimm

F 1.5 lens. 20mw infrared laser included £325 ref RET RON
MINI FM TRANSMITTER KIT Very high gain prearnp, supplied
complete with FET electret microphone Designed to cover 88-108
Mhz but easily changed to cover 63-130 Mhz. Workswlth a common
9v (PP3) battery 0.2W RF £7 Ref 1001
3-30V POWER SUPPLY KIT variable. stabilized power supply
for lab use. Short circuit protected. suitable for profesional or amateur
use 24v 3A transformer is needed to complete the kit £14 Ref 1007.
1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Supplied with piezo electric
mic 8-30vdc At 25-30v you will get nearly 2 watts! £12 ref 1009
FM/AM SCANNER KIT Well not quite. you have to turn the knob
your self but you will hear things on the radio that you would not hear
on an ordinary radio (even TV) Covers 50-160mhz on both AM and
FM Butt in 5 watt amplifier. Inc speaker £15 ref 1013
3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT Wireless system, mains
operated, separate sensitivity adjustment for each channel 1,200 w
power handling, microphone included E14 Ref 1014
4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM
transmrtter, 3 RF stages microphone and audio preamp included
£20 Ref 1028
STROBE LIGHT KIT Adjustable from 1.60 hz (a lot faster than
conventional strobes) Mains operated. EIS Ref 1037
COMBINATION LOCK Krr 9 key, programmable complete with
keypad, will switch 2A mains 9v dc operation. E I 0 ref 1114.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR KIT This device will warn you if
somebody is eavesdropping on your line £6 ref 1130
ROBOT VOICE KIT Interesting circurt that distorts your voice!
adjustable answerthephone with a different voice, 12vdcE9 ref 1131
TELEPHONE BUG KIT Small bug powered by the 'phone line.
starts transmitting as soon as the phone is picked up! E8 Ref 1135
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER KIT 800 watts per channel
speed and direction controlssupplied with 12 LEDS (you can flt tnacs
instead to make Vat mains. not supplied) 9-l2vdc E17 ref 1026
12VFLOURESCENT LAMP DRIVER KITLIghtup 4 foot tubes
from your car battery' 9v 2a transformer also required E8 ref 1069
VOXSWITCH KIT Sourxlacttv Med switch ideal br making bugging
tape recorders etc, adjustable sensitivity £8 ref 1073

Check out our
WEB SITE

http:/ /www.pav II ton.00.uk/bull-eleotrioal

PREAMP MIXER KIT 3 input mono mixer. sep bass and treble
controls plus individual level controls 18vdc. input sens 100rnA E 1 5
ref 1052
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SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR KIT Produces sounds ranging
from bird chips to sirens. Complete with speaker. add sound effects
to your projects for just E9 ref 1045
16 WATT FM TRANSMITTER (BUILT) 4 stage high power
preamp required 12-18vdc, can use ground plane, yagi or open
dipole E69 ref 1021.
HUMIDITY METER am Builds into a precision LCD humidity
meter, 9 is design. pcb, lcd display and all components included. E29
PC TRIER KIT Four channel output controlled by your PC. will
switch high current mains with relays (supplied) Software supplied
so you can program the channels to do what you want whenever you
want Minimum system configeration is 286. VGA, 4 1.640k, sena,
port. hard drive with min 100k free £24 99
FM CORDLESSM ICROPHON E This unit is an FM broadcasting
station in minature. 3 transistor transmitter with electret condenser
mic.fet amp design result in maximum sensitivity and broad frequency
response 90-105mhz, 50-1500hz. 500 foot range in open country!
PP3 battery required £15.00 ref 15P42A
MAGNETIC MARBLES They have been around for a number of
years but slit give rise to cunosty and amazement. A pack of 12 is just
£3.99 ref Gt/R20
NICKEL PLATING KIT Proffesional electroplating kit that will
transform rusting parts into showpieces in 3 hours! Will plate onto
steel, iron. bronze. gunmetal, copper. welded siNersoldereclorbrazed
joints Kit i ncludes enoug h to plate 1,000 sq inches. You will also need
a 12v supply. a container and 2 12v light bulbs. E39.99 ref NIK39
Minaturs adjustable timers, 4 pole o/ci output 3A 240v,
HY1230S, 12vDC adjustable from 0-30 secs. £4 99
HY1260M, 12vDC adjustable from 0-60 mins. £4.99
HY2405S, 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs. £4.99
HY24060m, 240v adjustable from 0-60 mins £6.99
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Small voice activated recorder.
uses micro ca ssettecomplete with headphones. E28 99 ref MAR29P1
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and oily leads 17v DC
900mA output. Bargain price E5 99 ref MAG6P9
9r DC POWER SUPPLY Standard plug in type 150ma 9v DCwith
lead and DC power plug pnce for two is £2,99 ref AUG3P4
COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into sepa-
rate H sync, V sync. and video 12v DC £8.00 REF: NAGEIP2.
FUTURE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are 295x 135x6Cm m.
4 dove connectors 1 mother board connector. 150watt. 12v fan, iec
inlet and on/off switch. £12 Ref EF6
VENUS FLYTRAP KIT Grow yourowncarnmrousplantwith this
simple tat E3 ref EF34

6-x12- AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310mm
130mA Bergen pnce just E5 99 ea REF MAG6P12
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for £4 99
ref MAG5P13 ideal fix expenmentersl 30 m for £12 99 ref MAG13P I
ROCK LIGHTS Unusual things these. two pieces of rock that glow
when rubbed togethed belived to cause rainiE3 a pair Ref EF29
3' by 1' AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANELS 14.5v, 700mA 10
watts. aluminium frame. screw terminals. £44.95 ref MAG45.
ELECTRONICACCUPUNCTURE KIT Builcisintoan electronic
version Instead of neecles! good to expenment with. £7 ref 7P30
SHOCKING COIL KIT Build this little battery operated device into
all sorts of things. also gets worms out of the ground, £7 ref 7P36
FLYING PARROTS Easily assembled kit that builds a parrot that
actually flaps its wings and flies! 50 m range E6 ref EF2
HIGH POWER CATAPULTS Hinged arm brace for stability
tempered steel yoke, super strength latex power bands Departure
speed of ammunition is in excess of 200 miles per hour! Range of ove r

200 metres! £799 ref R/9
BALLON MANUFACTURING KIT British made. small blob
blow sinto a large, longlast ng balloon, hours of funiE3 99 ref GI/E99R
9-0-9V 4A TRANSFORMERS. chassis mount E7 ref LOT19A
2.6 KILOWATT INVERTERS, Packed with batteries etc
but as they weigh about 100kg CALLERS ONLY) £120.
MEGA LED DISPLAYS Build your selta dock or something with
these mega 7 seg displays 55mm high. 38mm wide 5 on a pcb forjust
E4.99 ref LOT 16 or a bumper pack of 50 displays for just £29 ref
LOTI7

CLEARANCE SECTION, MINIMUM ORDER
£15, NO TECHNICAL DETAILS AVAILABLE,
NO RETURNS, TRADE WELCOME.
2000 RESISTORS ON A REEL (SAME VALUE) 99P REF BAR140
AT LEAST 200 CAPACFTORS (SAME VALUE 99P REF BAR342
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS JUST 99P REF BAR333
CIRCUITBREAKERS, OURCHOICE TOCLEAR99PREFBAR335
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANELS TO CLEAR E2 REF BAR 329
2 TUBES OF CHIPS(2 TYPES OUR CHOICE) 90P REF BAR305
LOTTERY PREDICTOR MACHINE!! JUST E1.50 REF BAR313
HELLA LJROVER ELECTRIC Hrt.AMP LEVELLERE2 REF BAR3I 1
SINCLAIR CS le- TYRES TO CLEAR AT JUST 75P REF BAR318
LARGE MAINS MOTORS (NEW) TO CLEAR AT 75P REF BAR310
MODEMS ETC FOR STRIPPING £250 EACH REF BAR324
110V LARGE MOTORS (NEW) TO CLEAR AT 50P REF BAR332
MODULATOR UNITS UNKNOWN SPEC JUST 50P REF BAR323
GX4000 GAMES COSOL ES JUST E4 REF BAR320
SMART CASED MEMORY STORAGE DEVICE, LOADS OF BITS
INSIDE, PCB, MOTOR, CASE ETC. BUMPER PACK OF 5
COMPLETE UNITS TO CLEAR AT E250(FOR 5) REF BAR 330
2 CORE MAINS CABLE 2M LENGTHS PACK OF 4 Et REF BAR337
PC USER/BASIC MANUALS, LOADS OF INFO. El REF BAR304
PCB STRIPPERS TO CLEAR AT 2 FOR 99P REF BAR341
3 M 3CORE MAINS CABLE AND 13A PLUG. SOP REF BAR325

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH

BUYERS DIRECT LINE 0802 660377

FREE CATALOGI-E
100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 45P STAMPS.
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Figure 9: Projected costs of manufacture for Ballard
Power units. (Courtesy Ballard Power Systems Inc)

Figure 10: Top Left: Methanol powered PEM unit for
Canadian Defence Department Centre: Prototype
hydrogen powered fuel cell system developed for
German shipbuilder HDW. (Courtesy Ballard Power
Systems Inc)

It is considered that methanol will be the fuel of choice for
automotive requirements and this tends to be the technology
that Ballard is negotiating with various manufacturers. In
particular Honda have placed an order for $2 million worth of
Ballard Fuel Cells.

There has been interest in the use of Ballard fuel cells to
power submarines. Fuel cells do run significantly quieter than
diesel engines. Deals with Ballard in this area have been made
with the Canadian Defence Department and the German ship
builders Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werft AG (HDW). In the
case of the Canadian interest, this was for the building of a 40
kW demonstration power unit running on methanol. This
project which is nearing completion could be followed by a
contract to construct a full sized 400 kW power plant. The
contract for HDW is a prototype hydrogen fuelled power plant.

CARBANACEOUS r---)
FUEL

AIR + CO2 riO

REFORMING REACTION

CH4 + H2O = CO + 3H2

ANODE REACTION
H2 4. CO; H2O + CO2+ 2E

CATHODE REACTION

+ CO2 + 1/202 .=2 CO;

MATRIX 0
CATHODE

Figure 11: Basic features of the Molten Carbonate Fuel
Cell

Figure 12: Full size electrode tapes being passed for
processing in a high temperature furnace prior to
assembly. (Courtesy M -C Power)

Two units have been already delivered. These units are shown
in figure 10. These contracts are especially valuable to Ballard
to secure revenue at a time when there is a significant
requirement for funds for research and development.

Ballard is also investigating the use of its fuel cell technology
for a wide range of applications even including those for
powering of the ubiquitous PC. In a demonstration desk top
unit Ballard demonstrated the ability of a compact unit to work
20 hours on a single charge of fuel.

The molten carbonate fuel cell
A number of groups around the world are seeking to develop
the technology of the Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC)
which brings advantages of high efficiency coupled with
moderate construction costs. The prime market here is that of
stationery power supplies.

Figure 11 indicates the basic principle of the molten
carbonate fuel cell. The electrolyte of the cell is heated to 650
degrees C at which temperature the salt melts and becomes
electrically conductive, allowing carbonate ions, to migrate to
the anode through which reformed fuel is passed. The
carbonate ions and the hydrogen at the anode react to form
water and carbon dioxide. Meanwhile at the cathode, oxygen
reacts with carbon dioxide (recycled from anode products) to
replace carbonate ions that have migrated to the anode. In this
set of chemistry, carbon dioxide is used as a link in the chain of
ionic interactions but with in theory no net carbon dioxide
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being produced for pure hydrogen input.
One problem with the cell which is being receiving attention

is the rate of degeneration of the nickel oxide cathode where it
contacts the molten alkali electrolyte. Various initiatives are
taking place within Europe to use more stable materials such
as lithium cobaltate. Most development work on MCFC
technology in Europe is taking place in centres in the
Netherlands and in Germany although British Gas are playing a
key role in evaluation of such systems. In Japan. a range of
companies including IHI, Mitsubishi, Hitachi and Toshiba are
also pursuing MCFC technology, thus indicating that the
technology is widely regarded as holding considerable promise.
The emphasis on developments is in developing systems that
are internally reforming - ie reforming of fuel takes place within
the main MC stack.

Steady progress is being made in developing the molten
carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) in the USA. The M -C Power
Corporation at Burr Ridge, Illinois, is essentially a consortium of
companies and organisations with M -C Power as the team
leader. With M -C Power, the Institute of Gas Technology (IGT)
has been developing the stack technology of molten carbonate
fuel cells. The IMHEX concept for MCFC was invented by IGT
in the 1980's and this technology was subsequently transferred
to M -C Power in 1989. The research and development mode

continues at IGT and with M -C Power focusing on manufacture
of electrode materials and assembly of cell stacks.

The consortium was recently awarded a $104 million
contract by the US Department of Energy to develop MCFC
technology. The main market sector for this technology is
localised power generation. Already demonstration systems of
250 kW have been successfully implemented. A feature of M -C
Power's technology is still the use of an external reformer
module to process natural gas to hydrogen prior to supply to
the fuel cell complex. Such a facility would also provide co-
generation of steam for a district heating system. The IHI
natural gas reformer was shipped from Japan after extensive
field trials there.

While the fuel cell stack operates principally with hydrogen
as the fuel, a so called reformer unit conditions other fuels such
as natural gas, propane, methanol or ethanol into a hydrogen
rich fuel stream. M -C Power are currently developing
a 1 MW MCFC facility. One of the challenges of fuel cell
development is to utilise gaseous fuels from as wide a range of
sources as possible. It is considered possible, for example, that
50 MW size systems utilising coal gas may be possible by
2010.

Figure 12 shows the full size electrode tapes being passed
for processing in a high temperature furnace prior to assembly.
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Figure 13: Machine used to
manufacture separator plates for MCFC systems
(Courtesy M -C Power Inc)

Figure 14: Cell characteristics of MCFC units determined
by British Gas with comparison to 'model' values.
(Courtesy British Gas)
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Figure 15: Summary of pollution emissions form petrol
(gasoline), electric battery and methanol fuel cell.

This heat treatment process removes the binder
material and sinters the metal particles together to
form the electrode.

The furnace draws the tape through the high
temperature zone of the furnace at a critically
controlled rate. The anode and cathode tapes are
manufactured using separate processes. With the
MCFC the electrode material used can be nickel which
is considerably cheaper than the Platinum used with
other designs.

A key component of the fuel cell is the separator
plate which has an active area of one square metre.
Figure 13 shows the machine used to process the
separator plate to specific customer requirements.
Such a plate forms the structural backbone of the cell
and is used also as a means to establish electrical
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input otherwise the efficiency of the

Figure 16:
Comparison of
weight of fuel
required to complete
a 750 km range for
various power
systems. (Courtesy
Ballard Power
Systems Inc)

connection between
cells. M -C Power
utilises reformers made
by Ishika Wajima-
Harima Heavy Industries
for reformer technology.

Phosphoric acid
fuel cells
Like the SPFC with a
platinum catalyst, the
sulphur and carbon
monoxide must be
removed from the fuel

unit will decline. The
current density achieved by such a unit is around 240 mA per
square centimetre - with the cell voltage being around 0.66 V
Stacks consist of several hundred such individual cells linked in
series. Hydrogen gas, however, requires to be produced in an
external reformer system.

The development of the PAFC was principally undertaken
by Pratt and Whitney in the USA who formed a strategic
marketing/manufacturing alliance with Toshiba to from
International Fuel Cells (IFC). The respectable level of sales of
International Fuel Cell Corporation's PC25 200 kW systems
utilising PAFC has given the whole field of fuel cells a push
forward. The largest PAFC demonstration unit in Europe is the
1 MW plant in Milan which was built in 1993.

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC)
These cell represent the least technically developed but hold
the promise of being potentially superior in the long run to all
other fuel cell technologies. At the anode fuel such as natural
gas is introduced in the presence of steam. An initial process
of internal reformation takes places to produce carbon
monoxide and hydrogen with in turn the carbon dioxide being
changed to carbon dioxide and hydrogen.

At sufficiently high temperatures the oxygen ions begin to
conduct across the electrolyte and constitute the fuel cell
current. At the anode they react to form water and give up
their electrons which in turn flow back to the cathode through
the load.

Westinghouse in the USA has developed a tubular designed
100 kW system using air electrode supported cells. There is
also a broad group of companies in Japan pursuing the
technology and also within Europe research is being
undertaken by a relatively wide range of companies. Much of
the research is in the field of materials science and in the
efficiency of gas reforming and susceptibility to carbon
deposition.

The UK perspective: British Gas
Based at its research site at Loughborough, British Gas has

established a wide range of academic and commercial links
within the fuel cell community - both in the UK and abroad.
Modest projections for fuel cell uptake indicate a global
revenue of £1.2 billion from fuel cell sales. With the UK market,
the potential additional gas sales for fuel cell power generation
are considered to be significant.

British Gas at their Gas Research Centre in Loughborough
have constructed an experimental 'Balance of Plant' (BOP) test
rig to test the performance of a range of types of fuel cell. This
unique test facility is critical for the evaluation of a range of fuel
cell technologies where cells are tested under realistic
operating conditions.

Work has been undertaken, for example, to investigate
removal of carbon monoxide from reformer units used with
SPFC cell stacks by means of specialised ceramic
membranes. The successful development of this technology
could allow the reformer to be incorporated into the SPFC
stack directly. In a separate project, studies have been
undertaken of a compact steam reformer for the SPFC in order
to provide improved performance and flexibility in operation.

Assessment of MCFC stacks include determination of
performance of a 10 kW stack system with direct internal
reforming. This work is being undertaken in association with
the Dutch company ECN and with EC support from the JOULE
programme. Studies of this technology include vital factors
such as stability of catalyst, methods of preventing deactivation

Figure 17: The Daimler-Benz NEWCAR-II with a
maximum speed of 110 km/hr, a range of around 250
km and using two compact fuel cell stacks from
Ballard Power.
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Figure 18: Schematic diagram of the NEWCAR-II design showing
hydrogen storage in roof space, fuel cell and compressor in the vehicle
rear and motor, transmission and control electronics between the front
wheels.

and methods of regenerating the catalyst. A separate study
involves general improvement of heat management in MCFC
systems.

A key part of the work at British Gas has been the
development of a model to simulate the cell characteristics of
MCFC units at elevated temperatures and over ranges of
pressures. Figure 14 indicates data from cells at 4 bar and 10
bar. Over low/medium loads, higher pressure systems generate
more power.

A range of studies also include work with SOFC systems.
One EC funded project led by British Gas involves a
consortium of collaborative partners and relates to the
investigation of low cost SOFC stacks. A separate project
relates to investigation of internal reforming on SOFC stack
anodes. Work is also in progress in developing a test facility for
SOFC systems in order to evaluate new SOFC designs as they
become available for assessment.

British Gas is therefore quite active in fuel cell technology.
The emphasis appears to be on high temperature systems with
direct internal reforming facility.

The Norway connection
Norway is very mindful of the significant reserves of untapped
natural gas reserves under its continental shelf. Current
estimates indicate a resource in the region of 3,000 billion
cubic metres. In particular, there is increasing attention within
Norway of the possibility of generating electric power directly
from this resource using high temperature fuel cell technology.

The former Norwegian NorCell project appears to have run
its course and is now actively seeking foreign capital. Most
effort now seems to be focused on the Mjolner Project which
seeks to develop solid oxide cells. The apparent lack of
investment for such new developments does seem to be a
recurrent theme within Norway.

How green is my fuel cell?
The problem of technology links also to environmental issues.
Is it more green to use solar and wind power to split water to
hydrogen and oxygen than to grow biomass to produce
methanol with the process of cultivation giving rise to problems

of soil erosion, contamination from herbicides
and fertiliser and loss of biological diversity?

Figure 15 summarises the total pollution
emissions of petrol (gasoline), electric batteries
with grid recharge connection and methanol
fuel cells. The pollutants for battery cars are
identified principally with the pollutants
originating from power stations supplying the
power grid. In the case of the methanol fuel
cell, there is zero sulphur dioxide emission.

Even then when the evaluations and
comparisons are made on the 'cost' of a
petrol engine against the 'cost' of a fuel cell
one, a key factor missed out is the cost of
pollution in all its diverse forms but which
includes ozone, carbon monoxide, sulphur
dioxide, oxides of nitrogen and hydrocarbon
particulates.

The car of the future
Studies undertaken by Allison Gas Turbines
has evaluated the cost of mass production of
PEM 60 kW fuel cell engine running on
methanol and including fuel processing

equipment. This was estimated to be $46 per kW.or $3000
per engine. This would indicate that the mass production fuel
cell car could rapidly steal a march on its tried and tested but
inefficient and polluting internal combustion engine. This new
sense of urgency among US vehicle manufacturers broke
around March 1994 and has done much to alter the
complacency of the US auto industry which had not really
committed itself to the battery car.

The fuel cell power unit will have almost no moving parts.
There will be no fuel injection, no pistons, no valves, no crank
shaft, no distributor, no timing belt, no starter motor, no
alternator. Coming up to the beginning of a new millennium,
however, the public are more likely to accept a more radical
change. Somehow, the conventional advertising slant showing
a petrol car as the car of the new millennium with an outbreak
of whales over the North American desert no longer seems
credible.

Also is there an employment angle? Will fuel cell cars
employ less people to make and service? No studies have
apparently been published.

The Californian Air Resources board is widely known for its
stand on zero emission vehicles (ZEVs). There has recently
been developments in the USA relating to this topic. While
there is still a commitment to retaining the 2003 mandate for
10% of vehicles to be ZEVs, between 1998 and 2003 it is
considered that the mandate should be voluntary.

One of the more significant changes is the formation of an
action group of twelve Northeastern states including
Massachusetts and - yes - New York to adopt the Californian
standards in their region. This has done marvels to focus the
mind of the US automobile industry on the new types of car
they may have to design and build and at the same time given
companies like Ballard a tremendous boost.

Even in the wake of good marketing stunts by the major car
maker General Motors in 1990 with the launch of its innovative
Impact car, there are doubts that battery technology will be
sufficiently popular. The increasing interest in fuel cell
technology, however, is seen by many analysts as the way
forward to meeting ZEV targets. General Motors, for example,
is now working on a methanol powered PEM unit supplied by
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Ballard Power Systems Inc with battery supplementation by
1996.

It is strange, however, that in the continent of Europe -

incidentally where the car was invented, our major cities are
increasingly polluted by vehicles, there is no comparable ZEV
mandate - even on the horizon. In Paris, the solution at present is
to restrict the number of cars entering the city on days of high air
pollution. In Athens, there is an acute problem of respiratory
disease - especially among children caused by air pollution
caused by vehicles. For all the advertisements on the TV for cars
there are none that show an x-ray image of the lungs of an inner
city child whose lung volume has been reduced by exposure to
ozone and clogged by fine hydrocarbon particulates.

The most contentious issue at present relates to the type of
fuel used - hydrogen or methanol. Hydrogen can be stored in a
variety of forms including, a compressed gas, a metal hydride. a
cryogenic liquid, a liquid hydride, a cryoadsorbed gas or a cooled
and compressed gas.

In the use of methanol, the cost of storage is minimal - the
same as that of petrol/diesel. Where methanol is used, however,
a reformer stage to process the fuel to hydrogen is required.

An analysis of this problem of fuel cell fuel is shown in figure
16 where the various weights of fuel to complete a 750 km range
are indicated. There appears to be a consensus that methanol
will be the fuel of choice for fuel cell vehicles of the future.

There should always, however, be an element of caution when
trying to forecast vehicle technology. It could be that a cocktail of
technologies make a contribution. Watch out for the Ultra
Capacitor as an energy storage device which is being considered
by Ford.

Enter Daimler-Benz
During 1996 Daimler-Benz announced their NECAR-Il a vehicle,
shown in figure 17, with a maximum speed of 110 km/hr, a range
of around 250 km and using two compact fuel cell stacks of 150
individual elements from Ballard Power. Hydrogen is stored in
carbon fibre high pressure tanks in the vehicle roof space. The 50
kW fuel cell with air compressor is sited in the rear of the vehicle
while the motor, transmission and control electronics are located
in a more conventional front compartment between the front
wheels.

The schematic design of the vehicle, based on the new V -

class vehicle and which can hold up to six passengers is shown
in figure 18. In the two years since the initial fuel cell vehicle was
demonstrated, the weight ratio of the cells has increased by a
factor of five and the power generation by a factor of three.

Work is already in hand in developing a fuel cell system
utilising methanol as the fuel. What is surprising, however, is the
tremendous pace in development from the initial van that had no
space for any load to the present NEWCAR II. Things do seem,
at last, to be moving remarkably rapidly. Only a year ago, car
industry experts would have considered the fuel cell car was still
25 years away. Within a short time this figure has fallen to
between 10 to 15 years.

The next three years will represent a development phase at
the end of which could come the decision to enter into volume
production of fuel cell powered vehicles. Daimler-Benz is also
aware of the significant additional markets that its developments
could bring in non -vehicular products and also aware of the key
economic importance to Germany's industrial base to maintain
momentum in this field. The impression gained from the
deliberations of Daimler-Benz is that this initiative has come from
the very highest levels in the company.

Free at last?
The news from Ballard is encouraging. There is a danger,

however, in leaving such developments to the 'free' market. At
the least, the cross over to greener technologies is considerably
delayed and what is possibly more alarming, the technologies
used initially by the developing world tend to be the worst of
those of the industrialised nations. In particular, the full
industrialisation of China to current levels of fossil fuel based
technology could have dire environmental consequences for us
all.

In the rush to privatise utilities in the UK there has not been
made available the investment cash available to structure the
migration to less polluting technologies. In this, however, the UK
is no more guilty than the other main industrialised countries of
the world. With the Non Fossil Fuel Obligation charged,
essentially, to pay for decommissioning nuclear power stations
(and, incidentally, building new ones), why has not even a modest
levy been introduced to develop the technology to ensure clearer
skies and healthier lungs of tomorrow?

Summary
As a late developer, fuel cell technology seems now able to carry
itself across to commercialisation where the dawn of a new
market beckons. The significance of fuel cells, however, is in how
they can act as potential power sources in almost every industrial
and commercial activity.

As ever with a technology that is set to challenge conventional
but more polluting systems of power generation, the dramatic fall
in cost that comes with the gearing up of mass production as
demand increases will be the real indication that the technology
has arrived.

Perhaps it is time to astonish your local car dealers. Ask when
they expect delivery of the first fuel cell car.

Points of Contact
Ballard Power Systems Inc.,
9000 Glenlyon Parkway, Burnaby, BC,
Canada V5J 5J9.
Tel 001 604 454 0900
Fax 001 604 412 4700

M -C Power Corporation. Inc, 8040 S. Madison Street, Burr
Ridge,

Illnois, 60521-5808
Tel 001 708 986 8040
Fax 001 708 986 8153

British Gas Research Centre, Ashby Road,
Loughborough,
LE11 3QU.
Tel 01509 282818
Fax 01509 283144

Daimler-Benz AG,

Corporate Communications (KOM), Eppelstrasse 225,
D-70546 Stuttgart-Mohringen, Germany.
Tel 01049 711 17 93271
Fax 01049 711 17 94365

Internet: Search under 'fuel cell' with a search engine and you will
get hundreds of relevant references. Most of these will be of a
strong 'marketing' nature.
Drive a Daimler-Benz vehicle at
http:/www1.dbresearchberlin.de:8001
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NEW SPECIAL OFFERS package with data sheet .
El 95

DC -DC convertor Reliability model V12P5 12v in 5v
200ma out 300v input to output Notation with data
£4.95 each or pack of 10 £39.50
Hour counter used 7 dlgil 240v ac 50Hz £1 45
°WERT( keyboard 58 key good qualrty switches new

£600
Airpax A82903 -C large stepping motor 14v 7.5 step
27ohm 68rnm die body 8.3mm shaft £8.95 or £200.00
fora box of 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22.5mm lead pitch
0.9uf 250vdc 15p each 14p 100.9p 1000.
tut 250vdc 20p each, 15p 100.. 10p 1000+
tut 50v Dover electrytic axial ieads 15p each. 7.5p 100.
022.1250v polyester anal leads 15p each. 7.5p 100.
Polypropylene 1.1 400vdc (Wirna MKP10) 27.5mm
pitch 32429x77mm case 75p each 60p 100+
Philips 123 leads

New mini waterproof TV camera 40x40x15mm
requires 10 to 20 volts at 120mA with composite video
output to feed into a video or a TV with a SCART
plug) it has a high resolution of 450 TV lines Vertical
and 380 TV lines horizontal. electronic auto Ins for
nearly dark (1 LUX) to bright sunlight operation and a
pinhole lens with a 92 degree field of view, it focuses
down to a few CM. It is fined with a 3 wire lead (12v
in god and video out).
£93.57. VAT :. £109.95 or 10. C89 32 + VAT = £104.99.
High quality stepping motor kits (all including stepping
rectors) 'Cornstep odependent control of 2 stepping
motors by PC (Via the parallel port) with 2 motors and
software.
KX £67.00 ready built £99.00
Software support and 4 digital inputs kit £27.00
Power interface 4A kit E36.00
power interface 8A kit £46.00
Stepper kit 4 (manual control) includes 200 step
stepping motor and control circuit £23.00
Hard held transistor analyser It tells you which lead is
the has. the collector and emitter and if it is NPN or
PM' or 'allay £33.45
LEDs 3mrn or 5rnm red or green ..7p each
yellow 11 p each
cable ties ... 1p each £5.95 per 1000
£49.50 per 10,000
Rechargeable Batteries
AA (HP7) 500 mAH £0.99
AA 500mAH with solder tags C1.55
AA 700 mAH £175
C (HP 11) 12AFI £2.20
C 2AH with solder tags C3.60
D (HP2) 1.2AH E2 60
D 4AH with solder tags £4.95
PP3 8.4V 11(nAH C4.95
1,12AA with solder tags £1.55
Sub C with solder tags .C2.50
AAA (HP16) 18OrnAH ..£1.75
1/3 AA with tags (plugs CTV) £1 95
Standard charger chafges 4 AA cells in 5 hours or
4Cs or Ds re 12.14 hoots + 1xPP3 (I, 2, 3 or 4 cells
may be charged at a time) £5.95
High power charger as above but charges the Cs and
Ds in 5 hours AAs Cs and Ds must be charged in 2s
or 4s E10.95
Nickel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no
nen ery. II charged at 100rna and discharged at
250ma or less 1100mAH capacity (lower capacity for
high discharge rates). £3.75
Special offers please check for availability
stick of 4 42 x 16rnm nicad bananas 171mmx16rnm
dia with red & black leads 4.8v £595
5 button cell 6V 280rnAh battery with wires (Varta
5a25013K) ... ..... _ .... .C2.45
Shaded pole motor 240Vac 5mrn a 20nan shah 80 a
60 0 55mm excluding the shaft . _ £4.95 each
115v ac 130v dc motor 4mm a 22mm shaft 5Ornm dia x
60 long body (excluding the shaft) it has replacable
thermal fuse and brushes £4.95 each £3.95 100+
7 segment common anode led display 12mrn .£0.45
LM337k T03 case vanable regulator . .C1.95

£1.44 100.
GaAs FET lore leakage current 58873 £12.95 each

£9 95 10i £7.95 1
85250 P channel mallet £0.45, BC559 transistor00+

£3.95 per 100
BC547A transistor 20 for £1.00
74LSO5 hex Inverter £10.00 per 103. used 8748
Microcontroller E3.50
SL952 UHF Limrting amplifier LC 16 surface mounting

seres sole aliaxiniion axial
33uf 10v & 2.2.140p each, 25p 100+
Plutons 108 series long tile 22ut 63v 9X151 30p each
15p 1000+
Multilayer AVX 5mrn 100vomen* al pitch
100p1, 150pt, 2200, 10, (10n) 10p each. Sp
100a, 3.5p 1000+
50Opt compression Witmer 60p
40 of 370vac motor start capacilla (Malectrol type
cannlainmg no pcbs) £5.95 or £49.50 for 10
Solid carbon resistors very low inductance ideal for
RF circuits
27ohm 2W. 68ohm 2W 25p each 15p each 100. we
have a range of 0.25w 0.5w 1w and 2,v solod carbon
resistors please send SAE for !1st
PC 400W PSU (Intel part 201035-001) with standard
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors. fan and
mains inleVoutlet connectors on back and switch on
the side (top for tower case) dims
212a49x149rnm excluding switch £26.00 each
£138.00 for 6
MX180 Digital multimeter 17 ranges t000vdc 750vac
2Mohm 200mA transistor Hie 9v and 1/5v battery test

£9.95
AMD 27256-3 Eproms £2.00 each £1.25 100+
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SDC-3-023) 60p each
40p 103,
Disk drive boxes for 5.25 disk drive with room for a
power supply Int grey plastic 67x268x247mm C7.95
or 049.50 for 1
Hand held uttrasornc remote control £3.95
CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mm dia with 3 wire
terrrunals will also work as a neon light 20p each or
£7.50 per 100
Verbatim R300NH Streamer tape commonly used on
nc machines and printing presses etc. it looks kite a
normal cassette with a slot cut out of the top E4.95
each (C3.75 100+)
Healsink compound tube 95p
HV3-2405-E5 5-24v 50mA regulator IC 18-264vac
input 8 pin DIL package C3.49 each (100+ £2.25)
LM 555 bluer c 16p. 8 pin DIL socket 6p

PM products advertised as new and unused unless
otherwise stated. Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC.
74F t inear Transistors Ms, rechargeable batteries

capacitors tools etc always in stock.
Please add £1.95 towards P&P. vat inc. in all prices

JPG ELECTRONICS
ETI 276-278 Chatsworth lioaci

Chesterfield S40 25H
,. :, Orders (01246) 211202 lax 5SCrif -

-c 9.30am-5.30prn Monday -Sal., -.,,

& Suppliers to the

of the following services:
Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

details of your requirements to us

STEVENAGE, HERTS. SG1 2DF

---r, T7.---,

--i, n- LTD STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 3V disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax
on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD. Cromer House, Caxton way.

HIGH QUALITY LOW COST
C.C.T.V. CAMERA

EXTREMELY LOW LIGHT LEM.
AUTO ELECTRONIC SHUTTER.

COMPOSITE VIDEO OUT VIA
HNC PLUG.

SMALL DISCRETE SIZE.
CAN BE USED WITH PC DIGITISER.

This super quality CCD camera can be con
netted into your existing TV or video using
the AV channel and can be used for discrete
surveillance or observing your property externally
ing. Can accommodate lighting levels ranging
built-in electronic shutter. Excellent when using
angle fixed focus lens, the camera has a resolution
an empty floodlight case. (extra). Camera size

Special offer price of only: £79.95
For full range of CCTV

DIRECT CCTV LIMITED,
FLORENCE STREET,

CLEVELAND

using a suitable weatherproof hous-
from daylight to street lighting using its

with an infra red source. Built-in wide
of 380 TVL. Can be housed inside

only 45mm x 45mm.

plus VAT (P&P £3.00)
products send SAE to:

DIRECT HOUSE,
MIDDLESBROUGH,

TS2 1DR

IN otrarApiro
(0/011171

You Disco

gmlOOs NEW PROD

FREE 32 pax.. colour
COMPUTER CATALOGUE

books

FR 32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

with the Winter 96/97 Cirkit Catalogue

The Winter 96/97 Edition brings you:

110- Even further additions to the Computer section
extending our range of PC components and
accessories at unbeatable prices.

I. WIN!. a 28,800 Fax Modem in our easy to enter

competition.

 100's of new products including; Books, Connectors,
Entertainment, Test Equipment and Tools.

New Speakers, Mixers and In -Car

Amplifiers in the Entertainment t+1 X95
section.

1110- £25 worth discount vouchers.

110- 248 Page main Catalogue, plus 32 Page full
Colour Computer Catalogue, incorporating 24
Sections and over 4000 Products from some of the

Worlds Finest Manufacturers.

110- Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and most
large newsagents. or directly from Cirkit.

10' Get your copy today!

+ 30p p&p

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ

Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314
Email:mailorder@cirkit.co.uk
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PKOFESSIONAL CIRCUIT AND PCB DESIGN AIDS FOR MOM

CADPAK for Windows I

CADPAK is especially suited to educational,
hobby and small scale schematic and PCB
design. CADPAK includes both schematic
drawing and 32 -bit PCB drafting tools but as
an entry level product, there is no netlist link
between them.

ISIS ILLUSTRATOR .
Da Eat Yk loas Sheet Configur ISM

El

k

4
.1 7
oi t

CAP
01001
MPt4

RE 5

'.
I

-
7 -

PSI km Mel. AIR . riauck

The schematic drawing module of CADPAK,
ISIS Illustrator, enables you to create circuit
diagrams like the ones in the magazines.

 Runs under Windows 3.1 making full use
of Windows features such as on-line help.

 Full control of appearance including line
widths, fill styles, fonts, colours.

 Automatic wire routing & dot placement.
 Fully automatic annotator.
 Complete with device and

comprehensive package libraries for
both through hole and SMT parts.

 Advanced route editing allows deletion
or modification of any section of track.

 Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs as well
as output via Windows drivers. Also
includes Gerber viewer.

II Exports diagrams to other applications
via the clipboard.

 CADPAK is also available for DOS.

CADPAK FOR WINDOWS £ 149
CADPAK FOR DOS £ 79

Call or fax us today for a
demo pack. Please state
whether you would like a
DOS or Windows pack.

Prices exclude postage (C5 for UK) and VAT. ISIS
ILLUSTRATOR and ARES for Windows are also available
separately. All manufacturers trademarks acknowledged.

PROPAK for Windows

PROPAK has all of the features in CADPAK plus
netlist based integration, automatic power
plane generation and a powerful auto -router
PROPAK includes enough schematic capture
and PCB design functionality for all but the
most demanding applications.

PROPAK's schematic drawing editor ISIS
ILLUSTRATOR+ includes even more features than
ISIS ILLUSTRATOR. PROPAK"s 32 -bit PCB design
tool, ARES for Windows, is our most powerful
and easy to use yet.

 Multi -sheet and hierarchical designs.
 Netlist link between modules guarentees

consistency between schematic and PCB.
 Netlists are also compatible with SPICE -AGE

and most other electronics CAD packages.
 Generates a full bill of materials.
 ASCII data import facility,
 Electrical rules and connectivity checkers.
 Ratsnest display with automatic update

during placement and routing.
 Multi -strategy autorouter gives high

completion rates.
 Power plane generator creates ground

planes with ease.

 PROPAK is also available for DOS.

PROPAK FOR WINDOWS £ 495
PROPAK FOR DOS £ 395

C 1 enenElectronics
53-55 Main St. Grassington, N. Yorks. BD23 5AA
Tel: 01756 753440 Fax: 01756 752857



Improved
Noise Masker

If noise from outside rouses you to fury, maybe Robert Penfold's natural sound
generator will bring some peace into your environment

N
oise pollution seems to be a problem that is here
to stay, and it is one that seems to get steadily
worse. There are methods of electronically
combating noise, and the most simple of these is
to use a masking technique. This is basically just a

matter of using an electronically generated noise at a
somewhat higher volume than the noise pollution. The human
hearing mechanism is very sensitive and sophisticated, but it
has a shortcoming in that it is not good at detecting weak
sounds if slightly louder sounds are present. This flaw is
exploited in noise masking, and in audio noise reduction
systems such as Dolby B.

It is actually a slight oversimplification to say that loud
sounds mask quieter ones. The masking of weaker sounds is
dependent on the louder sound having a similar frequency
content. For example, a low frequency sound will mask
another low frequency sound quite effectively, but it will be
inefficient at masking middle frequency sounds, and probably
totally ineffective against high frequency sounds.

A noise masker was featured in the December 1995 issue
of ETI, and this was basically just a "pink" noise generator for
use with a hi-fi system (or any audio amplifier and loudspeaker

capable of providing reasonable volume levels). You can simply
use a television set, radio, etc. to generate masking sounds,
but this is not a particularly satisfactory method. The frequency
content of the signal from your sound source may not be a
good match for the signal you are trying to mask. Also, you
may wish to relax without any distractions.

A "pink" noise signal is basically just the standard and
familiar background "hiss" sound of audio systems, but with a
small amount of lowpass filtering used to give a slightly deeper
and less ferocious sound. "Pink" noise is often likened to the
sound of gentle rain falling. This type of noise signal contains
significant output levels at all audio frequencies, and it will
therefore mask any type of sound quite effectively without
having to resort to very high volume levels. Of course, sound
masking is a technique that is only usable on low to medium
soundwaves, as an excessive volume level would be needed in
order to mask high sound levels.

Getting the wind up
The original noise masker is quite effective. but it does have a
drawback, which is simply the unchanging nature of the sound
it produces. Although "pink" noise is a fairly relaxing kind of
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sound, after several hours it can become a bit monotonous.
There is a risk that the masking sound will eventually become a
source of irritation!

There is a way around this, which is to make the masking
sound vary in some way. This is not as straightforward as it
might seem, as the variation could easily make the sound more
irksome rather than less. The obvious way of varying the sound
is simply to rhythmically vary the volume or pitch. This gives a
repetitive and predictable sound, which can rapidly become
irritating. One of the most annoying types of noise pollution is
the "thump -thump -thump" of a mega -bass stereo system. It is
important that the masking sound does not have any of the
characteristics that make this "thump -thump -thump" sound so
vexatious.

Natural sounds, such as rain and the wind in the tress, are
easily ignored by most people. Even when quite loud, natural
sounds generally cause no loss of sleep, and one reason for
this is the random nature of these sounds. With the "thump-
thump- thump" sound of a neighbour's stereo system, you
tend to anticipate and wait for each "thump" sound. This
makes it difficult to ignore the sound, even if it is actually quite

LF
OSCILLATOROSCILLATOR

quiet. Sounds of this type seem to cause a level of annoyance
that is totally out of proportion to their volume level.

This "improved" sound masker uses "hiss" type noise as the
masking signal, but the pitch of the noise is varied in a
pseudo -random fashion. This gives wind in the trees type
sounds which are good at masking a wide range of sounds.
and do not become tiring even after many hours.

System operation
The block diagram of figure 1 shows the general make-up of
the improved noise masker. The noise generator produces a
standard white noise "hiss" sound, but only provides a low
output level. An amplifier is therefore used to boost the signal
before it is applied to the v.c.f. (voltage controlled filter). The
filter is a simple form of state -variable filter, which can provide
both bandpass a lowpass filtering. To my ears at any rate, the
lowpass filtering provides the best effect, with the bandpass
filtering giving rather too much high frequency output.
However, the higher pitched output might be better at masking
some types of noise, and bandpass filtering can be used if
preferred. A buffer amplifier at the output of the v.c.f. provides

a low output impedance signal to the output

LE

OSCILLATOR

NOISE
GENERATOR AMPLIFIER VCF

Figure 1: the improved noise masker block diagram

LF

OSCILLATOR

BUFFER
AMPLIFIER

socket.
The v.c.f. must be swept up and down in

frequency at a slow, and ever changing rate, to
give a truly random or pseudo- random change in
the pitch of the noise. There are several possible
approaches, such as using a v.c.o. (voltage
controlled oscillator) with a low frequency noise
generator to provide the control voltage. The
genuinely random approach is certainly possible,
but it seems to be difficult to get this type of
circuit to work really well in practice. One problem
seems to be that true 'randomness' is a little too
random, giving relatively little change for much of
the time, with excessive changes occurring
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Figure 2: the main circuit
diagram of the improved
noise masker
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Figure 3: the circuit diagram of the 12 volt mains power supply unit

periodically. A pseudo -random control voltage gives good
results, and by its nature is more reliable.

Several methods of pseudo -random modulation were tried,
and the simplest that worked well was to simply mix the output
from three low frequency oscillators operating on different
frequencies. This gives a complex output waveform that will
eventually repeat itself, but over such a long period of time that
the repetition is not apparent to the listener. The changes
produced are faster at some times than at others, but the
modulation never ceases for long periods, or goes slightly
berserk.

Circuit operation
The main circuit diagram for the improved noise masker
appears in figure2, with the mains power supply circuit shown
separately in figure3. TR1 acts as the noise generator, or to be
more precise, its reverse biased base -emitter junction acts as
the noise generator. No connection is made to the collector
terminal of TR1. The 12 volt supply voltage is significantly
higher than the reverse breakdown potential of TR1, which
results in it "avalanching", rather like a zener diode. Also like a
zener diode, it produces a substantial amount of noise. A
reverse biased base -emitter junction is preferable to a zener
diode in this application because it produces a much higher
noise level over the audio range.

The amplifier stage uses IC1 as a
standard non- inverting mode amplifier.
R4 and R5 are the negative feedback
resistors, and these set the closed -loop
voltage gain of 101 at just over 250
times. The output of IC1 is direct
coupled to the input of the v.c.f., which
is based on dual transconductance
amplifier IC2. A transconductance
amplifier is substantially different to an
ordinary operational amplifier. The
primary difference is that it is current
operated, whereas a standard
operational amplifier voltage operated. In
practical circuits, including this one,
transconductance amplifiers usually have
input series resistors and output load
resistors that effectively convert them to
voltage operated devices.

Another important difference between
ordinary operational amplifiers and
transconductance amplifiers is that the
latter have an additional input. The
output current is a factor of the
differential input current and the bias
current fed to this additional input. The
gain of the amplifier can therefore be
controlled via the bias current, and is
proportional to it. This makes
transconductance amplifiers a good
basis for voltage controlled amplifiers
and filters.

R7, R8, and C4 provide a central
supply bias voltage for both sections of
IC2. The inputs of the two amplifiers are
biased via R9, R10, R15, and R16. R6
couples the output from 101 to the non -
inverting input of IC2a, and R14 provides
coupling between the two sections of

IC2. The amplifier bias inputs of IC2 are driven via a common
series resistor (R11). C5 and C7 are the filter capacitors at the
outputs of the transconductance amplifiers. Each section of
IC2 has a built-in emitter follower output stage which provides
a low output impedance. R13 and R19 are the discrete load
resistors for the output amplifiers.

There are feedback paths through R12, R18, and R12 -
VR1 which produce bandpass filtering at the output of IC2a,
and lowpass filtering at the output of IC2b. With VR1 set at
minimum resistance the filter has a low 0 value, which gives a
broad response at the bandpass output. Setting VR1 higher in
value gives a higher Q value, which produces a narrower
response from the bandpass filter. It also produces a peak in
the response of the lowpass filter, just below the cutoff
frequency. In terms of wind sounds, a low Q produces a
relatively gentle "wind through the trees" sound, whereas a
higher Q provides something closer to a "howling gale" sound.
VR1 is effectively a wind speed control!

The oscillators are based on IC3 to IC5, and are identical
apart from the values of the timing components. They operate
at approximate output frequencies of one cycle per five
seconds, 10 seconds, and 20 seconds respectively. The circuit
configuration used is the conventional triangular/squarewave
type, but in this application it is only the triangular output
signals that are of interest. These are combined in a
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Figure 4: the component overlay for the PCB

Figure 5: details of the hard -wiring

conventional summing mode mixer circuit based on
IC6. The oscillator signals are also mixed with the
variable output voltage from VR2, which can be used
to shift the general frequency range of the filter up
and down.

IC6 drives the control input of the v.c.f. via VR3. If
VR3 is set at a low value the filter will be swept over
a wide frequency range. Using a higher value gives a
reduced frequency range. It also moves the
frequency range lower, but this can be counteracted
by adjusting VR2. The three potentiometers give quite
good control over the final sound, enabling it to be
adjusted to give effective masking of the noise,
hopefully also giving a sound that the user is quite
happy to live with for long periods of time if
necessary.

A conventional stabilised mains power supply
circuit is used to power the circuit, which consumes
about 20 milliamps or so. T1 provides a voltage step-
down and also provides isolation from the mains
supply. D1 to D4 form a full -wave bridge rectifier, and
C12 provides smoothing. IC7 is a small monolithic
voltage regulator which gives a highly stable 12 volt
output having a low noise and ripple content.

Construction
Figure 4 shows the component overlay for the printed
circuit board. None of the integrated circuits are MOS
types, and no special handling precautions are
required. It is still advisable to fit all six d.i.l. devices in
holders. 101 is specified as being an LM13700N,
which is the device now sold by most component
retailers. However, the circuit will work just as well
using an LM13600N, which seems to be virtually
identical.

Make quite sure that D1 to D4 are all fitted with
the right polarity, since there could be dire
consequences if errors are made here. Fuse FS1 is
mounted on the board via a pair of fuse -clips, and
the board is designed to take Maplin "type 1" fuse -
clips, or an exact equivalent. Use plenty of solder
when connecting the fuse -clips, so that they are
securely fixed to the board. The polyester capacitors
should be types which have a lead spacing of 7.5
millimetres, apart from C11 which should have 10
millimetre lead spacing. At this stage only fit single -
sided solder pins to the board at the points where
connections to T1, the controls, and output sockets
will eventually be made.

As this project is mains powered it must be

BROWN

BLUE MAINS
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housed in a metal case which must be reliably earthed to the
mains earth lead. The case must be a type which has a screw
fitting lid, and not a clip -on, clip -off type which gives easy
access to the dangerous mains supply. A metal instrument
case which measures about 203 by 127 by 52 millimetres is a
good choice. The three potentiometers and output socket(s)
are mounted on the left hand section of the front panel, and S1
is mounted well towards the right hand end of the panel. If the
bandpass output is not required, omit SK1 and C6. It is only
worthwhile including this output if the unit will be used to mask
noise that contains a substantial high frequency content.

The printed circuit board is mounted on the base panel of
the case, as far to the left as possible. This should leave ample
space for T1 on the right hand section of the base panel. The
circuit board must be mounted using plastic stand-offs, or
mounting bolts and spacers, that hold the board about 12
millimetres or so clear of the case. This ensures that the board
is held clear of the left hand fixing screw for the outer casing.
Be careful to position T1 where it will not be damaged by the
other fixing screw for the outer casing. A solder tag must be
fitted to the case to provide a connection point for the mains
earth lead, and this can conveniently be fitted on one of Ti's
mounting bolts.

The hard wiring is shown in figure5, which should be used
in conjunction with figure4. For example, point "A" in figure4
connects to point "A" in figure5. The point-to-point wiring is
very straightforward, and there is no need to use any screened
cables. Obviously extra care should be taken when completing
the wiring to T1 and S1, as mistakes here could be dangerous.
A mains transformer having a single 12 volt secondary rated at
100 milliamps is required. Such a component is unlikely to be
available, but a transformer having a 6 - 0 - 6 volt 100 milliamp
is suitable if the centre -tap is ignored. It is assumed in figure5
that T1 is a 6 - 0 - 6 volt type. Most small mains transformers
have flying leads, and the unused 0 volt lead should be
trimmed short so that there is no risk of it accidentally coming
into electrical contact with circuit board or case.

In use
The unit connects to the amplifier via an ordinary screened
audio lead. If you wish to drive both channels of a stereo
amplifier, the outputs of the noise masker should have no
difficulty in driving both channels. Finding the best settings for
VR1 to VR3 is just a matter of resorting to some
experimentation. In most cases there will be a wide range of
settings that give good masking of the noise, and it is a matter
of using the effect that you find most pleasing. The unit can
produce quite realistic wind sounds for what is quite a simple
analogue design, but remember that its purpose is to produce
naturalistic sounds to mask noise, rather than to produce the
ultimate in natural wind sounds.

The minimum volume needed to mask a sound is to a
significant degree dependent on how well you match the
masking signal to the noise. If the noise is predominantly at low
frequencies (as it often is), then it makes sense to set the
masker to produce low pitched sounds. Avoid having the filter
swept very low in frequency, as this will result in the output
signal virtually ceasing from time to time. This would obviously
give no noise masking during these quiet periods. For higher
pitched sounds such as alarms, a predominantly high pitched
output signal will give the most effective masking. Remember
that any tone controls on the amplifier can be used to "shape"
the sound to give good masking without having to resort to
high volume levels.

Resistors
(all 0.25 watt 5% carbon film)
R1,2,3,41
R4

R5,7,8
R6

R9,10,15,16
R11,17
R12

R13,19
R14,39,40
R18

R20,21,26,27,32,33
R22,34
R23,29,35
R24

R25,31,37
R28
R30,36
R38

Potentiometers
VR1

VR2
VR3

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3
C4
C5,7
C6,8
C9,10
C11

C12
C13,14

Semiconductors
IC1

IC2
IC3,4,5
IC6
IC7

positive reg.
TR1

D1,2,3,4

100k (4 off)
1M

3k9 (3 off)
47k
470R (4 off)
22k (2 off)
15k

4k7 (2 off)
10k (3 off)
18k
15k (6 off)
330k (2 off)
33k (3 off)
4M7
56k (3 off)
270k
10M (2 off)
150k

220k lin rotary carbon
22k lin rotary carbon
470k lin rotary carbon

100u 16V radial elect
1 u 50V radial elect
4u7 50V radial elect
470u 10V radial elect
2n2 polyester (2 off)
10u 25V radial elect (2 off)
470n polyester (2 off)
lu polyester
1000u 25V radial elect
100n ceramic (2 off)

TL071CP
LM13700N or LM13600N
TLO72CP (3 off)
CA3140E
uA78L12 12V 100mA

BC549
1N4002 100V 1A rect (4 off)

Miscellaneous
SK1,2 Chassis mounting phono

socket (2 off)
S1 Rotary mains switch
T1 Standard mains primary, 12

volt 100mA
secondary (or 6 - 0 - 6 volt
100mA secondary)

FS1 20mm 100mA quick -blow
Metal instrument case about 203 x 127 x 52mm,
printed circuit board, control knob (4 off), 8 -pin d.i.l.
holder (5 off), 16 -pin d.i.l. holder, 20mm fuse -clips
(pair), mains lead and plug, wire, solder, etc.
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8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Cossor 3102 - 60MHz Dual Channel £250
Gould OS 255 - 15MHz Dual Channel £150
Gould OS 3351 - 40MHz Dual Channel £220
Gould 5110 - 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope £850
Gould 1602 - 20 MHz D.S.O. with printer (cursors £1150
Hameg 203203-4/203-5203-6 - 20 MHz Dual from £175
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A. 17744A, 100MHZ dual ch from £350
Hewlett Packard 1707A, 17078 - 75MHz 2ch from £275
Hewlett Packard 54200A - 50MHz - 2 Ch Digitizing £1000
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing £1750
Hewlett Packard 54501A  100MHz - DiOftog 4 channel £1950
Hewlett Packard 541000 - 1GHz Digitizing 245124
Hewlett Packard 182C - 4 channel - 100 MHz
Hitachi V650F - 60 MHz Dual Channel £350
Hitachi VC6265 - 100 MHz Digital Storage (AS NEW) GPIB £2250
Intron 2020 -- 20 MHz Digital Storage (NEW) £750
Iwatsu SS 5702  20MHz Dual Channel £175
Iwatsu SS 5121 - 100MHz Dual Channel £4
Iwatsu SS 5710 - 60MHz Dual Channel

07255

Kikusui COS 6100 - 100MHz. 5 Channel, 12 Trace £475
Kikusui DSS 6522 - 20MHz Digital Storage C475
Kikusui DSS 6522 - 100MHz Dual Channel £425
Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20 MHz Digital Storage (NEW) £750
Nlcolet 3091 - LF D.S.O
Panasonic VP5741A - 100 MHz D.S.O. with Digital readout  waveform analysis - N SignalAnalysisEl1C

Function - G. P.1.6. £2500
PhIllIps 3211, 3217, 3240, 3243, 3244, 3281,
3262 (2ch + 4ch) from £125
Philips 3219 - 50MHz with analogue storage £400

£211500950Philips PM 3295A - 400fAHz Dui Channel
Philips PM 3295 - 350MHz Dual Channel
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz - D.S.O. £750
Philips 3263 - 100MHz Dual Channel with tAcroproosseor Controlled Timing £400
Philips 3540 - Logic Scope (25MHz Scope & Logic Analyser) £350
Tektronix 434 - 25MHz - 2 Channel. Analogue Storage £250
Tektronix 454 - 150MHz - 2 Channel
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz - D.S.0
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel

£4??3

£425
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace £450
Tektronix 2236 - 100MHz Dual Channel with Counter/neer £9??
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) £750
Tektronix 2445 150 MHz - 4 Channel
Tektronix 2445A - 150MHz - 4 Channel

£1250v65

Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch £450
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel 2150
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage from 1350
Tektronix 465/4858 - 100MHz dual ch from £350
Tektronix 475475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Channel from £475
Tektronix 7313. 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 di from £300
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch from £650
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz from £850
Tektronix 7934 500MHZ with storage from £1000
Telequipment D83 - 50MHz Dual Channel £200
Telequipment DM63 - 20MHz - 4 Channel £150

Other scopes available too

SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE + ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

£180
£200

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Advantest 4133A - 100KHz - 20 GHz £6995
Eaton/Ai itech 757 - 10KHz - 22 GHz 22
Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-50KHz

E997550

Hewlett Packard 37098 - Constellation Analyser with 15709A High Impedance Interface (As New).
£5750
Hewlett Packard 1821 with 8559A 110MHz - 21GHz) £3750
HP 3582A - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel

525Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface 210:
Hewlett Packard 1417 + 85528 + 8555A - (10MHz - 18GHz) £1600
Hewlett Packard 8505A -Network Analyser 1500KHz - 1.3G14z) £4000
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser £7500
Hewlett Packard 8590A 1510KHz-1.5 GHZ £4250
Hewlett Packard 8592A  50KHz  22GHz Portable £10,000
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz £995
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 200MHz
Meguro MSA 4901 - 1-300 GHz (AS NEW)

250
£1995

Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1 GHz (AS NEW) £3000
Polrad 641.1 - 10MHz - 186Hz £1500
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyslcop 0.1 -1300MHz £2500
Tektronix 2710 9 Khz - 1.8 GHz £4250
Tektronix 7L18 with 7603 mainframe (1.5-60GHz with external mixers) £2000

MISCELLANEOUS
AVO RM215 - L12 - AC/DC Breakdown. Leakage x Ionisation Tester £400
ANRITSU ME 4628 DF3 Transmission Analyser £3000
Andtsu MG642A Pulsar Pattern Generator £1500
California 751TC - AC variable Power Source £1200
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder £350
Dyanpert TP20 Intelliplace - Tape peel Tester - immacualte Condbon £1950
E.I.P. 548A - Frequency Counter (26-5 GHz) £2995
E1P 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz E700
Farrell AP70-30 Power Supply (0-70V/30A) Auto Ranging £750
Farnell SSG -520 Signal Generator 520 MHZ) £400
Farnell TSV 70 Mk11 Power Supply (70V -5A Or 35V -10A) £200
Flure 5100A - Calibrator £3500
Flure 5101B - Calibrator with Tape Deck £5000
Flure 51006 - Calibrator £4500
Heiden 1107 - 30V -10A Programmable Power Supply (IEEE) £650
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter £350
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter £850
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter £200
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/379113/37936 Microwave Link MBNser £3500

£POA
£1500

£650
£300

Hewlett Packard 339A - Distortion Measuring Set £1500
Hewlett Packard 3581A Wave Analyser £750
Hewlett Packard 3455A 01,2 Digit /Meter (AutoCild) £750
Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set EP.O.A.
Hewlett Packard 3779 A/C - Primary Mutiplex Analyser from £1000
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C - Pnmary Mux Analyser from £600
Hewlett Packard 4275A - LCR Meter (MultiFrequency) £4250
Hewlett Packard 4342A '0' MOW £995

Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set
Hewlett Packard 3325A - 21MHz Synthesiser/FunctIon Gen
Hewlett Packard 348811 - HP . 1B Switch control unit
various Plug-,ns available)..

Hewlett Packard 334A - Distortion Analyser

Hewlett Packard 4954A - Protocol Analyser £2995
Hewlett Packard 4953A - Protocol £2750
Hewlett Packard 432A - Power Meter 478A £275
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power)Aeler (with 8413S1=4Zset from £750
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission Impairment £2000
Hewlett Packard 47298 - Carrier Noise Test Set £2000
Hewlett Packard 4261A - L.C.R. Meter (Digitail £500
Hewlett Packard 4271 B - L.C.R. Meter (Digital) £900
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser £350
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHZ HltPerformance Systems Counter £600
Hewlett Packard 5342A - Frequency Counter 18 GHZ £1500
Hewlett Packard 5342A - Microwave Frequency Counter (18GHz) £1500
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 100MHZ Universal Counter £250
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder 22250
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz £250
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 100MHz Universal TirnedCounter £450
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 13Hz  (HP1B)
with OPTS 001/003004/005 £995

£1500

£E1195095°

Hewlett Packard 6034 - 60v -10e System Power Supply
Hewlett Packard 6623A Triple output system power supply
Hewlett Packard 6652A - System P.S.U. 20v -25a
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V -3A Twin £200
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. current source £150
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power Supply 40V - 1.5/1 Twin £200
Hewlett Packard 626613 Power Supply 40V -5A £220
Hewlett Packard 62718 Power Supply 60V -3A £225
Hewlett Packard 6002A - Autoranging P.S.U. 50V - 10A £650
Hewlett Packard 6034* 0 -60V -10A System P.S.0 £1500
Hewlett Packard 7475A - 6 Pen Plotter £250
Hewlett Packard 7550A - 8 Pen Plotter A3/A4 £450

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20v -50A £450 Discount for Quantities

Hewlett Packard 84036 - Modulator £500
Hewlett Packard 86600 - Synthesised Sig Gen 10 KHZ-2.6 Ghz ..£4500
Hewlett Packard 83498 - Microwave Broadband 'Amplifier' (as new) 2 - 20GHz ..E4250
Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50 MHZ Programmable Signal Source .............. .... .. ...£1650.
Hewlett Packard 83508  Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various Plug -Ins available) extra .. ...... £2650
Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Gen (100KHz - 990MHZ) £1750
Hewlett Packard 8683A - Microwave Signal Gen (2.3 6 5GHz) £2750
Hewlett Packard 8152A - Optical Average Power Meter £1250
Hewlett Packard 81588 Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011)

£1
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.5 to 40 GHz

£3Hewlett Packard 8444A - Tracking Generator 5£1jt15

Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulxe gan. 0.1Hz-20MHz £500
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe £400
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage nonnaiaer £375
Hewlett Packard 8684A 5.4GH2 to 12 5GHz Sig -Gen £2750
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse OWL 0.114Z- £500
Hewlett Packard 86200 Sweep oacMakw mainframe from £250
Hewlett Packard 875431%. Storage normaliser £375
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4 - 1300MHz £2950
Hewlett Packard 853A with 515811A - (0.01 - 21GHz) £4250
Hewlett Packard 8565A - (0.01 -22GHz) £3750
Hewlett Packard 8684A 5.4GHZ to 12513Hz Sig -Gen £3500
Hewlett Packard 8903A Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100KHz) £2600
Hewlett Packard 8958A Cellular Radio Interlace £4000
Hewlett Packard 8901A - modulation Analyser £3400
Hewlett Packard P382A Variable AttenuatOr £250
Hewlett Packard 117298 - CWT. NOW Test Set £2000
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin: Log Sweep Generator £995
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator 22.50
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter £250
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter £200
Marconi . 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator £1950
Marconi 2671 Data Comms Analyser £2000
Marconi 6500 Automatic Amplitude Analyser
Marconi 696f) (8 6910 Head) - Microwave Power Meter
Marconi 2018 - 80KHz - 520MHz SynthesisedAM/Fkl Signal Generator

£90050

£950
Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen £400
Phillips 5190 L.F. Synthesiser (G P.I.B.) £800
Phillips 5390 Programmable R/F Signal Gen (1020 MHZ)
Philips 15518 -TX) - TV Pattern Generator £E1150025°

Prema 4000 - 6 1,-2 Digit Muttimeter (NEW) £450
Race Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A £300
Raca Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A £400
Race Dana 3100 40130MHz synthesiser £750
Race 1992 1 3GHz Frequency Counter £800
Race Dana 9081 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz £550
Race Dana 9084 Synth. sig gen 104MHz £450
Race Dana 9303 True FIMS/ElFevei meter £650
Race Dana 9303 R/F Level Meter 8 Head £650
Raca Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 56041Hz £175
Race Dana 930211 R/F millivoltmeter (new version
Raca Dana 9082 Synthesised arnifin sig gen (520 HZ) £500E5

Race 9085 low Distortion Oscillator £POA
Raca 9301A - True RMS R/F Millivoltrneler £300
Raca 9921 - 3GHz Frequency Counter £450
Rohde 8 Schwarz AMF 2 - TV Demodulator £1250
Rohde 8 Schwarz LFM 2 - 60 Mhz Group Delay Sweep Gen £1600
Rohde 8 Schwarz UPSF 2 - Video Noise Meter £1400
Rohde 8 Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Teat Set £500
Rohde 8 Schwarz SLIF 2 Noise Generator £300
Rohde & Schwarz UPGS - r..". ft. ter £150
Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Variation Simulator E1250
Schaffner NSG 222A Interference Simuktteir £850
Schaffner NSG 223 Ihterferance Generator £850
Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy 10412 Radio Teat Set £4995
Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set .... ..... £1500
Schlumberger 4031 - 1GHz Radio C,omms Test Set £7000
Schlumberger 2720 1250 MHz Frequency Counter £500
Stanford Research DS 340 - 15 MHz Syntesized Function (NEW)
and artilrary waveform generator £1200
Systron Donner 8030 - MidOweve Frequency Counter (26.5 GHz) 22750
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer £250
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen £1750
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser 1750
Tektronix 651 HR Monitor PO*
Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser £500
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504. SW503, S0502.
PG508 FG504, EG503. TG501, TR503  many more

£7150ATektronix 577 Curve Tracer
Tektronix AM503 + TM501 + P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier £995
Tektronix PG506 + T3501 + SG503 + 756503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator £1995
Tektronix CG5001  Programmable Oscilloscope Calibrator Generator £3995
Tektronix AA5001 8 TM 5006 WF Programmable Distortion Analyser 62500
Tektronix 577 - Curve Tracer £1150
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance £600
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator £750
Toellner7720 - Programmable 10 MHz Function Geri (AS NEW) £700
Wavetek 1728 Programmable Source S.P.OA.

etWavek 3010- 1. 1GHz Signal 6
Minor' 560 Scaiar Network Analyser. £800
Wiltron 6620S Programmable Sweep Generator (3.6 - 6.5GMZ) £650

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED -
WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED

TO ALL GOODS
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The ETI
Barry Porter designs a professional -
standard stereo microphone amplifier
that can feed the line inputs of a mixing
console or suitable recorder for improved
recording quality

Micro Amp Part
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Figure 1: The block diagram of the Microamp.
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ver the years, I have wondered why manufacturers
of tape recorders - reel-to-reel, cassette or DAT -
waste their time and their customers' money by
providing microphone input amplifiers that often
consist of a couple of transistors or an op -amp of

questionable performance. They are normally unbalanced, with
no provision for gain adjustment, filtering or input loading. The
universal omission of phantom power ensures that high quality
capacitor microphones cannot be used, so it becomes
impossible to obtain adequate recording quality without
resorting to external equipment.

If you have a mixing console, in theory your problems are
solved - but are they? Very few consoles, including some of
those tennis -court -sized ones beloved by some studios, have
microphone input stages that don't leave a great deal to be
desired. Cost is the usual constraint. One well known console
manufacturer with an advertising and marketing budget that
would keep me in Ferraris for life allows its designer around £1
for a microphone amplifier - including the gain potentiometer!)

So, even if you have a mixer, there is every chance that your
recording quality can be improved by bypassing the inbuilt
microphone amplifiers and using separate, dedicated units.
Preferably, these should be placed close to the microphones to
keep low level cable runs as short as possible, returning high
level signals to the line inputs of the console.

The MicroAmp is designed to provide this kind of unit, and
will be described in three parts: the general principles and first
two stages in this part, the next three stages with the PCB
layout for the twin channels and construction and test details

for the whole unit in the second part, and the power supply
section (alternative all -singing and budget designs) with its own
PCB layouts and parts list, in the third part. But first, let us

consider what we are looking for.

Ideal features
What features should a remote microphone amplifier possess?
The input stage must be extremely quiet, with sufficient gain
adjustment to allow any type of microphone to be used.
Traditionally, a transformer has been used to give a balanced
input with total ground isolation, but good quality microphone
transformers are very expensive unless you buy them in large
quantities (up to £80 each.), while lesser ones tend to suffer
from shortcomings such as phase shift, distortion, low
frequency overload, uneven frequency response, poor
screening from external fields etc.

An electronically balanced low noise input stage is the
obvious alternative, although its design is not quite as
straightforward as it may initially appear. In order to operate
with professional capacitor microphones, the input socket
must be supplied with +48V phantom power through matched
6k8 resistors, which makes capacitive coupling necessary,
although when a dynamic (moving coil.) microphone is in use,
the +48V may be switched off and the inputs directly coupled.

Steps must be taken to eliminate any radio frequencies from
the input amplifier, and it may be advantageous with some
types of microphone to be able to change the amplifier input
impedance.

The gain of the overall unit needs to be variable from
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Figure 2: The circuit of the microphone input stage.
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approximately 10dB to 60dB, and ideally this should be
selected by a multi -position switch in discrete steps. with a
rotary trim control to allow any gain to be chosen. Although a
single rotary control can be used to cover the complete gain
range, its calibration can only be approximate, which makes it
virtually impossible to set two inputs to the same gain, as
would normally be required for crossed pair recording. The
additional cost of a rotary switch and its associated resistor
network is therefore felt to be justified.

Microphones are not perfect, especially with regard to
frequency response, so some form of filtering or equalisation is
beneficial. This need not be too elaborate as, if extreme
correction is required, the console equaliser can be used, or a
separate unit can be inserted into the signal path - therefore
provision should be made for this immediately following the
input stage.

It is more cost-effective to build microphone amplifiers in
stereo pairs, which allows a certain amount of stereo
processing to be incorporated. One useful feature is likely to be
an M -S decoding matrix, giving normal left and right outputs
when M -S microphone techniques are used. (More about this
later.)

The outputs of the unit needs to be balanced (we are
dealing with professional standards here) and it should be
possible to apply phase reversal independently to each output.
Individual muting facilities should also be provided.

Although choice of enclosure, connectors etc. will be
governed by individual requirements, it is most likely that the
unit will be housed in a 19 -in rack mounting cabinet, with 3 pin
XLR signal connectors. Although not absolutely necessary, the
power supply unit should be in a separate enclosure to keep
hum to a minimum.

That just about sums up the basic requirements, which are
illustrated by the system block diagram (figure 1).

The input stage
One input stage is shown in figure 2. Essentially, the circuit is
an elaboration of a standard instrumentation amplifier which
uses two buffer stages in front of a differential amplifier.

Two separate input connectors are used for each channel.
This can be useful for location recording, where duplicate
microphones can be set up in case of a failure. It also allows
rapid comparison between two microphones, as switching can
be controlled remotely by grounding the respective control pin
of the remote connector.

From the selected input socket, the signal is buffered by low
noise transistors, Q1 and 02. The input impedance is
adjustable by switching resistors R3 and R4 in parallel with R2.
Allowing for R7 and R8, the impedance will be 10k6 when
switches S2 and S3 are open, 1k31 with S2 closed, 1k96 with
S3 closed and 849R when both are closed. This range should
be adequate for most high quality microphones, most of which
are designed to operate when loaded by approximately 1k3.
Some modern capacitor microphones, particularly those with
electronically balanced output stages, will be happy with
virtually any loading, but any transfer loss will be reduced by
using a higher than normal input impedance.

Moving coil and some older capacitor types are more
critical of loading, and if the manufacturers information is not
specific on this point, a degree of experimenting is called for. If

in doubt, use 1k3 as a starting point, and listen for changes in
the high frequency response when making any changes.
Again, the switch functions may be remotely operated, making
comparisons easy.

Capacitor microphones require power to operate their
internal electronics. Some electret types have a built-in battery,
but high quality professional models rely on "phantom power".
This is a positive voltage, fed to the microphone along the
signal cables. Obviously, any noise introduced by the phantom
power is liable to be amplified by the microphone amplifier
unless steps are taken to avoid this.

Conventional phantom power is +48V which is fed equally
to the balanced microphone cable by two 6k8 resistors. The
actual value of these resistors is not critical - what is important
is that they must be equal in value, and must remain so over a
wide temperature range. The resistance matching should be to
at least 0.1%, with a temperature coefficient of better than
25ppm/degrees C over a range of 0 degrees to +50 degrees.

As a typical capacitor microphone draws 5 or 6 mA from
the phantom power, the dc voltage on the signal cables will be
in the region of 36V, but due to the accuracy of the 6k8
resistors, it will be precisely the same on both conductors. Any
noise introduced by the phantom supply will therefore be of a
common mode nature, and will be cancelled by the common
mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the input amplifier.

This scheme falls down if the microphone does not draw
equal current along the two conductors, as the voltage drops
across the 6k8 resistors will differ, and the resulting noise will
not be totally cancelled. Happily, most good microphones do
not cause this problem, but the required precision isn't cheap.
If you object to paying hundreds of pounds for a high quality
capacitor microphone, and use one which is noisy, the cause
may be nothing more than unbalanced power loading on the
connecting cables, and can sometimes be improved by a slight
change to the value of one of the 6k8 resistors. If this is
successful, though, remember that you now have an input that
is dedicated to a single microphone, so mark the input socket
accordingly!

The phantom power voltage must be kept away from the
amplifier inputs, hence electrolytic capacitors C2 and C3.
These could be left in circuit at all times, and the incoming 48V
switched on or off, but I felt it preferable to remove them when
phantom power is not required. The reason is not, as
audiophiles may think, that electrolytics mess up the sound,
but that it allows the capacitors to have a permanent polarising
voltage applied to them, which experience has shown will help
extend their lives. In the past I have found that electrolytics
used where no polarising voltage is present can become
extremely leaky, in some cases appearing as a short circuit
within a year or two.

Needless to say, the phantom power voltage must be
extremely smooth and free from spurious noise. Primarily, this
is a function of the power supply unit, but to ensure that the
injection point - the junction of R5 and R6 - is as quiet as
possible, the incoming 48V is locally decoupled by R1 and C1.
As the phantom power switching takes place at the most
sensitive part of the circuit, sealed relay contacts are used, as
these are less likely to introduce noise and distortion than a
normal switch. The use of relays for the switching functions
also allows control from a remote position, as already
discussed, so the additional cost was felt to be justified.

Before the signal reaches the input amplifier, it passes
through an RF filter comprising inductors L1 and L2 and
capacitors C4 and C5. This network is 3dB down at
approximately 2.3MHz, and should remove any danger of
incoming RF causing problems, but if a lower turnover
frequency is required, C4 and C5 may be increased to 100pF.
Note that these capacitors must be close tolerance types in
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Figure 3: Input common mode adjustment: see text.
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Figure 4: The insertion point jack wiring.

order that their effect on the high frequency common mode
rejection is kept to a minimum.

Although the SSM2220 input devices have internal base -
emitter diodes, it has been found worthwhile to add additional
protection in the form of resistors R9 and R10 and zener
diodes D1-4.

Noise
The choice of input transistors was relatively simple. After
comparing various circuit configurations using the usual recipe
for low noise inputs - loads of transistors connected in parallel
- with similar circuits using LM394 dual NPN devices, the
LM394 or equivalent SSM2210 was not only marginally quieter,
but the noise that was present sounded smoother and less
objectionable. I would have used this device, had not a
number of SSM2220 PNP dual matched transistors come my
way as free sample. Free transistors always sound better than
ones that have been paid for, I find, so I built an upside-down
circuit and had a listen. Although the effect was subtle, the
PNP device certainly sounded better than the NPN version,
and as a consequence was chosen for the final design.

The SSM2220 has a specified noise voltage density of
0.7nV/-v-1z, which has been reduced by N2 (3dB) by using
both transistors in each package in parallel. The relatively high
collector current (2mA) reduces Schottky noise, the associated
increase in current noise being relatively unimportant when the
source impedance is low.

The original aim was to achieve an input amplifier noise
figure of 1 dB or less when operated with a 200R source
impedance. To explain further, the Johnson noise of a resistive
component is given by:

En = Ni4kTBR
Where k = Boltzmanns Constant = 1.381 x 10-23

T = Temperature in Degrees Kelvin = degreesC+273

B = Bandwidth in Hz

R = Resistance in ohms

A 200R resistor therefore will contribute 0.2566uV just by
being there. Translating this into a more familiar term, dBu, this
becomes

20 log( 0.775En) = -129.6dBu

If we now put a well screened 200R resistor across the
input terminals of a perfectly noiseless amplifier with 50dB
gain, the noise of the resistor at the amplifier output will
measure -129.6+50 = -79.6dBu. If instead of this, we measure
-78.6dBu, the amplifier is adding 1dB of noise, and is said to
have a noise figure of 1dB.

Take it from me, there are not many microphone amplifiers
around that consistently achieve a 1 dB noise figure, even
though it's quoted by most manufacturers. If the circuit of
Figure 2 is carefully constructed, using the recommended
components, it will have a noise figure of 1 dB, or even slightly
less.

Gain
Some things fall naturally into pairs - bacon & eggs, Astaire &
Rogers, input stage gain & overload margin.

In an ideal world, all input stages would take whatever
signal level was thrown at them, but as they don't, we have to
accept that there is always the danger of the signal being
clipped by overdriven circuitry.

When run from +/-15V rails, most op -amps will have an
output swing of about 8V or +20dBu, but it is now usual for
professional equipment to have overload margins of between
20 and 30dB. As the microphone amplifier is more likely to be
overloaded than later stages in the signal path, (quickly pulling
down a fader won't save your day) I have aimed at a 30dB
margin. This can easily be increased, but at the expense of a
rise in output noise; however, for certain types of unrepeatable
live recording, it may be safer to accept the noise, and
increase the overload margin to 36dB or even more.

It should be clear that with a maximum output of +20dBu. a
30dB overload margin requires that the nominal signal level
must be -10dBu, so for example, when the input level control
indicates -50, the input amplifier will have a gain of 40dB. Most
microphones have output voltages in the range of 1 mV to
250mV, so an input sensitivity -60 to -10dBu would appear to
be about right.

This is a convenient range, as it allows a standard 11
position switch to be calibrated in 5dB steps. If the following
trim control has +/-6dB adjustment, the input sensitivity may
be set anywhere between -4dBu and -66dBu.

The stage gain is set by feedback resistors R28 and R30
(Rf) in conjunction with switched shunt resistors R13 to R23
(Rs), the gain being given by: 201og((2Rf+Rs)+1)

It is essential that gain changes can be made without
introducing switching clicks, as it may be necessary to make
an adjustment during a "take". The emitters of Q1 and 02 will
be at +0.6V, and will be virtually identical, but any difference
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that does exist will certainly rule out noise -free switching unless
the switch is isolated from the emitters by capacitors.
Unfortunately, these need to be somewhat on the large side;
so large in fact, that if you are prepared only to change the
input gain during breaks in recording when the monitors can
be turned down, you could consider replacing C6 and C7 with
pieces of wire.

"Why do they need to be so large?" you ask. It's all to do
with frequency response at the lower end of the audio
spectrum. In effect, C6 and C7 are in series, which halves their
value. You presumably know what happens when a capacitor
in series with a signal is loaded by a resistor to ground? Yes, it
becomes a high pass filter, and for a given capacitor, the lower
the resistance the more it rolls off low frequencies. Now, look at
the value of R23 - 10R, which is the load for the series
combination of C6 and C7 when the input gain is set to -
60dBu.

As a starting point, to maintain a reasonable LF response,
let us see what capacitors will give a -3dB point of 1Hz.

C = 1(2pifR) = 16000uF
therefore C6 and C7 each need to be 32000uF!
To increase R23 would entail increasing the value of R28

and R30, and would incur a noise penalty. So now let's try a
compromise. If C6 and C7 are each made 10000uF, the
response at 20Hz will be given by:

20log((2pifRC)÷(N/2pifRC)2 +1)) = -0.108dB

Where f = 20, R = 10, C = 50001.1c

The resulting phase shift will be:

90 -Tan 1(2pifRC) = +9.04degrees
Considering that these figures will only apply at the most

sensitive setting, and will improve as the gain is reduced, they
are just about acceptable. (At the 55dB setting, the 20Hz
response has improved to -0.033dB with phase shift at +5.05
degrees.)

Following the input gain stages, the signal is unbalanced by
differential amplifier IC3. The input common mode rejection is
controlled by this stage, and may be adjusted at low and high
frequencies by VR1 and VC1 respectively (refer to figure 3).

The method of doing this is as follows: 1) using Setup A,
with the MicroAmp gain set to -50dB apply a 100Hz signal at
about -20dBu and adjust for an output level of +20dBu
(7.75V). 2) Change to Setup B and adjust VR1 for minimum
output (less than -40dBu). 3) Set oscillator frequency to 10kHz
and adjust VC1 for minimum output (less than -30dBu). 4)
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until lowest reading is arrived at. 5)

Apply locking compound to VR1 and Vol.

Trim stage
The final part of the input amplifier is the gain trim stage, IC4,
an inverting amplifier with variable feedback. Ideally, the trim
control should be a high quality wirewound potentiometer, or
as a minimum one with a conductive plastic track and multi -
finger wiper, as contact problems between the wiper and track
will introduce noise of a particularly nasty variety.

The output of IC4 feeds the insertion jack, and is therefore
ac -coupled by capacitor C18. Ideally this should be a non -
polarised electrolytic, as the only dc voltage present is a few
millivolts caused by the output offset of IC4, and a normal,
polarised capacitor used under these conditions will soon

suffer from increased leakage, and may do its best to imitate a
piece of wire - without gain!

Series resistor R39 has been added as a precaution, as IC4
may show a tendency to oscillate if the insertion output
becomes shorted to ground for any reason.

Insertion point
Each channel insertion point consists of two stereo jack
sockets - one termed "Send" and one "Return". The sockets
used should be fitted with switches on their tip and ring
contacts, and must be capable of being mounted without the
sleeve contact shorting to the panel. They are connected in a
manner known as "normalling", which is illustrated in figure 4.

Although the signal is unbalanced at the insertion point, and
mono jacks may be used, it is advisable to use stereo ones to
maintain compatibility with external equipment which may have
balanced inputs and outputs.

These connectors are intended to allow the introduction of
external equipment such as equalisers or limiters into the signal
path, but if you intend to adopt the purist approach, you will
have very little use for such devices and may decide not to
include the insertion points.

Equalisation and filters
Even the best microphones do not have a perfectly flat
frequency response. Some are better than others, and to aim
at obtaining a flat response can be the first step towards
bankruptcy. Microphone performance is affected by external
factors - source distance, room acoustics, absorption and
reflections from room boundaries etc. The sensitivity pattern of
a microphone affects its response, particularly at the low
frequency end, where omni-directional types generally have
greater extension.

The main recording tool for correcting microphones is the
equaliser - a type of glorified tone control - which is part of
every input channel of a mixing console. A typical channel
equaliser (EQ) is a complicated affair, consisting of three or four
separate frequency bands, controlling over amplitude,
frequency, "Q" and curve shape. Variable high and low pass
filters are usually incorporated.

In practice, only small amounts of equalisation are usually
applied it is being used for a particular effect, and experience
has shown that for microphone correction, the most used
controls are the high pass filter and the high frequency shelving
section. The filter is usually used to counteract the "proximity
effect" which increases the microphone's low frequency output
when placed close to the sound source. This is most evident
on vocals, and LF (low frequency) roll -off in the 50-100Hz
region is often required. In the high frequency zone, it is
sometimes necessary to apply a gentle up or down shelving
response to correct for absorption or reflection in the recording
venue.

An equaliser section with both high and low frequency
capability has been incorporated - more drastic effects being
better applied by a separate unit plugged into the insertion
points, or by using the channel equalisers of a mixing console.

The high pass filter
The equaliser section is shown in figure 5. The return signal
from the insertion point is buffered by unity gain stage IC5 then
passes to the high pass filter operating around IC6. The filter
has six switch selected frequencies covering 20Hz to 200Hz in
approximately equal logarithmic steps. It would be possible to
have a continuously variable frequency control, but the cost of
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suitably ratioed potentiometers would be a great deal more
than the cost of the recommended switches, and the
repeatability from one channel to another would not be
accurate enough without selecting the potentiometer sections,
as these would need to be reverse logarithmic, and therefore
very difficult to manufacture with the required degree of
accuracy.

There is a further advantage to using a switch for frequency
selection - namely that the operating frequency and filter
characteristics can be determined by the choice of a few
resistors.

Table 1 gives values for both Butterworth (maximally flat)
and Bessel (minimum phase shift) characteristics, together with
the formula for calculating other operating frequencies. The
filter slope was set at 12dB per octave, as experience has
shown this to be audibly the best compromise between
ultimate slope and excessive phase shift.

Table 1

Resistor
Bessel

R51

High pass filter variations.

Frequency Butterworth

20Hz 12k
25k5

R52 32Hz 7k5
15k8

R53 50Hz 4k75
10k2

R54 80Hz 3k
6k34

R55 125Hz 1k91
4k02

R56 200Hz 1k2
2k55

R57 20Hz 24k
34k

R58 32Hz 15k
21k

R59 50Hz 9k53
13k7

R60 80Hz 6k04
8k45

R61 125Hz 3k83
5k36

R63 200Hz 2k4 3k4

Butterworth characteristic: R51 - R56 = (+2)

1+(2pifC)

R57 - R62 = (+2)+(2pifC)

Bessel characteristic: R51 - R56 = 1.498÷(2pifC)

R57 - R62 = 1.998+(2pifC)

The high frequency equaliser
The shelving response is obtained by feeding the output of a
single pole high pass filter, IC9, via the amplitude control, VR3,
to the inverting input of either IC7 or IC8.

When directed to IC7, the signal acts as additional negative
feedback, reducing the high frequency gain of IC7, thereby

causing the overall response to shelve downwards to an
amount decided by series resistor R70. In the Lift setting of
VR3, the output of IC9 is fed forward around R68 to the
inverting input of IC8, giving high frequency lift.

The maximum amount of lift and cut has been set at
approximately 6dB which has proved in practice to be more
than enough to cope with virtually any circumstance. If greater
degrees of correction are thought necessary, R70 may be
reduced in value to a minimum of 680R.

When not required, the equaliser section may be totally
bypassed by relay RL5, operated by switch S7.

In the next part, we will finish describing the circuit and
describe construction of the main part of the MicroAmp.

Resistors:
[All available from Electromail unless o
The following resistors are for one chan
stereo unit, two of each are required:

R1,R40 to R43,R72,R93,R94 1008 148-269

R2,R66 12k 148-758
R3 1k5 148-540
R4 2k4 148-590
R5,R6 6k81 166-560
R7,R8,R38,R50,R71,R91,R92 47k 148-893
R9,R10,R23,R44,R45,R73,R74,R87,
R88,R95,R97 to R99 108 148-017
R11 to R13,829,831 1M 149-228
R14 4k02 166-346
R15 1k47 165-927
R16 681R 165-602
R17 348R 165-321
R18 1878 165-062
R19 102R 164-817
R20 568 148-196
R21 308 148-124
R22 18R 148-073
824,825 3k6 148-635
R26,R27,R36,R37,R85,R96 10k 148-736
R28,830 1k58 165-955
832,833,835 3k3 148-629
R51 -R62- See Table in Part 1
R64,R65,R68,R69 4k7 148-663
R70 2k7 148-607
R77 13k 148-764
R79 to R84,R86,889,1390 5k1 148-

R46,R47,R75,R76 100k 148-972
R48 4708 148-427
253
8100 22R 148-095
The following resistors are for the M -S decoder, and only
one of each is required for a stereo unit
R102,8103
R39,R49,R63,R67
R104,8105
8106,8107
R108,810,8121.8122
8110 to 113,8115 to 8120
R114
8123,8125
R34,R78
8124,8126
R127 AOT
R128
R129

100k 148-972
33R 148-130
220k 149-060
33R 148-130
47k 148-893
3k3 148-629
3k0 148-613
560R 148-449
3k0 148-613
330k 149-105

100R 148-269
1M 149-228
108 148-017
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Capacitors:
Note: Where the R -S part number is starred
alternative and preferable part is available
Solutions Ltd.
The following capacitors are for one channel
stereo unit, two of each are required:

Cl to C3
C4, C5
C6,C7
C8a,C9,C11,C12,C15,C17,
C27,C31,C33,C35.C37,
C43 to C49
C8b, C19 to C24, C39 to
C41, C52 to C55
C10,C13,
C14,C16,C32,C36
C18,C25,C28,C38,C42
C26
C29,C30
C34
C50,C51
C56 to C59

100uF 63V
47pF 1%
10000uF 16V

22pF 2% 113-229

22uF 25V
10pF 2%
33pF 2%
22uF 16V N.P
47pF 1%
0.47uF
2200pF 1%
100uF N.P
0.1uF

395-
115-

106-1

493-749*
113-207
113-235
768-920*
115-483
169-1528
115-398
768-891*
114-840

The following capacitors are for the M -S decoder, and
only one of each is required for a stereo unit.
C60,C61,C76,C77 1.0uF 169-1411

C62,C63,C67,C69,C71,C73 22pF 2% 113-229

C64,C65,C74,C75 22uF N.P 768-920*

C66,C68,C70,C72 33pF 2% 113-235

C78,C80,C81 22uF 25V 493-749*

C79 100uF Tant 102-730

Semiconductors and miscellaneous
(Those without an R -S part number are not available
from Electromail, but may be ordered from Audio
Solutions Ltd) The following components are for one
channel only. For a stereo unit, two of each are
required:

01,02
IC1-IC13
L1,L2
VR1

VR2,VR3
VR4
VR5
VC1, VC2
D1-4
D5-10
RL2, RL3
RL1, RL4 to RL7
S1 toS4, S7 to S9
S5
S6

SSM2220
NE5534
100uH
500R
10k lin
10k
500R
6-50pF
10V zener
1N4148
1p N/O
2p C/O
4p C/O
1p 11pos
2p 6pos

ASL
428-212*
228-286
375-893
410-508
375-938
375-893
127-307
283-722
271-606
817-066*
396-696*
1.13-748*

ASL
ASL

The following semiconductors are for the M -S decoder,
only one of each is required for a stereo unit.

BD135 299-323
BC182 (BC546) 296-071

IC14 to IC19 NE5534 428-212*

VR6 5008 375-893

VC3 6-50pF 127-307

Dll 2.7V zener 283-586

3 1N4148 271-606
2p C/O 396-696*
4p C/O 333-748*
Piezo sounder 245-001

parts, such as connectors, knobs, enclosures etc.
be chosen at will, and a browse through the
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34 £1.24 74HC157 £0.40 74LS153 £0.25 LM759CP £3.38
35 £0.31 74HC158 £0.23 74LSI54 L0.70 LM1458 £0.37

0 £0.38 74HC160 £0.64 74LSI55 £0.25 LM1881 £3.92
041 £0.31 74F1C161 £0.28 74LSI56 £0.36 1.8429 I 7N8 £3.10
2 £0.22 74HC162 £0.45 74LS157 £0.22 LM3900N £0.72
3 £0.28 74HC163 £0.27 741.5158 £0.21 LM3909N £1.76

044 £0.35 74HC164 £0.35 74LS160 £0.48 LM39I 1 £2.56
£0.52 74HC165 £0.35 74LS161 £0.32 1-N13914 £2.30

7 £0.47 74HC I 73 £0.38 74LSI62 £0.44 LM39 I 5 £2.70
8 £0.28 74HCI74 £027 74LS163 £0.32 LM13600 £1.66
9 £0.22 74HC I 75 £0.35 74LS164 £0.24 LMC660CN £2.16

50 £0.26 74HCI92 £0.72 74LS165 £0.48 LMC60321N £1.55
1 £0.38 74HC195 £0.32 74LS I 70 £0.30 LP311N £0.74
2 £0.32 74HC240 £0.37 74LS173 £0.24 LP324N £0.67

053 £0.40 74HC241 £0.37 74LS174 £0.24 LP339N £0.73
4 £0.56 74HC243 £0.48 74LS I 75 £0.24 LT1013CN8 £2.99
5 £0.34 74HC244 £0.42 74LS190 £0.60 LT1014CN £10.20

£0.44 74HC245 £0.46 741.5191 £0.24 MAX202CPE £2.97
3 £0.29 74HC251 £0.25 74LS 1 92 £0.60 MAX208CN £6.99
6 £0.24 74HC253 £0.25 74LS193 £0.24 MAX22OCPE £5.06

067 £2.20 74HC257 £025 741.5195 £0.24 MAX222CPE £5.06
068 £0.16 74HC259 £0.57 74LS196 £0.24 MAX232CPE £2.16
t.9 £020 74HC273 £0.35 74LS197 £0.24 MAX483CP £3.13
070 £0.26 74HC299 £0.64 74LS221 £0.40 MAX483CP £2.58
071 £0.23 74HC356 £0.45 74LS240 00.32 MAX631ACP £4.99
072 £0.17 74HC365 £0.34 74LS241 £0.32 MAX635ACP £4.99

73 £0.17 74HC367 £0.25 74LS242 £0.32 MC1488 £0.39
75 £0.17 74HC368 £0.25 74LS243 £0.30 MC1489 £0.39
76 £0.30 74HC373 £0.35 74LS244 £0.32 MC3302 00.56
77 £028 74HC374 £0.40 741S245 £0.60 MC3340P £1.60
78 £020 74HC390 £0.52 74LS247 £0.32 MC4558P £0.36
81 £0.23 74HC393 £0.38 74LS251 £0.24 MV601DP £2.97
82 £0.21 74HC423 £0.37 74LS257 £0.24 NE521N £6.39
85 £0.28 74HC553 £0.42 74LS258 £0.24 NE531 £1.47
86 £0.26 74HC563 £0.48 74LS266 £0.14 NE555N £0.25

9 £0.55 74HC564 £0.48 74LS273 £0.32 NE556N £0.36
3 £0.22 74HC573 £0.43 74LS279 £0.25 NE565 £1.84

094 £0.31 74HC574 £0.45 74LS365 £021 NE566N £0.90
095 £0.56 74HC640 £0.73 74LS367 £0.21 NE567N £0.39
097 £1.20 74HC688 £0.64 74LS368 £0.21 NE571N £2.47
098 £0.48 74HC4002 £0.31 74LS373 £0.33 NE592 £0.62
099 £0.38 74HC4017 £0.64 74LS374 £0.34NE5532N £0.80
502 £0.38 74HC4020 £0.36 74LS375 £0.34 NE5534N £0.64
503 £0.40 74HC4040 00.45 74LS377 £0.32 NE5539N £4.35
508 £1.40 74HC4049 £0.25 74LS378 £0.62 NE5560N £2.31
510 £0.36 74HC4050 £0.25 74LS390 £0.25 OPO7CN £1.42
511 £0.38 74HC4060 £0.44 741S393 £0.24 OP27CN £2.90
512 £0.32 74HC4075 £0.27 74LS395 £0.26 OP77GP £2.36
514 £0.77 74HC4078 £0.32 74LS399 £0.62 OP9OOP £3.11
515 £0.99 74HC4511 £0.64 7415670 £0.69 OP97FP £2.43
516 £0.44 74HC45 I 4 £0.84 Linear 1Cs OP113GP £3.44
518 £0.44 74HC4538 £0.41 AD524AD £23.04 OP 1 i6GP £2.09

521 £0.62 74LS Series
AD54814
AD5901H £5.40 OP200GP £5.60

Li 2 08177GP £1.89520 £0.41 74HC4543 £0.90

527 £0.40 74LSO I
L0.26 AD592AN £4.52 OP213FP £5.20526 £0.40 74LS00

528
AD595A £12 65 OP275GP £2.57

£0.40 741..g02
£0.14
£0.29 AD620A £9.88 OP282GP £2.27

529 £0.44 74LS03 £029 AD625114 i 1 6 20 0P2830P £5.20

534 £2.48 74LS05
£0.21
£0.14

AD633IN
AD648JN

£8 .25 0829008 £5.40
£2.57 0829708 £5.74

532 £0.32 74LSO4

538 £0.37 74LS08 £0.23
£032 AD654.IN

AD698AP £23 28 OP495GP £8.69
£7'25 0840008 £11.81536 £1.00 74LS07

543 £0.49 74LSIO
AD708IN 0 69 RC4136 £1.00541 £0.33 74LS09

555 £0.32 74LS11

£0.14
AD7111N £1.51 SAA1027 £4.46

556 £0.40 74LS12

£0.14
£0.17£0.14 AD712IN

AD736114
£2.38 SG3524N £1.08
£875 SG3543 £6.88

572
566 Efol..2965

74LS75
{45

£0.29 AD795IN £5.94 SL486 £2.88
£3.04

560 £1.18 74LS13

584 £024 741520

£0.21
£0.14
£0.16

.0061114 £6.73
AD8I2AN

LE 686793 SS SIAM9°2015P £12.32
£6.32 SSM20I6P £13.33

585

0109
0163

724

174
175
193

106
£0.70 74$22

LOA 74LS32
£0.36 74LS37
£0.60 74LS38

£0.47 741821

£0.37 74LS26

£0.46L0.58 7744143207

741.S40

£0.14

£0.14

£0.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.20
£0.21 AD8291N i£66..4141

£0.19

AD822AN

AD813AN
ADR17AN

AD826AN

AD847119
AD9696KN £7.73

AD82OAN

AD830AN

if 85 SSM213IP £4.19

£5.71 TBA810S £0.64

£8.81 SSM2OI7P £3.38

£3.24 SSM214IP £4.21
£5.20 SSM2142P £6.40
£5.33 SSM2143P £3.78

TBA82OM £0.40

TBA120S
TBA800 E0.70

£0.90

ADFL2020A £5.06 TDA1170S £2.48

Oi..
;,4 ADM232AA £3.55 TDA2004 £3.11 0A91 £0.10 ACY17

tw. iw! ADM485JN £2.97 TDA2030 £1.18 0A200 £0.56 AD149
 ilg ADM690AN £5.13 TDA2050V £3.98 0A202 £0.29 AD161

1:1 0 ADM691AN £6.48 TDA2611A £1.88 Zeners 2.7 to 33V AD162
"te ,,) ADM695AN £6.48 TDA2822A £1.68 400mW £0.08 BC107
end ADM699AN £3.58 TED37I8DP £5.03 1.3W £0.14 BC 107B
e k, CA7410E £0.26 TEAM 15 £3.11 BC108
o u CA747CE £0.39 TL061CP £0.35 Bridge Recdflers BCIO8A

, , C.A3046 £0.37 TL062CP £0.60 . .

I.5A 200V £0.20
BC1.08C
BC1091, `wi, CA3059 £1.16 TL064CN £0.72

tm '11 CA3080E £0.73 TLO7ICP £0.48 I .5A 400V £0.22 BC109C
sw , CA3130E £0.98 TL072CP £0.50 1.5A 600V £0.22 BC114
rii " 0A3140E £0.51 TL074CN £0.50 I .5A 800V £0.27 BC115

or-. CA3 89E £1.22 TL081 £0.33 1.5A 1 kV £0.24 BC116
FRJ CA3240E £1.12 TLO82CP £0.54 3A 200V £0.36

3A 400V £0.40 BC 132
BC118

,....." Z 13(1211C1 £1.55 TL084CN £0.50
1 jr4 0 DG212CJ £1.55 TL494CN £1.46 3A 600V £033 BC I34

TL7705ACP £1.62 6A 200V £0.70 BC135
TLC27I £0.54 6A 800V £0.59

10A 400V £1.39
BCI4O

TLC272 £0.88 BC141
-rmpo 1 pp £5.60 25A 200V £1.68 BCI42
ULN2003 £0.52 25A 600V £1.80 BCI43
ULN2004A £0.48 Thyristors
ULN2803 £0.90 C106D

BB 9cC1454

ULN2804A £1.64 P0102AA £0.30 BC157
ULN2806 £1.20 TIC1 I 6D £0.66 BC I 59
X R2206 £5.71 TIC126D £0.77 BC160
IN409CE £1.89 Triacs BC I 70
ZN4 I 4Z £1.16 Z0105DA £0.42 BCI7OB
ZN4I 6E £1.99 BCI71T1C206D £0.65
ZN I 034E £3.11 TIC226D £0.94 BC17113

2716
BTAO8-6008 £0.99 BC172EPROM's

2764-25 £4.20 32v
27C64-25 £3.44

TIC2361) EtcBC117792AB

Disc, Si. Swttch
£0.20 Bc 179

BC178
BCl772732 £4.84

£4.74

27C010
27128-20 £E45.0784

Bgy
Transistors BC 182

27C128-20 £4.08 2N1613 £0.31 BC 1 82A

2141893
2141711 £0.26 BCI82B

£0.29 BC182L27256-20 £4.85
27C256-20 £3.68
27C512 £3.42 2N2218A £0.28 BC I82LB

2N2219A £0.25 BC183RAM 2N2222A £0.18 BC183L
4164-15 £1.78 2N2646 £1.12 BC183LB
6116-10 £1.53 2N2904A £0.25 13C1114
6264-10 £3.16 2N2905A 00.25 BCI84L
62256-10 £5.30

2N290741256-10 £2.80 £0.20 BCI 86
2N2907A £0.20 BC204C

511000-8 £8.54 2N2926 £0.16 8C2068
2N3053514256-8 £6.80 £0.27 BC207B

AID Converters 2143054 £0.85 8C208
Data Acquisition 2143055 £0.58 BC209A
AD420AN £25.38 2N3439 £0.62 BC212
A05571N £8.75 2143440 £0.50 BC2121
AD574AJN £18.48 2143702 £0.09 BC21.2LB
AD775JN £18.48 2N3703 £0.10 BC213
AD7226KN £25.69 2143704 £0.10 BC213B
AD75283N £8.63 2193705 £0.10 BC213LC
AD7545AKN £14.04 2143706 £0.10 BC214
AD7828KN £20.33 2143771 £1.44 BC214L
ICL7109CPL £7.75 2N3772 £1.51 BC225
TLC54911' £3.51 2N3773 £1.70 BC237B
ZN425E £5.94 2143819 £0.40 BC238B
ZN426E £3.13 2N3820 E0.66 BC238C
ZN427E £9.25 2143904 £0.10 BC239C
ZN428E £5.94 2N3905 £0.10 BC250A
724448E £7.02 2N3906 £0.10 BC25 I

2N4036 £0.34 BC252
2N5245 £0.80 BC261B
2195296 £0.57 BC262B
2N5321
2N5322

i£00..5577 B13(2C32067713

22r4N55405511 £0.11 BC308
£0.11 BC3 I 9C

2N610791 £0.60 BC327

2SB548 fE01:3508 BEICC3322137-16

2SD1730 £1.44 BC328-16
ACI26 £0.44 BC337
AC127 £0.50 BC337-25
AAcC118278 £0.40 BC338

£0.48 Bc338-,25
Electrolytic Radial

£0.35
£0.50
£0.38
£0.38
£0.40
£0.30
£0.38
£0.38
£0.23
£0.23
£0.23
£0.24
£039
£0.23
£0.23
£0.28
£0.30

ADM666A.N £3.44
1..200CV £1.30
L296 £8.13
L387A £3.24
LM2940CT £2.30
LM317T £0.50
LM323K £2.84
LM334Z £1.35
I.M338K E5.52
LM723 £0.29
LP2950CZ £2.97
REFOICP £3.44
REFO2CP £4.66
REF12Z £1.28
REF195GP £4.72
REF25Z £1.24
REFSOZ £122
TIA3ICP £0.45
ZN423 £1.55
ZN458B £1.89
Diodes
114914
IN9 1 6
1144001
I N4002
IN4003
1144004
1N4005
I N4006
1144007
I N4148
1N4149
1145400
DOW
I N5402
I N5404
1N5406
I N5407
1N5408
BA157
BA158
BA159
BY126
BY127
BY 133
0A47

Voltage
Regulators
7805
7808
7812
7815
7905
7912
7915
7924
781.05
781.08
78L12
78L15
78124
79L05
79L12
79L15
791.24

£0.06
£0.06
£0.06
£0.07
£0.07
£0.07
£0.07
£0.08
£0.08
£0.05
£0.06
£0.09
£0.09
£0.10
£0.11
£0.12
£0.14
£0.15
£0.10
£0.10
£0.10
£0.13
£0.18
£0.10
£0.28

g.F47
1.0
2.2
4.7
10
22
33
47
100
220
330
470
1000
2200
3300
4700

£0.48 BC348B £0.14 BF I 80 £0.31
£3.84 BC357 £0.25 BEI 82 £0.31
£1.67 BC393 £0.73 BF185 £0.58
£0.92 BC4 I4C £0.13 BF194 £0.31
£0.92 BC441 £0.40 BF194B £0.19
£0.16 BC46 I £0.40 08195 £0.19
£0.17 BC463 £0.29 BF244 £0.35
00.14 BC478 £0.32 BF244B £0.40
£0.14 BC479 £0.32 BF244C £0.35
£0.15 BC490 £0.24 BF257 £0.33
£0.17 BC516 £0.22 131,259 £0.33
£0.19 BC517 £0.17 BF337 £0.40
£0.19 13C527 £0.20 BF355 £0.38
£0.41 BC528 £0.20 6E423 £0.13
£0.41 BC537 00.20 BF451 £0.19
£0.41 BC546B £0.08 8E459 £0.33
£036 BC546C £0.08 08469 £0.36
£0.36 BC547B £0.09 BFX29 £0.29
£0.36 BC547C £0.09 BFX84 £0.31
£0.25 BC548C £0.08 BFX85 £0.32
£0.27 BC549C £0.10 BEY50 £030
£0.31 BC550C £0.10 BFY51 £0.25
£0.34 BC556A £0.08 BEY52 £0.28
£0.21 BC557B £0.08 BS107 £0.21
£0.36 BC557C £0.08 BS170 £0.23
£0.12 BC558C £0.08 BSW66 £1.35
£0.17 BC559C 00.08 BU126 £1.32
£0.28 BC560A £0.09 BU205 £1.41
£0.16 BC560B £0.09 HU208A E1.24
£0.16 BC637 £0.21 BU326A £1.40
£0.11 BC638 £0.21 BU500 £1.54
£0.16 BC639 £0.21 BU508A £0.98
£0.13 BC640 £0.21 BU508D £1.44
£0.13 BCY70 £0.22 BU526 £1.74
£0.18 BCY71 £0.20 BU806 £1.06
£0.18 BCY72 £0.20 BUTI1A £130
£0.18 BD124P £6.86 BUT I I AF £1.30
£0.17 BDI 35 £0.21 BUX84 £0.78
£0.11 BDI 36 £0.21 111E540 £1.26
£0.11 BDI 37 £0.23 IRF740 £1.80
£0.12 BD138 £0.22 MJ2501 £1.60
£0.08 BD139 £0.26 M13001 £1.80
£0.08 130140 £0.25 M.111015 £2.11
£0.08 BDI 50C £0.82 M111016 £2.56
£0.08 813165 £0.42 MJE340 £0.40
£0.08 BD166 £0.35 M1E350 £0.48
£0.08 BDI 87 £0.39 MPSA05 £0.14
£0.08 B0201 £0.40 MPSA06 £0.12
£0.33 BD202 EOM MPSA 1 3 E0.12
£0.72 BD203 £0.40 MPSA42 £0.17
£0.72 BD204 £0.40 MRF475 L7.28
£0.74 BD222 £0.58 TIP29C £0.31
£0.72 BD225 £0.42 TIP30C £031
£0.72 1313232 £0.50 TIP31C £0.41
£0.08 BD237 £0.32 TIP32C £0.41
£0.08 013238 £0.44 T1P33C £0.72
£0.08 I3D240C £0.37 TIP4 1 A £0.48
£0.08 BD243B £0.50 TIP42C £0.52
£0.08 BD244A £0.53 TIP47 £0.48
£0.08 BD244C £0.53 11848 £0.62
£0.08 BD245C £1.18 TIP50 £0.53
£0.08 /313246 £1.18 TIP121 £0.48
£0.15 813246C £1.18 118122 £0.48
£0.09 BD283 £0.61 TIP I 25 £0.46
£0.09 80284 £0.61 118127 £0.40
£0.09 BD400 £0.79 TIPI32 £0.46
£0.10 813441 £0.41 TIP137 £0.56
£0.15 BD442 £0.37 TIP142 £1.30
£0.13 B0534 £0.47 TIP147 £1.12
E0.13 BD535 £0.50 TIP2955 £0.97
£0.30 BD536 £0.65 TIP3055 £0.70
£0.24 BD581 £0.62 VNIOKM £0.48
£0.30 81)597 £0.92 ZTX300 £0.16
£0.10 BD646 £0.52 ZTX500 00.16
£0.10 BD648 £0.52
£0.13 00650 £0.53

/4-1£0.10 BD707 £0.42 TA1) CO£0.10 130708 £1.04 pr, ,r. 0,1
£0.10 BD807 £0.80 .....,E,S11 '
£0.10 BDX32 £1.78 s' '001°£0.10 BDX33C £0.56

IIN°Ai %%%1 e£0.12 BDX34C £0.50 ...ao .. .,
£0.10 BDX33C £0.47 birtse
£0.10BD2C54C £0.50

Electrolytic Axial
16v 25v 40v 63v 100v

- £0.05 00.05

£0.05 £0.05 £0.05
£0.05 £0.05 £0.05 £0.05 £0.09
£0.05 £0.05 £0.05 £0.07 £0.11
£0.05 -- £0.05 - -
£0.05 £0.05 £0.07 £0.10 £0.19
£0.06 £0.06 £0.10 £0.13 £0.26
£0.08 £0.09 £0.13 £0.25
£0.09 -- f0.19 -
£0.12 £0.17 £0.24 £0.33 ---
£0.15 £0.33 £0.34 -
£0.27 £0.55 £0.70

£0.67 £1.05

16v 25v 40v 63v 100v 250v 450v

£0.13 - £0.41
£0.12 --- £0.12 £0.13 £0.17 £0.40 £0.51
£0.12 £0.13 £0.14 £0.15 £0.21 £0.52 £1.06

£0.13 £0.15 £0.19 £0.32 £0.57 --
£0.14 £0.16 £0.19 £0.26 £0.44 - --
£0.19 £0.20 £0.27 £0.39 £0.48

£0.28 £0.43 £0.53 --- 17-
E033 £0.43 £0.59 £1.08 --
£0.53 £0.66 LI.11 £1.55 -
0.86 £1.11 - -

reramic Mini Disc Dipped Ceramic Muitilayer
1.0,1 2,1.5,1.8,2.2,2.7,3.3,3.9.4.7,5.7,6.8,8 2 10,22,33,47 and multiples.
1.0pF to 22nF IOOV £0.06 10pF to 100nF IOOV £0.10

47nF & 100nF 50V £0.07 220nF 100V £0.14
330nF 100V £0.16

Also in stock - Mylar Film. MKT, Boxed 470nF 100V £0.22
& Dipped Polyester. Tantalum. Sub- 1.08F 100V £0.29

miniature, low Leakage & 105°C Radials Full Technical Specification available
Resistors - Please State Value Required
1/4W Carbon Film 5% E12 Series 1.0-10M £0.02 Each, £0.60 per 100 I
1.4W' Metal Film 1% E24 Series 100-1M £0.04 Each, £1.72 per 100 .;7;
%AV Carbon Film 5% E12 Series 10-10M £0.02 Each, £0.95 per 100 s
I W Carbon Film 5% E 12 Series 1110-10M £0.07 Each, £3.90 per 100 77

2W Carbon Film 5% 012 Series 1530-10M £0.12 Each, £5.99 per 100 S
2.5W Wirewound 5% E12 Series 0131-2200 £0.23 Each
Preset Resistors - Please State Value Required
Enclosed, 10mm Square Hon / Vent. IOM - IMO 0.15W £0.15 Each
Skeleton. I Ortim Dia. Hon ., Vert. IMO - IMO 0.1W £0.11 Each
Sub -min, 6mm Dia, Horzontal E3 10013 -IMO 0.2W £0.19 Each
Multiturn. 10mm Square, Top Adjust. E3 10013-1M0 0.5W £1.00 Each
Multiturn I 9rnm Long, End Adjust. E3 5£13-2M0 0.5W £0.64 Each
Potentiometers - Please State Value Required
Single Gang - '4" Shaft 25mm Dia. 4700-2M2 Linear £0.49 Each
Single Gang - Y." Shaft, 25mm Dia. 4700-2M2 Logarithmic £0.49 Each
Dual Gang - '4" Shaft, 20mm Dia. I KO -2M2 Linear £1.62 Each
Dual Gang - 1.4" Shaft, 20mm Dia. 1K0 -2M2 Logarithmic £1.71 Each
Switched -'/4" Shaft 20mm Dia. I KO -2M2 Linear £1.56 Each
Switched - 1." Shaft 20mm DM 1K0-2 M2 Logarithmic £1.69 Each
PCB Mount, Splined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 47113 -IMO Linear £0.42 Each
PCB Mount, Splined Shall, 16mm Dia. 47004K7,1M0 Log £0.42 Each
Dual PCB, Splined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 10K,50K100K,5001C Linear £0.85 Each
Dual PCB. Splined Shaft. 16mm Dia. 10K,50K,100K .500K logarithmic £0.85 Each

-ORDERING INFORMAlION - Camage #.1.737Vat, Prices Exclude Vat (17Y2%), Add Carnage Se Vat to all orders. Payment with Order. PO/Cheques
payable to ESR Electronic Components. ALL Credit Card Orders Accepted. NO Credit Card Surcharges. Trade discount for Schools & Colleges.



By Terry Balbirnie

Sounds like a phone - isn't a phone!

his circuit simulates the
ringing of a modern push-
button telephone providing
the same double beat as

used in the UK. Since this ringing pattern
is also used in Australia, New Zealand, the
Irish Republic and several other countries,
the device should be found useful for
readers in places other than Britain.

TIME IN SECONDS 0.4 0.2 0.4
11. 11.4

2.0

Figure 1: the signal of the UK phone ringing pattern

But why?
The Phoney Phone circuit was originally designed for an
amateur stage production and was hidden on-stage next to a
real phone. For this purpose, the on -off switch was situated
remotely. However, there are a number of other reasons why
someone would wish to construct such a circuit. It could be
used to give a professional touch to home communications
projects. It could be built into a child's toy phone to give extra
realism. Another use would be to provide an excuse for ending
a lengthy call due to the "other phone" ringing.

However, some readers will construct the circuit simply for
practical joking. If it is left hidden in an office, it is entertaining
to watch people picking up phones trying to find the one which
is ringing. It is also amusing to switch it on at a large railway
station and observe people reaching for their mobile& Although
many cellular phones ring in the continental way - in single
beats - some may be adjusted to ring with the fixed -line BT
pattern.

5Hz ASTABLE
COUNTING

AND
LOGIC

25Hz
ASTABLE

Figure 2: the block diagram

PIEZO
SOUNDER

A bit of theory
To ring a phone, the line to which it is connected provides an
ac signal at a relatively high voltage. In the UK system, the
frequency is 25Hz at some 70 volts. This signal is pulsed on
and off in double beats in the manner shown in figure 1. It can
be seen that the familiar UK ringing pattern is produced by two
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0.4 second bursts separated by a 0.2 second space. There
follows a two -second pause then the cycle repeats. The high
operating voltage allows a small current to be used and this
results in a lower loss of power through the resistance of the
wire than would otherwise be the case.

Traditional telephones use a twin electromagnet assembly
having a hinged armature with a small hammer on the end. As
current flows through the coils, the armature is attracted to
each electromagnet in turn - one on the first ac half cycle and
the other on the second one. The hammer strikes two small
bells in turn. These are tuned to different notes so the sounds
blend to give a characteristic chord. This effect is difficult to
produce electronically with any degree of realism. In practice,
the only way to make a sound like an old phone is to ring an
old phone! Most people will have watched a stage production
where a telephone was simulated by ringing an ordinary
electric bell off-stage. Not only is the sound not right but

invariably the ringing pattern is not matched accurately by the
person pressing the switch. Commercial bell -ringing circuits are
available and these provide an ac signal with the correct
frequency, rhythm and voltage to ring a real phone. A similar
home-made device would be difficult to construct since a step-
up transformer would be needed to increase the voltage to a
level sufficient to operate the phone.

The old type of dial telephone, although still to be seen, is
becoming something of a rarity. Most phones today use an
electronic circuit which operates in conjunction with a small
loudspeaker or piezo buzzer to produce the ring. Because
these respond to the ac signal sent along the line they give a
characteristic warbling tone. It is straightforward to construct a
circuit which will sound like a modern phone since only a low -
voltage battery supply is needed. Obviously, such a device
would be inappropriate to use in, say, a 1950s stage play
where traditional methods would still need to be used.

1
R1

4M7

R2
47k

RV1
4M7

R3
2M2

C1

4 10 14

ICI a

NOTE D1 -D7 1N4148

01
ZTX500

16

D2
k. 5

6

D3

=, C2

470k

MEM

100n

IC2

R510k

13

4 10 14

U86

330k
IC110

SW1
cr"--

ON/OFF

Buz,

D5

06

D

3

-4111-1111-

15

Figure 3: the circuit of the Phoney Phone

C4 C5
100n 100n

R7

10k

02
ZTX300

81
9V

Since there are now many different types of
sounder used inside phones, any loud device of the
type specified will be suitable. Although people are
now very tolerant to the sound of the ring itself, any
significant deviation from the correct rhythm will
sound unrealistic. Also, the warbling effect is crucial
in providing a convincing effect.

How it works
The circuit for the Phoney Phone project is illustrated
as a block diagram in figure 2. There are two astable
circuits, one giving a train of pulses at a frequency of
5Hz (5 pulses per second) and the other.at 25Hz.
The counting and logic circuitry allows two of the
pulses from the first astable to pass through and
blend into a single 0.4 second pulse. There is then a
space of one pulse (0.2 second) followed by a
further two blended pulses and a 2 second gap. The
cycle then repeats. The pulses passing through the
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Figure 4: the component layout

counter and logic section are combined with the output of the
25Hz astable to provide a warbling effect in the piezo buzzer.

The circuit is shown in detail in figure 3. The two astables
are based on IC1a and IC1b respectively. These are, in fact,
both parts of the same timer integrated circuit, 101. Consider
IC1a first. The frequency depends on the values of fixed
resistors R1, R2 and R3. preset potentiometer, RV1, and
capacitor, C1. However, for most of the time, R1 will be
bypassed so the timing depends only on the other
components. The purpose of R1 and how this is switched in
and out of the circuit will be explained presently.

At the end of construction, RV1 will be adjusted to provide
a 5 Hz signal from ICI a output, pin 5. Diode, D1, modifies the
waveform to give short on states and long off ones - that is,
brief pulses which are most effective at operating the rest of
the circuit.

Taking turns
The pulses derived from IC1a are applied to IC2 clock input,
pin 14. This device is a decade counter integrated circuit.
Thus, as pulses are received, the circuit counts them and
outputs 0, 1, 2, 3 etc. up to 9 (pins 3, 2, 4, 7, 10, 1, 5, 6, 9
and 11) go high in turn. Capacitor C3 removes the effect of
any random noise picked up on the PCB track between IC1
pin 5 and IC2 pin 14 which could cause false operation. When
the last pulse has been received, the device resets and begins

again. Each output therefore goes high for 0.2 seconds with
the whole cycle lasting for 2 seconds. Outputs 1, 2, 4 and 5
(pins 2, 4, 10 and 1 respectively) are selected and OR gated
together using diodes D4 to D7. If any of these outputs are
high, base current will flow into transistor, 02, via current -
limiting resistor, R7. However, the transistor will only turn on if
the collector is high. The significance of this will be explained
presently. With outputs 1 and 2, base current will flow for 0.4s
(that is, for two pulses). Following that will be a space of 0.2
seconds (while unconnected output 3 goes high) and a further
0.4 second pulse when outputs 4 and 5 go high. There will
then be a long pause while unconnected outputs 6 onwards
go high.

A little problem
Providing the delay of 2 seconds is a problem. 102 outputs 6,
7, 8, 9 and 0 would normally provide a delay of only 1 second
(that is, 5 x 0.2 seconds). To solve this difficulty, outputs 6 and
7 (pins 5 and 6 respectively) are OR gated together using
diodes D2 and D3. The result is applied to the base of
transistor 01. While IC2 is counting up to 5, neither of these
diodes will be conducting and will therefore have no effect. 01
collector will then be made low through resistor, R4. Since this
is a pnp transistor (as distinct from the more familiar npn type),
this low state keeps is on. The emitter/collector becomes a
virtual short-circuit and bypasses R1 as mentioned previously.
The period of 101a will then be 0.2 seconds with RV1 correctly
adjusted. On counts 5 and 6, 01 base is made high via the
appropriate diode and it switches off. The collector/emitter is
now open circuit and R1 appears in series with the other
resistors in the chain. This extends the time period. On a count
of 7 onwards, Q1 turns on again with pulses returning to 0.2
seconds duration. The effect is that the total period is
lengthened to about 3 seconds as required. Adjustment to
RV1 will provide a compromise whereby the pulse repetition
frequency and two -second gap are both reasonably correct.

As mentioned earlier, transistor 02 can only allow
collector/emitter current to flow and hence operate the buzzer
when its collector is high. This is the case when the output of
the 25Hz astable, IC1b pin 9, is high. The frequency of
operation of this astable depends on the values of resistors R5
and R6 in conjunction with capacitor, C5. No adjustment is
provided since the exact frequency is not important. As IC1 b
output, pin 9, pulses high, collector current will flow through
the buzzer during the times when the base is also high. Since
the base is fed by signals arriving with the appropriate ringing
rhythm, the buzzer will warble in the familiar telephone way.

Construction
Construction is based on a single -sided printed circuit board
(PCB) and the component overlay is shown in figure 4. Begin
by soldering the two is sockets and the link wire in position.
Follow with all resistors (including RV1) and capacitors. Note
that there are two types of capacitor having the same value
(100nF). The disc ceramic units are soldered in positions C3
and C4 while the metallised polyester ones are used for C1
and C5. Take care over the polarity of electrolytic capacitor C2
- the negative end is connected to the track leading to the OV
line. Solder all seven diodes in place taking care over their
orientation. In the case of D1, the cathode is connected to 101
pin 2. In the case of the groups D4, 5 and 6 and D2 and D3,
the cathode ends are those which are connected together at
the left-hand side. With D7 it is connected to the upper pad.
Solder the two transistors in position by first bending their pins
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Figure 5: wiring the Phoney
Phone board to its off -board
components

sufficiently to match the layout of holes in the PCB. Take
particular care over the orientation. Note that although the
transistors appear identical, they are of different types (as
marked on the body). It will be seen that pnp transistor 01 has
its emitter connected direct to the positive line. This will seem
strange to those used to working with the npn variety.

Solder the negative (black) PP3 battery connector to the
point labelled "OV". Solder a 10cm piece of stranded
connecting wire to the point labelled "+9V". Solder the buzzer
wires to the points marked "A" and "B". The red (positive) wire
must connect to point A. Adjust RV1 to approximately mid -
track position.

Complete construction of the circuit panel by inserting the
ics into their sockets taking care over the orientation. Since
these are CMOS devices, it is possible for them to be
damaged by static charge on the body, so touch something
which is earthed - such as a water tap - before handling the
pins.

Testing
For testing purposes, twist the "+9V" wire from the circuit panel
to the red battery snap wire and connect the battery. The
buzzer will begin operating. There should be a warbling sound
and pulses should be given in a double -beat pattern (although
the timing will probably be too fast or too slow to sound
realistic).

Adjust RV1 for best operation - clockwise rotation of the
sliding contact (as viewed from the edge of the PCB) will
increase the timing. The double bleep should be made to last
for 1 second followed by a pause of two seconds. listening to
the one -second ticks from a quartz clock will help Make
adjustments until both of these timings are as close as possible
to their correct values.

Boxing up
Any plastic box large enough to accommodate the circuit
panel, sounder, PP3 battery and on -off switch may be used.
For maximum volume, the buzzer should be mounted so that
its top surface is close to the lid where there should be a hole
a little larger than that in the sounder for the sound to pass
through (see photograph). If a small box is being used, plan the
positions of the internal components carefully. If the sounder is
mounted on the lid as in the prototype, ensure that there will

be sufficient clearance below it for the other
circuit components when it is in position.
Also, if attaching the sounder in this wy).
use plastic spacers on the bolt shanks
otherwise the mounting lugs on the device
will be excessively strained when the nuts
are tightened. On no account should the
mounting nuts touch any is pins or
uninsulated component end leads. Refer to
figure 5 and complete the wiring. The circuit
panel may be secured using an adhesive
fixing pad or a small hole may be drilled in a
free part and a small nut and bolt used. The
battery may be attached using an adhesive
fixing pad or a small bracket. If the switch
needs to be situated remotely, any
reasonable length of light -duty twin wire
may be used.

Choice of RVI
If the specified value (4M7) is not available,

use a value of 2M2 instead. If the timing cannot be made long
enough. increase the value of R3 and vice versa.

Resistors
R1 4M7
R2 47k
R3 2M2
R4 470k
R5, R7 10k
R6 330k

All fixed resistors 0.25W 5%

RV1 4M7 miniature vertical preset (see text).

Capacitors
Cl, C5 100n min metallised polyester - 5mm pin
spacing
C2 10m 16V electrolytic
C3, C4 100n min disc ceramic

Semiconductors
IC1 7555 dual timer
IC2 4017 decade counter
01 ZTX500 pnp
02 ZTX300 npn
D1-07 1N4148

Miscellaneous
BUZZ Piezo buzzer 3-24V d.c. operation 103dB

output.
SW1 Miniature slide, toggle or rocker switch.

Printed circuit board (PCB), 14 -pin d.i.I. socket, 16 -
pin c1.1.1. socket, PP3 battery and connector. Plastic
box for project.
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WE HAVE A HUGE RANGE, MOST MAKES ALWAYS IN STOCK, RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Tifl

-ATF1

1;71

)7N111)111 Wl.)71:73, q Whi
T1'41111101 271

1

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM 11N1 GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRIM IS EX -WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION Of ANY ITEMS. SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY OR

PRICE CHANGE. VAT AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARRED TESTED HAVE A 30 DAY WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EQUIPMENEVAIVES-PlUGS & SOCKEIS-SYNCROS- TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC.

PORTABLE PROGRAMMER & EMULATOR
PROGRAMS
EPROMS/FLASH TO 40
PINS WITHOUT ADAPTORS
EMULATES 8 & 16 BIT
SYSTEMS

£465

its an easy touch
for anyone

Ideal for R&D or small volume production. ISO 9002
manufacture and strict use of manufacturers
algorithms guarantees reliable programming.

Lloyd Research Ltd.
7 & 7a Brook Lane, Warsash, Southampton,
Hampshire S031 9FH, England.
Tel: +44 (0)1489 574040.
Fax: +44 (0)1489 885853.

2M ram, expandable
to 8M - avoids multiple
downloads and pro-
gramming in blocks.
Set programming &
emulation for 16 bit
systems.
Tactile membrane
with individual keys
for all major functions.
Supports sector
protect/ unprotect
feature on 29F010/040.
Fast download.
15 seconds for 1 M
bit Intel file.

PIC EEZE
This is the easiest way to start using PIC microcontrollers. PIC EEZE is a

powerful and versatile development system that allows you to start at the level
you like and upgrade if needed whenever your ready. All systems have ZIF
sockets, high quality PCBs (unlike similar priced systems). Fully featured

Assembler/Simulator & Programming environment, designed to be software
upgraded (All software upgrades are FREE).

Programs/
Features

PIC
EEZE

1

PIC
EEZE

2

PIC
EEZE

3

16C54/55/56/57/58 YES YES

16C61/62/63/64/65 YES YES YES

16C71/73/74 YES YES YES

16C84 YES YES YES

16C620/621/622 YES YES YES

Serial Eeproms YES YES YES

In Circuit Emulation YES

Lpak (learning package) YES YES YES

Expansion Port YES YES YES

BASIC compiler - YES

Price (built and tested) £44.95 £52.95 £72.95

Upgrading is
simple, just

order the
required
system

firmware and
pay the

difference

IN CIRCUIT EMULATION Target probe can be taken from the expansion
port to application circuit. Your program can then be stepped/run etc. with
results on screen and at probe.
JUSIC COMPII Fa Allows you to make your own BASIC PICs and
evaluate your program with Real Time Emulation through target probe.
(Please write/call for details/availability).
MAK, plugs into the expansion port and has coloured LEDs. 7 segs,
buttons and switches and minicore emulator to show PIC programming
methods (includes examples). £28.00.
DfAK stand alone demo boards (2). One is like LPAK arid the other will
accept 18/28 pin PIC, has oscillator and power sections ready built. Can be
used with breadboards or you own circuit etc. £28.00.
Si JPPORT We will give continuing support to our users and products. Future
expansion planned - I7CXX Programmer - smart card reader/writer and more.

Please write or telephone for further information if required.

LEHI-lard
Please add £2.00 P&P and
make cheques payable to
LENNARD RESEARCH

29 Lavender Gardens, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 3DD.
Telephone (0191) 281 8050.
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This latest instalment of Tim Parker's
"Process Timer/Controller" project is a
highly versatile multi -function expansion
bus interface card to allow access to the
outside world

n line with all the previous boards in
this project, this one too is self-
contained and, though simple in its
haic design, it provides a wealth of
features which will enable you to

make full use of the expansion bus on the main
controller for a wide range of 'real world'

applications.
Who would have thought that from the humble

beginning of this series of articles, it would be
possible to exploit the low -end PIC16C54
microcontroller to this degree? The Process
Timer/Controller of part 1, together with this
Expansion Bus Interface Card. demonstrates that
you don't have to 'move up' to a PIC device with
more available VO pins simply because the initial
appearance of the PIC16C54 leads you to think
that no more than twelve external devices can be
connected to it. The Process Controller main board
alone proves this wrong (incidentally, becar LcP

topics have moved on from the original darkroom
timer aspect of part 1, we will now refer to the main

unit as the Process Controller, rather than the
Process Timer, OK?), with four 7 -segment LED

displays, eight on -board pushbuttons and a piezo
transducer. In all, 37 VO port lines would be
required to control each bit individually. By adding

this 14 -channel interface card to the expansion
bus, the number increases to 51 I/O port lines. It is
also a false belief that, without a built-in timer
interrupt, the PIC16C54 cannot be used to achieve
accurate timing periods, since this too has already
been disproved in previous articles.

In part 3 of this series we presented a software development details later.

board, and some applications software for an automatic gate
controller. Later in this article we will look at implementing the Outputs
software on this interface card to produce a scaled down model of The expansion bus output port on the Process Controller connects

a working version, together with the connections required (which, to the inputs of two Darlington driver ics - IC1 and IC2 - on the

fL)

RELAY 2
(COMMON) CH

RELAY 1
(COMMON)

GATE ACTUATOR
MOTOR

12V
DC MOTOR

GATE CLOSED LIMIT SWITCH (MICROSWITCH)

N.O TERMINAL
+5V

CH2

COM TERMINAL

.5V
CH4

Figure 1: connections for LDRs, switches and thermistors. Note that CHn =
any one of the 7 input channels

SECURITY KEYPAD
(OUTSIDE THE GATE)

DETECTOR MODULE

N.O. RELAY CONTACTS

GATE OPEN LIMIT SWITCH (MICROSWITCH)

+5V
NO TERMINA

by the way, differ slightly from those shown last month). More
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interface card. The outputs of 101 are used to drive the seven

single pole changeover (SPCO) relays, each of which can be
disabled via their respective jumper links JP1 to JP7 if not required.

There are reasons why you may want to disable some relays,

which will be made apparent shortly.
Each relay has an LED indicator connected across it to show its

state. Past experience has proved that these indicators are a
necessity when trying to establish which one is switching under
software control, because when you have a PCB with numerous
relays on board, and your software isn't doing what it should, it's

very hard to feel which one is actually switching by placing your

finger on each one in turn, since the mechanical vibration through
the board means that they all 'feel' the same. At least with the
LEDs across them you can see which one is (or should be)

energised.
Although the Darlington driver ics have protection diodes fitted

internally to each of their outputs, diodes D1 to D7 have been

LDR

CHn

LIGHT DEPENDENT
RESISTOR

+5V

CHn

+5V

CHn

+5V

SWITCH NTC

CHn

THERMISTOR

4.5V

CHn

CHANNEL INPUT SOURCE SELECT JUMPER
MUST BE IN POSITION

Figure 2: the basic components of the Automatic Gate
Controller

Included on the board to protect against the back emf generated if

any of the jumper links are removed while that particular relay is
energised. In this situation the internal protection diodes of IC1 will

have no effect.
The second Darlington driver, IC2, is connected in parallel with

101, and is used to provide open collector outputs from the
interface card. Because both of these ics are connected in parallel,
as each relay is energised by the outputs of IC1 going low, so too
is each '0/C' output pulled to ground by IC2, which allows this is
to act as a slave for 101 without burdening the load already seen

by the outputs of 101.
Here lie the reasons for the jumper links mentioned previously.

While the relays provide voltage -free contact outputs, their
operation can only be very slow due to their mechanical aspects. If.
for your particular application, you require some high speed
outputs together with some relay outputs, then the jumper links for
the relays connected to your high speed outputs can be removed.
This will prevent the irritating and undesirable relay 'buzzing' due to

the rapid turn -on and -off time periods.
The use of relay contacts and open collector outputs is not

limited to a choice between slow relay outputs or high speed open
collector outputs. They can be used simultaneously at the slower
relay switching speeds to give operation of one and the other if

required, which facilitates the connection of additional devices to
each output channel. Or they can be used simply to provide
remote indicator lamps for the states of the relays without having
to use the relay contacts themselves. This is very useful if you have

two devices to control which operate at different voltages, since
one of them can be connected to the relay contacts and the other

to the corresponding open collector output.

Inputs
Rather than restricting the use of the inputs to the more usual (and
mundane) digital TTL signal levels, it was decided beneficial to

Figure 3: connections
between the interface
card and the external
devices. (For reasons
of clarity, the supply
connections and
interface cables to the
card are not shown
here.)

4
TO +5V

POLARITY NOT IMPORTANT

OPEN LIMIT

CLOSED LIMIT

11 11
+5V TO SENSORS

JUMPER LINKS
IN 'S' POSITION
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Figure 4: Power supply input, 7 channel relay and open collector outputs.

provide the facilities to accept input signals from a wide range of
sources on each of the seven channels. To this end, each channel
will directly accept TTL signal levels, switch contacts, AC or DC
voltage inputs up to 50V, thermistors for temperature sensing and
light dependent resistors (LDRs) for lux (brightness) level sensing, to
name but a few. These should satisfy the general needs of quite a
few, if not most, applications.

The expansion bus input port on the Process Controller is
driven from the outputs of IC4 in the interface card. This device -
ULN2003 - is the same type Darlington driver as used for the
output port, except that it is connected in the reverse manner, that
is, the open collector outputs of IC4 are fed to the expansion bus.

Since all seven input channels are identical, the following
explanation of how they work will make reference to the

components based around channel 1, but apply equally and
respectively to the remaining six channels.

Voltage inputs
The two position jumper link JP8 selects the input signal source;

'S' for switch or sensor inputs, 'V' for voltage signal inputs. With
JP8 set to the 'V' position, voltages ranging from TTL levels up to
about 50V (AC or DC) may be applied to the input terminal. This
voltage is fed, via R15 to the input of IC4. R15 and zener diode
ZD1 ensure that if the input voltage is above about 10 volts, only
the zener voltage is used to drive the inputs to IC4, since without
current limiting, the highest low -impedance voltage these can
accept is around 7 volts. That's not to say the voltage cannot be
higher than this, because it can, as long as the input current is
reduced to a safe level, which it is via R15. The zener diode only
comes into operation with voltages above its clamping voltage
(10V,, and only then if the input current is sufficient to actually get it
conducting, which requires about 5mA itself. With a 50V input

IA09-120cV

INPUT

o0V

045V
OUT

.4VDC
OUT

owl
2

oCYC3

.o0fC5CVC4

OC6

o0/C7

signal, the maximum current seen by the zener diode will be 50mA
once its been through R15, and that's without taking the voltage
drop of the zener diode into account.

Because JP8 is set to the 'V' position, the output of IC,5a will be
low, so resistor R8 and diode 08 are used to protect the IC from
damage due to the positive voltage present at the input to C4. R8
further reduces the current from R15 to a safe level for D8.

Sensor and switch inputs
To select the sensor or switch input source, JP8 should be placed
in the 'S' position. With the jumper link in this position the incoming
signal is applied to the input of buffer IC5a. This device is actually
an octal bi-directional transmit/receive buffer, and contains 16
cross -coupled Schmitt input buffers, but only one half of it is used.
You will see from the inset in the circuit diagram that each buffer
has a second one connected to the same pins, but in reverse to
those used by the input channels. Pin 1 of C5 is the data direction
control, when this pin is low, data is transferred from pin 11 to pin
9. When pin 1 is high, as is the case here, since it is pulled up to
+5V via R29. data is transferred in the opposite direction, from pin

9 to pin 11.
The reasons for this apparent waste of device use are two -fold.

First and foremost. we require Schmitt triggering in order to
connect sensors such as thermistors and LDRs to the signal
inputs, because standard TTL buffers will go into oscillation at very
high frequencies when the inputs get close to their switching
threshold, as would be the case when the sensor connected to the
input begins adjusting its characteristics corresponding to the
temperature or light changes. Secondly, the pinout of the device is
ideal, and it's cheap enough to use in this manner, yet still 'waste'
half of it. The device must also be of the 'HC' or `HOT' variety to
allow the use of relatively high (compared to standard `LS' TTL
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Figure 5:
the 7 -channel multi-
purpose input section.
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devices) resistor values on the inputs to the buffers.

With no signal present on the channel input terminal, the input
of IC5a is held low by R22 and VR1. This produces a
corresponding low output on pin 11, which in turn results in the
output of C4 being turned off or 'floating'. As a matter of interest, it
is possible to apply TTL level input signals to the channel input
terminal with JP8 set to the 'S' or 'V' position. With an NTC
(negative temperature coefficient) thermistor or light dependent
resistor connected as shown in the diagrams below, the triggering
threshold of either can be adjusted with VR1. In the case of an

NTC thermistor, its resistance decreases as the temperature
increases. In the case of an LDR, its resistance decreases as the

light level increastzs. So, as the temperature or light level

respectively rises, so too will the voltage on pin 9 of IC5a, caused
by the potential difference of the sensor, R22 and VR1. It follows
then, that VR1 can be used to adjust this voltage, thereby setting
the point at which you wish to detect a preset temperature or light

level.

The inputs are not restricted to just LDRs and thermistors; these
are detailed simply because they are two of the most common
devices used. In fact, almost any sensor which exhibits resistance
change (including potentiometers) can be connected, just so long
as those characteristics are within the adjustment range of presets

VR1 to VR7.
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Low level logic
A point to bear in mind here is that as the inputs signals go high,

no matter whether they're from a sensor, switch contact, TTL level
or a fixed voltage, the Process Controller will 'see' a low level logic
input signal on the expansion bus. and vice versa. In other words,
the level seen by the Process Controller is the inverse of that
appearing at the channel input terminals which triggered the buffer
to change its state. This is done purposely to allow software
routines to assume there is nothing connected to an expansion
bus input port bit if that particular bit is left unconnected, since it
would then be pulled up to +5V via resistor network RN2 fitted on
the main Process Controller.

Supply input
The interface card has its
own on -board +5V
regulator, based around IC3
and associated
components C1 to C6 and
D15. This is used not only
to power the on -board ics,
but also the Process
Controller itself, through the

ribbon cable which
connects the two boards
together. The inclusion of
bridge rectifier BR1 enables
everything to be powered
from either AC or DC
supplies of around 9 volts. It
also means that if DC
power is applied, it can be
connected either way round
to the power input
terminals.

The unregulated supply
is used to power the relay
coils, 101, IC2 and to

provide an auxiliary DC
output via D16 for powering
external devices. The
function of D16 is to protect
against accidental or
incidental high voltages

being fed back onto the
power rails of the board via
the auxiliary DC OUT
terminals.

The amount of current
required from the power
supply at the power input
terminals will depend, to a
large extent, on what you
intend connecting to the
output terminals, which will
obviously increase if you are
utilising both the relay and
open collector outputs
simultaneously, and also
whether you have the
software development
board fitted to the ribbon
cable, each of which
consumes a little more

current, maybe not a lot, but it could just be enough to push the
power supply over the edge. And don't forget, on top of all this,

you are powering the main Process Controller too.

With supply currents below about 300mA for both the interface
card and Process Controller there is always the possibility of the
supply voltage collapsing - albeit very briefly - if all of the relays are

energised simultaneously, due to the initial high current surge.
Diode D15 is used to protect IC3 from damage during this surge,
by preventing its input terminal being pulled below the +5V voltage
on the output terminal. It also reduces the possibility of the
programmed PIC microcontroller 'crashing', by blocking off this
negative surge to the Process Controller board via the ribbon cable.
When these surges occur (and they do), they are usually so brief -

DC
OUT

AUX

--1D161-

LED I

41 PIN THROUGH

(0 4)Cit.
r-FRA1-- '13- S

1. JP12 0
op --1 R19}--. a

(--)C;15

1
--{P25}--- a S

CH4 JP1 1 a
---1 F  8 }---- 0 V

C14

u -1P241-- 0 S
CH3 , P10 a

Ir II -1P1'1--- a V

Figure 6 the component layout. The PCB is double -sided. However, as connections between
the top and bottom sides are made via component legs, plated -through -holes are not
needed
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The Low Cost Controller
That's Easy to Use

Kitures
The K-307 Module provides the features
required for most embedded applications
Analogue 4 Channels in 1 Channel out
Digital 36 Digital in or out & Timers
Serial RS -232 or RS -485 plus I2C
Display LCD both text and graphics
Keyboard Upto 8 x 8 matrix keyboard
Memory > 2Mbytes available on board
Low Power Many modes to choose from

Development
The PC Starter Pack provides the quickest method
to get your application up & running
Operating System Real Time Multi Tasking
Languages ' C , Modula-2 and Assembler
Expansion Easy to expand to a wide range

of peripheral cards

Real Time Calendar Clock, Battery Back Up,
Watch Dog, Power Fail Detect, STE I/O Bus,
8051 interface, 68000 and PC Interface

Cambridge Microprocessor
Systems Limited

,i1410 ' \ Chelmsford"fo-r d18RZo aodn eIndp E's t

Great Dunmow Essex CM6 1XG
E-mail cms@dial.pipex.com

Phone 01 371 875 644

I,

KEENE ELECTRON!
Quali Video Products
Universal RF modulator
Allows easy connection of any camcorder to a TV via

the standard RF (aerial) socket. It can also be used

with video processors or computers that have a

suitable AV output.
Specification: Output level 74dBuV; Video
modulation AM; Power supply 4-19V DC @ 25mA.

Camcorder User 'Gold Award'
June 1996

viewneg
video signal inverter
Viewneg For inverting video signals from
camcorder or VCR. Complete with mains
power adaptor £49.99
With viewneg, your camcorder and a slide
to video copier... view photographic
negatives direct on TV as video positives. tt's
a great way to show your photos. Record
them on tape, too, for use later!
Viewneg kit 1 Buy this if you want to view
negatives and you've already got
a slide -to -video copier. Comprises
Viewneg, mains power adaptor,
negative strip carrier, blue
colour correction gel and lead
f 69.99
Viewneg kit 2 For starting
from scratch. Comprises
Viewneg kit 1 as above, plus
slide -to video copier. f 114.99
Al. available from JESSOP,
TECNO and other leading video store

KEENE
ELECTRONICS I--

£29.99
Check out our Web site

http://www.keene.co.uk
for new products, special offers & more

VIDEO PROCESSORS
Iv

CABLES AND ADAPTORS

TRIPODS AND BRACKETS

LENSES AND FILTERS

---111101121E=1.111

0

CHARGERS/DISCHARGERS

VIDEO EDITORS

SOUND MIXERS

Just some of the products
from our free catalogue.
Write or phone for
your copy now.

tel 01332 830550 =
Fax 01332 830551 4,°"

Unit 9 Old Hall Mills Business Park, ows
uwe Eaton, Derbyshire DE21 5DN

LASERS
Argon ion / Helium Neon / Diode / Carbon Dioxide
Colours include red,yellow, green,turquoise, blue and
infra -red. Output powers range from 0.2mW to
over 20 Watts. Applications include research,
light shows, image projection, medical or
industrial. New and Second hand.
Pictured here is a 50mW cyan/blue argon
ion air cooled loser head and a miniture
1 mW red HeNe laser tube only 147mm long.
Second hand blue (488nm) argon ion
lasers start from only £100 +VAT.

LASERTECH
Mill Road, Great Barton, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, IP31 2RU

Telephone 01284 788108 Fax 01284 788135

** FOR SALE **
DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPO-
NENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +

ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS

MAYFLOWER ELECTRONICS
48 BRENDON ROAD,

WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT
TEL (01984) 631825 FAX 634245
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in the order of only a few milliseconds - the capacitance on the

Process Controller should be sufficient to uphold its own +5V

supply long enough for the main supply to recover.

Construction
The PCB is a fairly large conventional (non P -11-i) double -sided

board. As with all PCB construction, begin with the lowest profile
components first - resistors and diodes etc., building up to the
highest one, which in this case is IC3 with its heatsink.

There are 8 via or 'feed thru' holes on the board, each of which
must have a short length of wire inserted, and soldered to the top
and bottom sides of the board. These points are marked on the
topside copper track pattern with a heavy 'dot' symbol.

The construction process is pretty straight -forward. Basically,
where a component has a pad on both sides of the board, then it
must be soldered both sides of the board. Ensure all diodes
(including BR1), electrolytic capacitors and ics are fitted in the

correct orientation, as once they are soldered top and bottom, they
can be very difficult to remove without lifting the copper pads and
tracks on the topside of the board.

Three of the dil ics - 1, 2 and 4 - cannot be fitted in sockets,
and must be soldered directly to the board, since they all have
certain pads which must be soldered both top and bottom. 105
has been purposely allowed to fit into an is socket, and you are
strongly recommended to do so. Why? Because this is the most
likely chip to be destroyed if you accidentally apply a high voltage
to one of the input channel terminals when that channel's input
source select jumper link is fitted in the 'S' position. Fitting a socket
allows IC5 to be replaced easily and repeatedly. This is the voice of
experience!

Purchasing relays in this quantity can be a little expensive,
particularly if you don't initially have a use for all of them. If you
wish to reduce the cost, you can fit only the number of relays
required for your application, but remember, ALL of the
components which have top and bottom pads MUST be
soldered to the board, even the relay protection diodes in the
positions where you do not have a relay fitted. This is because
these components are used to transfer tracks from the top to
the bottom of the board, and leaving them out will result in
incomplete continuity.

Don't worry about soldering the presets VR1 to VR7 to the
topside ground plane, it is not necessary. Neither are the topside
connections to the heatsink mounting pins, although it would be
better if you could get a good amount of solder to them.
because this will increase the rigidity of the heatsink
tremendously.

As always, make a thorough check of the completed board
for possible incorrect component orientation. With a repetitive
board such as this, it's easy to insert a diode the wrong way
round. Fortunately, they're also very easy to spot too. Check
also that there are no dry joints or solder bridges, especially in
between the is pins which are soldered to the topside of the
board.

In use
Connect the interface card to one of the expansion bus ribbon
cable connectors as normal. The interface card is intended to
provide power not only for itself, but also the main Process
Controller, so disconnect any supply lines you may already have
connected to the Process Controller. If sufficient current is
available, these may now be connected to the interface card
instead.

For the time being, set the input source select links to the
right hand 'S' position. Insert the "Darkroom Timer"

programmed PIC into the Process Controller and connect a
suitable 9V - 12V AC or DC power supply either way round to
the power input terminals. There may be a very brief click from
each of the relays as the PIC microcontroller initialises itself, but
they should all be in the de -energised (off) state once it's running
and 00:00 shows in the displays. If not, turn off immediately and
check for faults on the interface card, then try again.

If you like, the software development board can be plugged
into the ribbon cable together with the interface card, but make
sure that all DIP switches on it are open.

The built-in test routine of the darkroom timer program
(mentioned last month) can be used to test the correct operation
of the interface, only this time the input signals can be simulated
by linking the +5V terminal to any of the channel inputs, and the
relays will activate in response to them. Note that the /OE control
signal is permanently asserted by the interface card, so it makes
no difference in which position the link is fitted on the Process
Controller.

Using the software
We will now look at implementing the Automatic Gate Controller
program described last month on the interface card (the
software can be obtained from the author. Also, if there is
sufficient demand. ETI will print it next month). The drawing
below shows the basic components and the connections
required by an automatic gate controller. You will notice from
the drawing that the connections are slightly different from those
given last month, in that the common connection to the input
devices (limit switches, loop detector etc.) is taken to the +5V
supply rail, rather than the OV line. This is because the
demonstration had to be performed with the software
development board fitted, not the interface card.

No changes are required to the software for this application,
as it can be applied directly to the interface card. For those who
do not have a ground loop detector and security keypad to
hand (which accounts for most of us), these input signals can
be simulated either on the software development board (if
fitted), or by substituting these units with further normally open
(N/O) switches on the interface card, just like the limit switches.

The full explanation of how the Automatic Gate Controller
works was given last month, so it will not be repeated here.
Suffice it to say that the same procedure is required here as
was described previously. The main difference is that you can
now connect a small (cassette player type), non speed
regulated DC motor to the relay outputs, which was not
possible before. The motor's rotational direction will depend on
which way round it is connected, and the polarity of the
connections to the auxiliary power terminals on the interface
card, either of which can be reversed if required.

After the successful testing of the board, power down,
remove the "Darkroom Timer" program from the Process
Controller, install the "Automatic Gate Controller" program,
connect all of the external devices as shown in the diagram,
and power back up.

During normal operation, the normally -open contacts of two
right hand relays (6 and 7) will reflect the status - open or
closed - of the gate open and gate closed limit switches, which
could be used for remote signalling. If these are not required, or
if they simply get annoying, they can be disabled by removing
their respective relay enable jumper links JP6 and/or JP7. If you
require some slave outputs, remember that the open collector
outputs are being pulled low in sympathy with the relay outputs,
even if some relays have been disabled, so these are still
available for use in this way.
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Because in this application the +5V supply is returned to the
input channels, the jumper links are set to the 'S' position. If, in

other applications. you intend returning a higher voltage, maybe
because it's being generated by some other external device,
and cannot be overridden, then set the respective jumper links

to the 'V. position, otherwise you will almost certainly destroy IC5

on the interface card, so be ready with another.
The versatility of the PIC microcontroller, coupled with the

main Process Controller, removes the ties normally associated
with dedicated control systems, and the interface card will serve

you well for numerous tasks. All you need to do is write your own

software to control it. When you come upon another task, there is
no need to purchase an entirely different system, simply change the

program and off you go again.

Parts List

Resistors
R1 - 29
VR1 - 7

Capacitors
C1, 4,5
C2, 3, 11 - 18

C6
C7, 8, 9, 10

1K (29 off)
47K horizontal preset (7 off)

10uF/25V radial electrolytic (3 off)
100nF polyester or ceramic (10
off)
2200uF/25V radial electrolytic
100uF/25V radial electrolytic (4 off)

Semiconductors
BR1

D1 - 7, 15, 16
D8 - 14
IC1, 2, 4
IC3
IC5

LED1 - 7

WO2 - 1.5A/200V bridge rectifier
1N4001 rectifier diode (9 off)
1N4148 signal diode (7 off)
ULN2003 Darlington driver (3 off)
7805 +5V regulator
74HC245 octal bi-directional
buffer
3mm red LED (7 off)

Miscellaneous
RELAY1 - 7

Terminals

JP1 - 14
Heats -ink

Supports
PCB

12V/400R 5A SPDT PCB relay (7
off)
2 -Way PCB terminal block (2 off)

3 -Way PCB terminal block (13 off)

2 -Way PCB pin header (7 off)

3 -Way PCB pin header (7 off)
0.1 -in jumper links (14 off)
PCB mounting heatsink for IC3
M3 nut, screw and washers
PCB support pillars (5 off)
DTE Process Controller D/S
Interface Card

All items listed are supplied in the component kit

Caution
Our apologies for ending on a serious note, but it is well justified.

Although only low voltages have been used in the examples.

undoubtedly some of the more adventurous constructors among
you are going to want to control some form of mains powered

device - lighting being possibly the most common example. While

there is no reason this cannot be done, it must be stressed that

extreme care must be exercised when doing so, and only
attempted by persons fully competent in this area.

For these purposes, the interface card MUST be fitted
securely inside a suitable enclosure, and all metal parts of that
enclosure must be earthed for safety. Do not take any risks with

mains voltage electricity, it is lethal, and can be fatal.

Kits and bits
A complete kit of parts for the Interface Card, which includes
the PCB and all of the components in the parts list, is available

from the author by mail order only, at the following address:

DTE Micro Systems
112 Shobnall Road
Burton On Trent Staffordshire DE14 2BB

KfT: Expansion Bus Interface Card (PCB included) £39.00

PCB: Expansion Bus Interface Card (PCB only) £15.00

PARTS FROM EARLIER ISSUES

Part 3
Km
PCB:

PIC:

Part 2
KfT:

PCB:

CASE:

Part 1
KfT:

PCB:

PIC:

CASE:

CABLE:

Software Development Board (PCB included) £11.00

Software Development Board (PCB only) £ 5.50

16054 Programmed for Automatic Gate Controller
9.00

Process Timer PSU / Interface (PCB included) £21.50

Process Timer PSU / Interface (PCB only) £ 7.80

Suitable (undrilled) ABS plastic enclosure for PSU £ 3.75

Process Timer / Controller Main Controller £29.50

(kit includes D/S PCB and Programmed PIC16C54)
Process Timer / Controller (D/S PCB only) £ 9.00

16054 Programmed for Darkroom Timer Project £ 8.50
A smart (undrilled) sloping front enclosure £ 8.00

(The PCB was designed to fit this rase)
1 -metre pre -assembled 34 -way expansion bus cable

fitted with three 34 -way bus connectors: £4.00

Software
PIC source code listings for the Process/Darkroom Timer
Expansion Bus test routine and Automatic Gate Controller.
Fully documented source code listings on 3.5 inch disk £ 8.50
Fully documented source code listings - printed copy £ 8.50

All prices are inclusive, but please add £2.50 (UK) or £4.00

(elsewhere) to the total order value to cover carriage and
handling charges. If ordering from overseas, payment must be
in pounds Sterling (E). Cheques, bank drafts or money orders

etc. must be drawn on a British bank.
Goods will normally be dispatched within five working days
from receipt or order, subject to availability and cheque
clearance, but please allow up to 28 days for delivery.
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Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you
thought? Substantial trade-in
discounts still available.

oar Board
Schematic Capture Design Tool

Dimot netl,st link to BoardMaker2
Forward annotation with part values
Full undo redo facility 50 operations)
Single -sheet, multi -paged and hierarchical designs
Smooth scrolling
Intelligent wires (automatic junctions)
Dynamic connectivity information
Automatic on-line annotation
Integrated on -the -fly library editor
Context sensitive editing
Extensive component -based power control
Back annotation from BoardMaker2

£395

111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111 °

Boa

PC= an. Sc erna C
Easy and intuitive to use
Surface mount and metric support
90. 45 and curved track corners
Ground plane fill
Copper highlight and clearance checking

BoardMaker2 - Advanced level

All the features of BoardMaker1
Full netlist support- BoardCapture
OrCad. Schema, Tango. CadStar
Full Design Rule Checking
both mechanical and electrical
Top down modification from the schematic
Component renumber with back annotation
Report generator- Database ASCII, BOM

rm

autorouter

imultaneous multi -layer routing
SMD and analogue support

ull interrupt, resume, pan
nd zoom while routing

E395

£200

utput drivers ncluded as standard
Printers - 9 & 24 pin Dot matrix,
HPLaserjet and PostScript
Penplotters - HP, Graphtec & Houston
Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X00 and 4X00
Excellon NC Drill and Annotated
drill drawings (BM2)

futher information contact
sien (UK) Limited
Aylesby House

Wenny Road, Chatteris
Cambridge, PE16 6UT

Tel 01354 695959
Fax 01354 695957

E-mail Sales@tsien.demon.co.uk tsien



SIMPLE
POWERLINE

SIGNAL
CONTROLLER

In last month's article Bart Trepak described the
construction of a simple receiver for a mains carrier
remote control system for switching one or two
appliances on or off independently. In this concluding
article the companion transmitter is described

n keeping with the philosophy of keeping this
design simple, the circuit of the transmitter
consists basically of two oscillators and power
supply. The full circuit diagram is shown in
figure 5, and closely follows the block diagram

shown last month. The circuit again uses a capacitor to drop
the mains voltage down to 15 volts for the rest of the circuit.
This is cheaper than using a transformer as the supply current
requirements for the circuit are quite small and isolation from
the mains is not required; indeed it is undesirable in this case,
provided, of course the user is suitably and properly isolated
from the circuit, which can easily be achieved by mounting the
finished unit in a plastic box. C1 provides this mains dropping
function with R1 serving to discharge this capacitor when
power is removed, and R2 preventing the injected carrier signal

from being "shorted out" by the zener diode D2. D2 clamps
the voltage to 15 volts and this is rectified to provide a -15V dc
supply by D1 and C3. There is no particular reason for having
a negative supply, it just made the PCB layout slightly easier.

The transmitter
The heart of the circuit is TR1 which is connected as a Hartley
oscillator. The frequency of oscillation is determined by the
inductance of the transformer (a similar unit to that used in the
receiver) and capacitor C5, and will be approximately 100kHz
with the components specified. This can be adjusted over a
small range as can the corresponding coil in the receiver to
enable both circuits to be tuned to the same frequency. The
signal is coupled to the mains via the secondary of the
transformer and C2. (A word of warning, incidentally, about C1
and C2. These capacitors should be rated for 250V ac
operation and preferably be self healing types, as failure of

Part 2
R5 (or R6) 1kHz 10f kHz 15f kHz

15k 2.27 22.7 34.1

18k 1.89 18.9 28.4

22k 1.56 15.6 23.4

27k 1.23k 12.8 19.2

33k 1.04 10.4 15.6

39k 0.86 8.6 12.9

47k 0.76 7.6 11.4

56k 0.66 6.6 9.9

68k 0.53 5.3 7.9

82k 0.45 4.5 6.8

100k 0.37 3.7 5.6

Table 1

these components could cause severe damage to the rest of
the circuit. This also applies to the capacitors C1 and C7 in the
receiver).

Transistor TR1 only receives base current via R4 when the
outputs of IC1 d or IC2d are low (ie at -15V) and since these
outputs are normally high (ie at OV), it is therefore normally off
and not oscillating. The coding for each channel is performed
by a single CMOS 4001 (quad NOR gate) IC. The first two
gates are connected as a monostable, which produces a pulse
of about 0.4 seconds each time the push button is pressed
and enables the oscillator based on the other two gates in the
package. To generate two tones to control two appliances, two
such circuits are required and both ICs operate in the same
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R4 F k z
osc

2M7 4.9
2M2 6.0
1M8 7.2
1M5 9.0
1M2 10.8
1 MO 13.0
820k 15.5
680k 18.3
560k 22.3
470k 28.3
390k 30.6
330k 37.6

Table 2

way except that the two
oscillator frequencies set by R5
and R6 are different. The
oscillator outputs are used to
gate the 100kHz oscillator built
around TR1 via the OR gate
formed by diodes D3 and D4, so
that this transistor produces a
burst of 100kHz oscillation each
time the output of the tone
oscillator goes low to -15V

If more than two receivers are
to be controlled, further circuits
similar to that constructed
around IC1 should be built but
with different values of R5 and
each connected to R4 via a
diode. If the resulting frequency
is such that more than 512

cycles are produced each time the push button is pressed,
then R9 which controls the monostable time constant will also
need to be modified.

A single monostable/oscillator circuit using one IC could
have been built and the frequency selected by means of a
single pole multi -way rotary switch which would switch in
different values of R5. A double pole switch would be required
if R9 also needed to be varied. Since a 4001 and the
associated components cost much less than a rotary switch
two individual circuits were used but for more channels, the
economics may be different.

Construction
The transmitter circuit is best constructed on a printed circuit
board and a suitable layout is shown in figure 6. As usual, pay
particular attention to diode and electrolytic capacitors to
ensure that these are inserted into the circuit the correct way
around. The ICs are CMOS devices and should be handled
carefully to minimise the risk of damage due to static. Sockets
for these devices are therefore recommended.

Note that capacitors C1 and C3 are mounted flat on the
pcb. This is done to allow clearance for the two push button
switches 51 and S2 which would otherwise not protrude
through the holes in the box. Note also the orientation of the
switches. If different style push switches are used which are
taller, it may not be necessary to lay the capacitors down.
Alternatively, panel -mounted push switches could be used and
wired to the circuit board. Different switches may have different
connections and it should be remembered that the ones
specified have four terminals. In the case of the switch
adjacent to the terminal block, two of the connections are used

Figure 4: Connecting your receiver to a load

as a jumper link across the tracks and this connection should
be made by a wire link if the switch used does not make this
connection.

REMEMBER THAT BOTH THESE CIRCUITS OPERATE
DIRECTLY FROM THE MAINS AND HIGH VOLTAGES ARE
PRESENT. DISCONNECT THE CIRCUIT FROM THE
SUPPLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY SOLDERING. DC
NOT TOUCH OR EARTH ANY PART OF THE CIRCUIT.
MAKE ANY ADJUSTMENTS ONLY WITH A PLASTIC
TRIMMING TOOL. USING A METAL SCREWDRIVER OR
TOUCHING LIVE PARTS COULD RESULT IN "FRIED
CHIPS" OR WORSE - FATAL DAMAGE TO YOU.

Testing
Testing the units must of necessity be carried out when the

circuits are out of their boxes so that great care must be
exercised. It is perhaps best to secure the circuit board to a
board so that there is no tendency for the circuit to fall off the
bench when leads are connected. Note that the circuit must
not be earthed at any point as damage will occur and for this
reason an oscilloscope or any other earthed test equipment
should not be used unless you are sure that the inputs to such
equipment are floating and not at earth potential. A 60W light
bulb temporarily connected in series with the live terminal will
prevent any disconcerting bangs and blown fuses and pcb
tracks in the event of a mistake in connecting the units to the
mains but may not prevent damage to low voltage
components.

When assembly of the transmitter is complete, connect a
piece of two core mains flex to the terminal block on the
transmitter board and connect the unit to the mains via a plug
fitted with a 2A fuse. Note that the earth pin of the plug is not
used. Switch on and with a multimeter set to 20V dc check
that a voltage of about 15V dc is present between pins 7 and
14 of both IC holders (pin 7 negative). The same test should be
carried out on the receiver(s), with the same precautions,
except that here the voltage across C8 should be around 12
volts and that at pins 7 and 8 of the IC about 4.5 volts (pin 7
negative). If this is the case, switch off, disconnect the units
from the mains supply and plug in 101 in the receiver(s) and
ICs 1 and 2 into the transmitter.

Next solder a piece of insulated wire between pins 6 and 14
of either 101 or IC2 on the transmitter and switch on the
supply. This will enable the oscillator TR1 and cause it to
generate a 100kHz signal continuously. The voltage across
TR2 in each receiver should be monitored on a dc voltmeter
and set to a minimum value by adjusting the tuning of the
transformer T1 in each receiver. This again should be done
with a plastic tool as a metal screwdriver, as well as being
potentially dangerous, could alter the tuning or break the fragile
ferrite material. When this has been done, the transmitter
should be removed to a distant location (electrically) such as a
mains outlet in another room which is not on the same circuit
as the one where the receivers are plugged in and the test
repeated to ensure that all transmitters and the receiver are
adjusted to the same carrier frequency.

When this has been done, the link on the transmitter should
be removed and the transmitter returned to the bench. The
voltage across TR2 should be monitored and should read
about 4 or 5 volts falling to a lower value when a push button
is pressed. While keeping the button depressed, note that the
voltage returns to its original value after a short time which
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Figure 5: The power line signal transmitter
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Figure 6: The PCB layout and component overlay for the
transmitter
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Figure 7: Connecting your transmitter to the mains

shows that the monostable part of the transmitter circuit is also
working. The relay in the corresponding receiver should also
switch on and then off on a subsequent operation of the push
button.

Because the value of R4 is not very critical, the values

84
180k

T1

/ I

®

D1 R2 C1

1N4148 47R 170n

1-
RI 820k

8C518

R3 CA
TOOn

02
C3 3V9
470u

I I -
C2
10n

oN

Table 3

suggested in the parts list should work without
modification. If other channels are also required, the
proposed value of R5 (or R6) in the transmitter should
first be tested to ensure that no other receivers are
activated with this value. A preset may then be
connected in place of R4 in the receiver and its value
adjusted until the relay in the receiver responds. The
preset setting should be varied in both directions (up
and down in value) until the relay stops responding
before being adjusted to the mid point between these
settings. The value of resistance may then be
measured and the preset replaced by the nearest
preferred value of fixed resistor.

The relatively large tolerance in the frequency to
which the receiver will respond will limit the number of
different channels which can be implemented, but it
should be possible to make at least six using the
above method. To make the resistor selection easier,
table 1 gives measured values of the tone frequency
"f" obtained from the transmitter prototype with
various values of R5 together with calculated values of
1Of and 15f which are the limits within which the
frequency of the oscillator in the receiver will need to

be set. Table 2 shows the frequency "Fosc" obtained at pin 2
of 101 in the receiver for various values of R4. Note that these
are measured values and make no allowances for component
tolerances but they give a rough idea of the values required to
obtain correct operation.
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TRANSISTORS FUSES

PART PRICE PART PRICE PART PRICE PART PRICE

BU105
BU108
BU109
BU110
BU111
BUI24
BU125
BU126
BU133
BU137
BUI80
BU184
BU204
BU205
BU206
BU207
BU208
BU208A
BU208AT
BU208D
BU209
BU225
BU226
BU312
BU325
BU326A
BU406
BU406D
BU407
BU407D
BU408

80P
100P
80P
90P

100P
60P

100P
65P

125P
150P
100P
100P
65P
70P

100P
150P
70P
75P

200P
130P
90P

120P
120P
90P
55P
75P
60P
85P
55P
75P
60P

BU408D
BU409
8U426A
BU506DF
BU508APH
BU508AF
BU508APH
BU508D
BU508DF
BU508DR
BU508V
BU508VF
BU801
BU806
BU807
BU2508A
BU25013AAF
BU2508D
BU2508DF
BU2520AF
BU2520DF
BU2525AF
BUH315
BUH515
BUH517
BUH715
BUT11AF
BUT12
BUT13
BUT18

75P
85P
70P

120P
80P
95P
80P
90P

115P
130P
110P
100P
70P
70P
60P

130P
130P
130P
150P
225P
225P
325P
200P
200P
275P
425P

55P
80P

310P
80P

BUT18AF
BUT3OV
BUT56A
RF450
RF520
RF530
RF540
RF610
RF630
RF640
RF730
RF740
RF820
RF830
RF840
RF9530
RF9540
RF9610
RF9620
RF9630
RF9640
RFBC30
RFC40

MJ2501
MJ2955
MJ15003
MJ15004
MJ15015
MJ15016
MJ15022
MJ15023

80P
1700P
100P
650P
150P
300P
300P
150P
150P
400P
175P
400P
150P
225P
200P
400P
300P
200P
225P
325P
375P
200P
400P
100P
55P

250P
300P
250P
350P
250P
400P

MJI5024
MJ15025
MJE13004
MJE13005
MJE13007
MJE13009
MJE15028
MJE15029
MJE15030
MJE15031
MJE18004
0C28
0C29
0035
0C36
S2000A3
S2000AF
S2055A
S2055AF
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055
2N3055H
2N3440
2N3441
2N3442
2N3771
2N3772
2N3773

400P
700P
100P

60P
100P
100P
200P
200P
250P
400P
125P
350P
250P
350P
250P
175P
175P
175P
200P

18P
40P
38P
50P
45P

175P
85P
85P
90P

100P

SATELLITE PSU REPAIR KITS
Expenence shows hat 50% of all receiver power supplies 'bounce' unless the
correct precautionary measures are taken when being serviced. A kit of all the
recommended parts is supplied for the most popular models, which when fitted
should overcome this.

MAKE & MODELS ORDER CODE PRICE
PACE PRD800, PRD900 SATPSU1 650P
PACE SS900, 9200, 9010,9210, 9020, 9220 SATPSU2 650P
AMSTRAD SRD510 SRD520 SATPSU3 650P
AMSTRAD SRD500 SATPSU4 650P
AMSTRAD SRX340, SRX345. SRX350 SATPSU5 650P
PACE D100/150 SATPSU6 650P
CHURCHILL D2MAC SATPSU7 650P
PACE MSS100 SATPSU8 730P
PACE MSS200/300 APPOLLO SATSPU9 650P
PACE MSS500/1000 SATPSU10 1230P
FERGUSON SRD4 SATPSU11 835P
ECHOSTAR SR5500 SATPSU12 1735P
ECHOSTAR 6500/7700/8700 SARPSU13 3125P
AMSTRAD SRD600 SATPSU14 3125P
MIMTEC (Surensen) SATPSU15 775P
AMSTRAD SRD700/SR950/SRX100/302
SRX501/502/1002/2001/SRD2000 SAT250 SATPSU16 730P

PACE 9000 SWITCH MODE TRANSFORMER
ORDER CODE: PACE9000 PRICE 800p

SERVICE AIDS

DESCRIPTION VOLUME CODE PRICE

VIDEO HEAD CLEANER 75 ML SPO1 160P
VIDEO HEAD CLEANER 200 ML SP27 250P
SWITCH CLEANER 176 ML SPO2 170P
SUPER 40 400 ML SP15 250P
SILICONE GEASE 200 ML SPO3 210P
FREEZE IT 170 ML SPO4 300P
FREEZE IT 400 ML SP16 600P
FOAM CLEANER 400 ML SPO5 180P
ANTI STATIC 150 ML SPO6 190P
AEROKLEANE 200 ML SPO7 220P
AERO DUSTER 150 ML SPO8 310P

AERO DUSTER 400 ML SP17 550P
PLASTIC SEAL 200 ML SP09 250P
GLASS CLEANER 250 ML SPIO 160P

COLDKLENE 250 ML SP13 230P
EXCEL POLISH 80 250 ML SPI 8 150P
ADHESIVE 120 400 ML SP19 190P
LABEL REMOVER 130 200 ML SP20 240P
REFURB 140 400ML SP21 240P
TUBE SILICON GREASE 50 GRAMMES SP11 220P
TUBE SILICON SEALANT WHITE 75ML SP22 280P
TUBE SILICON SEALANT CLEAR 75 ML SP23 280P
TUBE HEAT SINK COMPOUND 25 GRAMMES SP12 150p
DRIVE CLEANER 200ML SP24 150p
SCREEN CLEANER 200 ML SP25 150P
COMPUTER CARE KIT SP26 2100P
ANTI STATIC FOAM CLEANER 400 ML SP28 175p
AIR DUSTER 400 ML SP29 450P

ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE MANUFACTURED BY SERVISOL
IF YOU PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE SERVISOL PRODUCT POSTAGE & PACKAGE WILL BE

CHARGED AS FOLLOWS: 300p FOR 5 CANS 450p FOR MORE THAN 5 CANS

TIME LAG (20mm) QUICK BLOW (20mm)

CURRENT RATING ORDER CODE PRICE ORDER CODE PRICE

100mA FUSE36 75P FUSE37 60P
160mA FUSE01 75P FUSE17 60P
250mA FUSE02 75P FUSE18 60P
315mA FUSE 03 75P FUSE19 60P
400mA FUSE04 75P FUSE20 60P
500mA FUSE05 75P FUSE21 60P
630mA FUSE06 75P FUSE22 60P
800mA FUSE07 60P FUSE23 60P
1A FUSE08 60P FUSE24 60P
1.25A FUSE09 60P FUSE25 60P
1.6A FUSE10 60P FUSE26 60P
2A FUSE11 50P FUSE27 60P
2.5A FUSE12 50P FUSE28 60P
3.15A FUSE13 55P FUSE29 50P
4A FUSE14 55P FUSE30 50P
5A FUSE15 60P FUSE31 50P
6.3A FUSE16 60P FUSE32 50P

CERAMIC PLUG TOP

CURRENT RATING ORDER CODE I PRICE
3A
5A
13A

FUSE33
FUSE34
FUSE35

100P
100P
 OOP

20mm CERAMIC TIME LAG

CURRENT RATING ORDER I PRICE
CODE

63A FUSE38 100P
8A FUSE39 100P
10A FUSE40 100P
3.15A FUSE41 85P
4A FUSE42 85P
5A FUSE43 85P

32mm CERAMIC SLOW BLOW

CURRENT RATING ORDER
CODE

PRICE

8A FUSE44 185P
10A FUSE45 185P
15A FUSE46 185P
20A FUSE47 210P

38mm CERAMIC TIME LAG
CURRENT RATING ORDER CODE I PRICE

'OA yp 825P

"ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ARE ARE FOR PACKS OF 10 FUSES"

NB. ALL FUSES ARE MADE IN THE UK AND FULLY MEET BS4265 & BS1362 SAFETY
STANDARDS AND SHOULD NOT BE COMPARED WITH CHEAP IMPORTED TYPES.

GRANDATA LTD
K.P. HOUSE, UNIT 15, POP IN COMMERCIAL CENTRE.

SOUTHWAY. WEMBLY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND HA9 OHB
Telephone: 0181-900 2329 Fax: 0181-903 6126

OPEN Monday to Saturday.
Times: Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30 Sat 9.00-2.00

SOLDERING ACCESORIES
ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS
DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE
25 WATT 240 VAC (XS25W 240V)
15 WATT 240 VAC (XS 15W 240V)
25 WATT SPARE ELEMENT
15 WATT SPARE ELEMENT

S101
S102
S103
S104

900P
900P
450p
450p

SOLDERING STAND & SPONGES
DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE
SOLDERING STAND (MADE BY ANTEX) S108 350p
SPARE SPONGE S109 55p

SOLDER
DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE
18 SWG 500 GRAMMES
20 SWG 500 GRAMMES
22 SWG 500 GRAMMES

SI10
S111

SI12

500P
650P
700P

DESOLDERING AIDS
DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE
SOLDER MOP STANDAR GUAGE 1.2mm x 1.5 METRE 5107
SOLDER MOP 1.2mm x 10 METRE SI13
DESOLDERING PUMP S105
SPARE NOZZLE S106

80P
400P
320P
60P

8 way PREPROGRAMMED
Universal remote Control

A single remote control to operate
Televisions, Videos and Satellite
Receivers. Plus Auxilary Options!!
' Replaces up to 8 remotes with one
' Simple 4 digit setup routine
' Controls 1000's of models
' Teletext functions with Fastext
' Clear (large key) layout
 Code Search Facility
" Stylish and easy to operate
 Replace broken or lost remotes
' Original Remote not required

Order Code: 8 WAY Price: 1450P VAT

8 way PREPROGRAMMED
Universal remote Control

The Optimum 8 way universal remote control
preprogrammed tc operate up to 8 other
remote controls for Televisions, Videos and
Satellite Receivers. Plus Auxilary Options!!
' Pre-programmed with learning capability
' Replaces up to 8 remotes with one
' Jog/Shuttle thumb control
' Illuminated key pad
 Clear key layout
' Easy access secondary keypad
 Teletext & Fast text function.
 Stylish and easy to operate
 Replace broken or lost remotes
' Onginal Remote not required
 Freefone Helpkne (UK Only)
(Order Code OPTIMUM 8 Price: 2100P VATI

PLEASE PHONE US FOR TYPE NOT LISTED HERE AS WE ARE
HOLDING 30,000 ITEMS AND QUOTATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR

LARGE QUANTITIES
Please send E1 P&P and VAT at 17.5%. Govt, Colleges. etc.

Orders accepted. Please allow 7 days for delivery. Prices quoted are subject
to stock availability and may be changed without notice.

TV and video parts sold are replacement parts.
Access & Visa Card accepted

WE STOCK TV AND VIDEO SPARES, JAPANESE TRANSISTORS AND TDA
SERIES. PLEASE RING US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
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As an example of how to use these, suppose that you
choose a value of 56k for R5 in the transmitter. From table 1
this should result in a frequency of 658 Hz which corresponds
to an Fosc of 6.58 to 9.87 kHz. The ideal frequency to
generate at the receiver would therefore be around 8.2kHz
which would correspond to the middle of this band. From
table 2, the value of resistor required to produce a frequency
nearest to this would be 1.5Mohm which should give around
8.9kHz. A value of 1.8Mohm would also work as the frequency
obtained with this (7.2kHz) would also fall within the above
band. If a 1.5Mohm resistor is chosen, then from table 1 it is
clear that another transmitter with a resistor value of 47k or
39k for R5 could not be used as these would generate
frequencies of between 7.5 and 12.3kHz to which a receiver
with a 1.5M resistor (8.9kHz) would also respond and a value
of 33k would be indicated. Table 3 gives suitable values for R5
(or R6) and R4 (in the receiver) which have been found to work
with no overlap but this takes no account of component
tolerances and you should therefore be prepared to change
some of the values should one frequency be found to operate
two receivers. Resistor values below 15k and above 100k for
R5 could also be used provided corresponding values are used
for R4 in the receivers although this has not been tried.

Final assembly
When testing is complete, the finished assemblies can be
mounted in suitable boxes. As mentioned, the receivers can be
built into either a "plug" type box or a more conventional
plastic box fitted with a socket into which the appliance to be
controlled can be plugged in. Alternatively, if space allows, it
may be possible to mount the circuit inside the appliance
which it is intended to switch although this will limit the
flexibility of the system. The transmitter is best mounted in a
small hand held box and connected to the mains via a two
core mains cable. A suitable box would be the type sold for
"remote control" hand -sets although in this case, the battery
compartment (if any) would not be required.

Whatever type of box is used will determine how the circuit
is secured within the box and in the case of the transmitter
depending on the push buttons used. It should be
remembered however, that all of these circuits operate at
mains potential so plastic boxes are preferred and care should
be taken to ensure that fingers or screwdrivers cannot be
pushed into the box to touch any of the live parts. All exposed
metal parts such as screws supporting or securing any circuit
board should also be earthed and from this point of view, it is
probably best to avoid these and use self adhesive plastic pcb
supports if possible. Remember also to ensure that the mains
cable enters the box through a suitable grommet and is well
secured within the box so that it cannot be pulled out. Do not
rely on the terminal blocks on the board for this.

The range of the finished units will depend on a number of
factors such as the wiring layout of the house and the number
and types of appliance which are connected to it. In some
circumstances, appliances plugged into adjacent sockets can
attenuate the signal considerably and if this is the case, some
repositioning may be required. It is also possible for some
appliances which generate a large amount of interference to
swamp the available signal and make the system fail to
operate correctly. The range beyond the confines of the house
has also not been tested but should not be a problem. If you
find that your neighbours system is switching on your morning
coffee at bed time or your electric blanket on in the morning
just after you have got up, it is an easy matter to change the

frequency of the carrier in one of the systems by re -tuning the
transformers T1 or in extreme cases changing the value of the
transformer tuning capacitors.

The range should be sufficient however, to cover most
reasonable sized houses unless you happen to live in a house
the size of a palace in which case this circuit is probably not for
you. Still, if this is your situation, you could always ask your
valet or butler to nip around to the other wing and switch on
your electric blanket before you decide to retire and forget
about using electronics to do this!

Parts List

R1,R7,R8
R2
R3

R4

R5

R6

R9,R10 10M
R11 to R14

C1

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7,C8,C11,C12
C9 -C10

820k
47R
100R
180k
47k (see text)
68k (see text)

10k

470nF/400V
10n/250V ac
470uF/16V
100n
4n7
2n2
10n
100n

T1* RD7 Transformer

D1,D3,D4 1N4148 diode
D2 3V9/400mW zener

TR1 BC548 NPN transistor

IC1-1C2 CD4001 quad NOR gate (CMOS)

S1-52 push switches, PCB, 2 -way terminal block,
2x14 pin IC socket, box.

* These items are available from the author at the
following prices:

RD7 Transformer £0.50
UM3763 IC £4.50

Pack containing 2x UM3763 plus 3x RD7
transformers £10.00
Prices include UK postage. Please add £2 for
overseas orders. Send postal order or cheque to:
B Trepack, 20 The Avenue, London W143 8PH
Mail order only. Overseas orders must include
payment in Pounds Sterling with bankers draft
drawn on a British bank.
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
- List 5

If you would like to receive the other four £1 lists and a lot
of other lists, request these when you order or send SAE.

TEST PRODS FOR MULTIMETERS with 4mm sockets
Good length very flexible lead. Ref: 086.
8 OHM PM SPEAKER, size 8" x 4", pack of two. These
may be lightly rusty and that is why they are so cheap but
are electrically OK. Ref: D102.
PAXOLIN PANELS, size 6" x 6', approximately 1,16" thick,
pack of two. Ref: D103.
13A SOCKET, virtually unbreakable, ideal for trailing lead,
Ref. D95.
PIEZO BUZZER with electronic sounder circuit, 3V to 9V
D.0 operated, Ref: 076.
DITTO but without internal electronics, pack of two. Ref:
D75.
LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCH, approximately 30mm sq.
pack of two. Ref: D64.
ROTARY SWITCH, 9 -pole 6 -way. small size and 1,4'
spindle. pack of two. Ref: D54.
FERRITE RODS, 7" with coils for long and medium waves,
pack of two, Ref, D52.
DITTO but without the coils, pack of three, Ref: 052.
SLIDE SWITCHES, SPDT, pack of 20, .Ref: D50.
MAINS DP ROTARY SWITCH with 1/4" control spindle,
pack of five. Ref: 049.
ELECTROLYTIC CAP. 800)1F at 6.4V, pack of 20, Ref: 048.
ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 100µF + 1000F 12V, pack of 10. ref:
D47.
MINI RELAY with 5V coil. size only 26mm x 19mm x 1mm,
has two sets of changeover contacts, Ref: 042.
MAINS SUPPRESSOR CAPS 0.19F 250V kC., pack of 10,
Ref: 1050.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL, chrome plated, extendable and
folds over for improved F.M. reception. Ref: 1051.
MES LAMP HOLDERS. slide on to 1/4" tag, pack of 10.
Ref: 1054.
PAXOLIN TUBING. 1,4" internal diameter, pack of two. 12"
lengths, Ref: 1056.
ULTRA THIN DRILLS, 0.4mm pack of 10, Ref: 1042.
20A TOGGLE SWITCHES, centre off, part spring
controlled, will stay on when pushed up but will spring back
when pushed down, pack of two, Ref: 1043.
HALL EFFECT DEVICES. mounted on small heatsink, pack
of two. Ref: 1022.
12V POLARISED RELAY. two chageover contacts, Ref:
1032.
PAXOLIN PANEL, '2" x 12" 1/16' thick, Ref: 1033
MINI POTTED TRANSFORMER. ONLY 1.5VA 15V -0V -15V
OR 30V. Ref: 964.
PRE-SET POTS. one megohm, pack of five. Ref: 998.
WHITE PROJECT BOX with rocker switch in top tett-hand
side. size 78mm x 115mm x 35mm, unprinted. Ref: 1006.
6V SOLENOID, good strong pull but quite small, pack of
two, Ref. 1012.
FIGURE -8 MAINS FLEX, also makes good speaker lead,
15m, Ref: 1014.
HIGH CURRENT RELAY, 12V A.G. or 12V D.C.., three
changeover contacts. Ref: 1016.
LOUDSPEAKER. 8 Ohm 5W, 3.7" round, Ref: 962.
NEON PILOT LIGHTS, oblong for front panel mounting,
with internal resistor for normal mains operation, pack of
four, Ref: 970.
3.5MM JACK PLUGS, pack of 10, Ref: 975.
WANDER PLUGS, pack of 10. Ref: 986.
PSU, mains operated. two outputs. one 9.5V at 550mA and
the other 15V at 150mA Ref: 988.
ANOTHER PSU, mains operated, output 15V A.G. at
320mA, Ref: 989.
PHOTOCELLS, silicon chip type, pack of four, Ref: 939.
LOUDSPEAKER, 5" 4 Ohm 5W rating. Ref: 946.
230V ROD ELEMENTS,750w terminal -ended, 10" long,
pack of two. Ref: 943.
LOUDSPEAKER, T x 5" 4 Ohm 5W, Ref: 949.
LOUDSPEAKER, 4" circular 6 Ohm 3W, pack of 2. Ref:
951.
FERRITE POT CORES, 30mm x 15mm x 25mm, matching
pair. Ref. 901.
PAXOLIN PANEL, 81'2' x 31/2' with electrolytics 250pF and
100mF. Ref: 905.
CAR SOCKET PLUG with P.C.B. compartment, Ref: 917.
FOUR -CORE FLEX suitable for telephone extensions. 10m,
Ref: 918.
VERO OFF -CUTS, approximately 30 square inches of
useful sizes, Ref: 927
PROJECT CASE, 95mm x 66mm x 23mm with removable
lid, held by four screws, pack of two, Ref: 876.
SOLENOIDS, 12V to 24V, will push or pull, pack of two,
Ref: 877
2M MAINS LEAD, 3 -core with instrument plug moulded on,
Ref: 879.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL, chrome plated. extendable. pack of
two. Ref: 884.
MICROPHONE, dynamic with normal body for hand
holding, Ref: 885.
CROCODILE CUPS. supenor quality flex, can be attached
without soldering, five each red and black, Ref F 886.
BATTERY CONNECTOR FOR PP3, supenor quality, pack
of four,. Fief: 887.
LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES, Ref. 898.
PRESETS, 470 Ohm and 220 kilohm, mounted on single
panel, pack of 10. Ref: 849.
THERMOSTAT for ovens with 1.,4" spindle to take control
knob, Ref: 857.
12V -0V -12V lOW MAINS TRANSFORMER, Ret: 811.
18V -0V -18V 10W MAINS TRANSFORMER, Ref: 813.
AIR -SPACED TRIMMER CAPS. 2pF to2OpF. pack of two,
Ref: 818.
AMPLIFIER, 9V or 12V operated Mullard 1153, ref: 823.
2 CIRCUIT MICROSWITCHES, licon, pack of 4. ref: 825.
LARGE SIZE MICROS WITCHES (20mm x 6mm x 10mm)
changeover contacts. pack of two, Ref: 826.
MAINS VOLTAGE PUSHSWITCH with white dolly, through
panel mounting by hexagonal nut, Ref 829.
POINTER KNOB for spindle which is lust under 14', like
most thermostats. pack of four. Ref: 833.

AIR SPACED TUNING CAPACITORS
With the renewed interest in valve
equipment, particularly valve radios, we are
offering some very well made tuning
capacitors. All have 1/4" spindles:
Order Ref 3P214 is a 500pf + 500pf direct
drive with approximately 1" spindle. price £3.
Order ref 2P422 has a 250pf front section
and a 350pf back section, approximately 1
1,2' of spindle with slow motion drive. price
£2.
Order Ref 3P215 is a section all with
trimmers. Front section is 150pf, second
section 250pf, then an FM section of 50pf,
fourth section is 190pf and the final FM
section is 50pf. Complete with drum drive
and 1" spindle, price £3.
Order Ref 2P425 is a 2 gang 50pf. very wide
spaced for transmitter tuning, about 11/2"
spindle price £2.

MULTITESTER
PT160
Superior pocket size
multitester, 2000 ohm per
volt and mirrored scale. 14
ranges. AC and DC volts
up to 500, current up to
250mA. 2 ohm ranges and
2 very useful battery test
positions. Complete with
prods and booklet, price
£6.95, Order Ref: 7P23.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER.
Internally generates voltages which enables you
to read insulation directly in Megohms. The
multimeter has four ranges: A.C./D.C. volts: 3
ranges resistance and 5 amp range. Ex -British
telecom. tested and guaranteed OK. yours for
only £7.50 with leads. carrying case £2 extra,
Order Ref: 7.5P4.
We have some of the above testers not working
on all ranges, should be repairable, we supply
diagram. £3, Order Ref: 3P176.

SMART HIGH QUALITY ELECTRONIC KITS
All kits are complete with PCB and other components in a blister pack.
We feel that most readers will know these kits, but if you want more
information about them, then we have copies of the illustrated Smart
catalogue, this gives full details and circuit diagrams of each kit, price is
£1, deductable if you order kits to the value of £20.

CAT.

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

No. CAT. DESCRIPTION PRICE

1002 VU Meter, with I.e.d. display 4.60 No. £

1003 5W Electronic Siren 2.53 1062 5V 0.5A Stabilized Supply for TTL 2.30

1004 Light Switch 3.22 1063 12V 2A Power Supply 2.30

1005 Touch Switch 2.87 1064 +I2V 0.5A Stabilized Supply 3.22

1007 Stablized Power Supply: 1067 Stereo VU Meter. with I.e.d.s 9 20

3V to 30V at 2.5A 6.90 068 I8V 0.5A Stabilized Power Supply 2.53

1008 SF Function Generator 6.90
1070 HiFi Pre -amplifier 7.47

1010 5 -input Stereo Mixer, with monitor
1071 4 -input Selector 6.90

output 19.31
1074

1077

Drill Speed Controller
100W HiFi Amplifie

2.76
12.50

1011 Motorbike Alain 3.20
1080 Lk:lid Level Sensor - Rain Alarm 2.30

1012 Reverberation Unit 5.52
1082 Car Voltmeter. with I.e.d.s 7.36

1016 Loudspeaker Protection Unit 3.22 083 Video Signal Amplifier 2.76
1023 Dynamic head preamp 2.50 1084 TV Line Amplifier 1.84

1024 Microphone preamp 2.20 1085 DC Converter, I2V to 6V or 7.5V or 9V
1025 7W HIFI Power Amplifier 2.53 2.53
1026 Running Lights 4.60 1086 Music to light for your car 4.60

027 Nicad Battery Charger 3.91 1087 Thyristor/Triac Tester 2.76

1029 4 sound electronic siren 3.00 1088 Kitt Scanner 10.12

1030 Light Dimmer 2.53 1089 LED Flasher/555 Tester 1.61

032 Stereo Tone Control 4.14 1090 Stress Meter 3.22

1035 Space Sound Effects 2.30 1093 Windscreen Wiper Controller 3.68

1038 AM/FM Aerial Amplifier 1.61 1094 Home Alarm System 12.42

1039 Stereo VU Meter 4.60 1098 Digital Termometer, with I.c.d display 11.50

040 IOW HiFi Power Amplifier 2.76 1100 2 x 18W Integrated Amplifier 18.39

1041 25W HiFi Power Amplifier 4.60 1103 LED Power Meter 1.84

1042 AF Generator, 250Hz-16kHz 1.70 1106 Thermometer, with I.c.d. display 6.90

1043 Loudness Stero Unit 3.22
1107 Electronics to help win the pools 3.68

1047 Sound Switch 529 1109 40W HiFi Amplifier 7.36

1048 Electronic Thermostat 3.68
1112

1113

Loudspeaker protection, with delay
2 x I8W Power Amplifier

4.60
5.98

1050 3 -input HIFi Stereo Pre -amplifier 12.42
1115 Courtesy Light Delay 2.07

1051 Touch Dimmer, with memory 4.60
1118 Time Switch with tria 0-10mins 4.14

1052 3 -input Mono Mixer 6.21
1123 Morse Code Generator 1.84

1053 Electronic Metronome 3.22
1124 Electronic Bell 2.76

1054 4 -input Instrument Mixer 2.76 1125 Telephone Lock 3.68
1056 8V -20V 9A Stabilized Power Supply 12.42 1126 Microphone Pre -amplifier 4.60

1057 Cassette Head Pre -amplifier 3.22 1127 Microphone Tone Control 4.60

1058 Electronic Car Ignition 7.82 1128a Power Flasher I2V d.c. 2.53

1059 Telephone Amplifier 4.60 1130 Telephone Bug Detector 3.20

060 +40V 8A Power Supply 8.28 1133 Stereo Sound -to -Light 5.26

You Save £40

THE JAP MADE I2Y 15AH SEALED LEAD ACID
BATTERY from regular suppliers costs £50. you
can have one from us for only £10 including VAT if
you collect or £12.50 if we have to send. Being
sealed it can be used in any position and is
maintenance free. All in tip top condition and fully
guaranteed, Order REt: 12.5P2. Or if you want a
smaller one we have 12V 2.3AH, regular price £14,
yours for only £5. Order Ref: 5P258.

Prices include VAT and carriage if
order over £25 otherwise add £3.

Send cash, uncrossed postal orders,
cheque or quote credit card number.

J & N FACTORS
PILGRIM WORKS (DEPT ETI),
STAIRBRIDGE LANE, BOLNEY,

SUSSEX, RH17 5PA
Telephone: 01444 881965

(Also Fax but phone first)
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Is somebody listening to you? With the help of
Raymond Haigh's bug -detector, you could catch
them out first

C
ompetition is fierce and pressures to succeed
have never been more intense. Espionage is
becoming a very real threat in businesses or
professions which depend on information and
ideas. And the threat is not confined to the

workplace: marriage partners concerned that they might have
an erring spouse are making increasing use of micro -
transmitter style bugs to confirm or ease their suspicions.

These bugging devices are inexpensive and readily
available. They can easily be concealed in telephone power
outlets, and a thousand and one other places around the
home or office.

The 'Sniffer' unit described here is sensitive to RF radiation
over a wide spectrum, from around 100 kHz through VHF to
450 or 500 MHz, and it will help detect and locate low -power
spy transmitters. Most constructors will have the parts in their
spares box (and if they have to be purchased, they are not
expensive) and the unit can be assembled in an evening.

So, why not check out your office or home and dispel those
nagging fears?

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the unit is given in figure 1.

RE signals picked up by a short telescopic aerial are
rectified in a voltage -doubling circuit formed by diodes, DI and
D2, and CI The resulting dc is applied to the non -inverting
input of operational amplifier, Cl. RF choke, L2, and the low
value capacitor, C1, act as a simple high-pass filter to prevent
the unit responding to low -frequency ac fields. A lower
nductance RF choke, L1 can be switched into circuit to bypass
low. medium, and some of the higher radio frequencies, and
further restrict the response of the unit. C2 shunts residual RF
to ground,'and R1 acts as a load for the voltage doubler. The
gain of the amplifier is fixed by R4 and R5, which determine
the level of feedback to the inverting input of the device.

Resistor combination R2 and R3 null out off -set currents so
that the meter pointer can be set at zero under no -signal
conditions.

Output from the first op -amp is connected to the non -
inverting input of 1C2. Potentiometer R7 varies the level of
feedback across this second amplifier, and enables the
sensitivity of the unit to be adjusted. R9 sets the meter to read
around 3V FSD, and also prevents damage to the movement
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L1

4 7uH

S1

60Gmm MIN.

TELESCOPIC
AERIAL

D2
0A90

k 01
C1

47p

L2
2.2mH Dl

0A90
C2
100n

R1

100k

R2
4k7

R3
(SEE TEXT)

3

2

IC1

741

5

S2a

4
R4
100k

R5
470R

2
R6
100k

R7
4k7

R9
2k7

R8
330R

o C3
i000.

+ +9V

M1

1mA

Y.

2

3

4

D1. D2 C1. IC2
0A90 741

Figure 1: the circuit of the RF Sniffer

S2bo.
I -9V

TELESCOPIC AERIAL

OFFSET NULLING
RESISTOR WIRED IN
SERIES WITH ONE LEG
OF POTENTIOMETER R3
(SEE TEXT)

Figure 2: the wiring of the off -board
components, and the component layout.

-9V

+9V

COMMON OV 4

POTENTIOMETERS VIEWED FROM REAR

in the event of the second IC being driven into saturation. C3
smooths out any random fluctuations in the output. The dual
9V -0-9V battery supply is switched into circuit by S2A and
S2B.

Components
Point -contact germanium diodes should be used for DI and D2
in order to maximise the frequency response and sensitivity of
the unit (they conduct at lower forward voltages than silicon
diodes). Suitable miniature RF chokes are listed in the Cirkit
catalogue, but Ll can be formed by winding 30 turns of 34 or
36 SWG enamelled copper wire on the body of a 0.25 -watt 1
megohm resistor. An inexpensive signal strength or 'VU' meter
will be suitable as an indicator. These instruments usually have
a sensitivity of around 200 uA, and will require shunting, or an

increase in the value of R9, to give the required 3-4V full scale
deflection. Meter sensitivity is not critical, and a I or 2 mA
instrument will be satisfactory for this application with the value
of R9 as shown.

Construction
Most of the components are mounted on a small printed circuit
board. Figure 2 shows the component side of the board and
figure 3 the copper track side. The low inductance choke L1 is
wired between the telescopic aerial and S1; and the additional
resistor, RX, is mounted on the tags of the set -zero
potentiometer, R3. Provision is made on the board for either an
axial or radial lead version of electrolytic capacitor C3.

The use of is holders makes it easy to check the op -amps
by substitution, if necessary, and Vero pins inserted at the lead -
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out points aid off -board wiring. The meter, telescopic aerial,
PCB, potentiometers, etc., can be wired up on the bench for
testing and setting up before being mounted in a small plastic

case.

Setting -up and testing
If clear glass components have been used for DI and D2, they
must be shielded from light before undertaking the setting -up
procedure. (The photovoltaic effect of the diode junctions is
sufficient to swing the meter pointer hard over when the unit is
set to high sensitivity).

Make the usual checks for bridged copper tracks and bad
soldered joints on the PCB, and check the orientation of the
diodes, op -amps and C3. Temporarily connect the 4K7 pre-
set in the R3 position (ie to R2 and pin 5 of ICI, with the slider
to pin 4 of the IC) and set it to mid -travel. Then, with the
meter disconnected, switch on the power supply. Current drain
from each battery should be around 2.5mA.

Connect a test meter in place of the 1 mA meter
movement, and switch it to read 5 or 10 mA FSD. Adjust the
4K7 pre-set to bring the pointer to zero. It is likely that the
slider of the pre-set will be well off-centre. Note whether the
higher resistance leg of the potentiometer goes to R2 or pin 5
of the ic.

Connect the 1 K potentiometer (which is to be the actual
set -zero control) in the R3 position, and wire the pre-set in
series with what needs to be its high resistance leg. Set the 1
K potentiometer to mid -travel, then adjust the pre-set to bring
the meter pointer to zero again. Remove the test meter and
connect up the 1 mA movement to be used in the Sniffer.
Check that its pointer can be brought to zero with the
sensitivity control set at maximum and the slider of the I K set -
zero control at centre travel, making any necessary

adjustments to the
pre-set.

Measure the
resistance of the
pre-set and
substitute a fixed
resistor, RX, of the
closest standard
value.

A number of 741
op -amps were tried
in the ICI position,
and offset nulling
was always
obtained with the
4K7 resistor, R2,
connected to pin 1
of the ic. In the
remote eventuality
of the meter
refusing to zero,
connect the 4K7
pre-set directly to
pin 1 of the ic (ie,
short out R2). If a
null is obtained with
this arrangement,
R2 should be
connected between
the potentiometer
and pin 5.

Figure 3: the layout of the
front panel.

This setting -up procedure takes longer to describe than it
does to carry out. Two amplifiers in cascade have a high gain,
and the usual 10K nulling potentiometer, wired across pins 1
and 5, is impossibly critical to adjust. By making only a small
portion of the potentiometer variable, the action of the nulling
or set -zero control is made much more gentle.

A high -quality instrumentation type op -amp with a very low
input offset current could have been used for 101, but these
devices are comparatively expensive (and less likely to be
found in spares boxes), and the arrangement described above
works well when the setting -up procedure has been carried
out.

Switch out LI and test the Sniffer by bringing it close to a
source of RF radiation. (A computer VDU or a TV receiver
should drive the pointer hard over.)

Using the Sniffer
A measure of skill and experience is needed to use the
instrument and interpret the comparative scale readings, and it
is a good idea to try out the unit at home before embarking on
a 'search -and -destroy' mission.

This is not the place to describe the circuitry of
eavesdropping bugs. Sufficient to say that simple versions of
these micro -transmitters operate within, or close to, the VHF
FM broadcast band and radiate about as much RF power as a
single bipolar transistor, eg a BCIO8, wired as an LC tuned
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oscillator, and connected to a short aerial. A bug of this kind
will drive the indicator pointer hard over at distances of three or
four metres. More exotic bugs tend to operate at higher
frequencies (450mHz and above) where the Sniffer is less
sensitive. Nevertheless, the unit will give a clear indication of
the radiation when its aerial is in reasonably close proximity to
the transmitter.

With the low inductance RF choke LI switched out of circuit,
the unit will respond to frequencies down to 100kHz or so, and
the meter pointer will be deflected by signals radiated from
broadcast transmitters operating in the Long and Medium
wave bands. These broadcast RF fields are intensified by
house wiring and metal objects (eg bed springs and the
silvering on mirrors), and the sensitivity control on the Sniffer
has to be turned down so that any low frequency
transmissions within the building can be identified. Adjusting
the set zero control to cancel out steady background radiation
can also be of assistance.

Micro -transmitters used for eavesdropping invariably radiate
at VHF and above, and the Sniffer should normally be
operated with LI switched into circuit to make it insensitive to
troublesome lower frequencies. Notwithstanding this,
personal computers, VDUs and TV receivers are best
disconnected from the mains supply while carrying out a
search.

Some bugs are designed to be activated for a set period
by a telephone call to the room or office. Put a call through
from a neighbouring room, or otherwise arrange for the
phone to ring, before commencing the search. Similarly,
bugs can be installed to transmit only when a telephone call
is being received, and a connection should be made to the
'speaking clock' during the course of the survey.

Sweep the Sniffer aerial over light fittings, suspended
ceilings, desks and other furniture, pictures, wall clocks and
the like. Try and imagine where you would conceal a bug if
you were putting the room under surveillance. Chances are,
great minds think alike.

Here's hoping you were being paranoid after all!

How it works
The RF voltage developed across one or both of the input
inductors is converted to dc and doubled by the action of CI,
DI and D2. The charge developed across Cl when the RF
voltage swings negative is added to the positive voltage
swing.

Operational amplifiers IC1 and 1C2, are both connected in
the non -inverting, closed -loop mode, with feedback applied
to their inverting inputs. The negative feedback is derived
from a potential divider across the output of each device.
With this arrangement, the gain of IC1 is given by R4+ R5 /
R5, and is approximately 214.

Inserting potentiometer R7 into the lower leg of IC2's
feedback network enables the gain of this stage to be varied
between 21 and 304. The overall gain of the unit ranges,
therefore, between approximately 4500 and 65000 times.

Op -amps are not perfect, and there is inevitably a slight
imbalance within the differential input circuitry under
quiescent (no signal) conditions. When this small offset
current is amplified to the extent possible with this circuit, it
will drive the output stage into saturation, and provision has
to be made for cancelling it out. Potentiometer R3 connected
to the nulling circuitry within ICI, performs this function. With
the gain available, the adjustment of the offset nulling or set -
zero control is extremely critical. Resistors are accordingly

placed in series with the potentiometer to reduce the control
voltage across its track. By this means its action is limited to
the critical nulling region, and the meter pointer can be brought
to zero without difficulty.

Offset nulling is not required for 1C2. The nulling provisions
centred on ICI balance the entire circuit by placing the
necessary compensating voltage on the input pin of 1C2.

Series resistor R9 sets the meter to read around 3V FSD.
The output impedance of the 741 is very low in this circuit, and
the is can accordingly supply sufficient current to damage a
sensitive meter movement. Increase R9 or fit a shunt if a meter
with a lower ESD than 1 mA is used).

Inexpensive meters are not likely to have much electro-
magnetic damping, and high -value capacitor C3 is wired
across the meter to prevent sudden output changes causing
wild pointer swings.

Resistors 0.25 watt, 5% tol
better

RI

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

RX

100k

4k7

4k7 setting -up pre-set and 1k linear
potentiometer for the actual set -zero control
(see text).
100k

470

100k

4k7 linear potentiometer
330

2k7

See text.

Capacitors: all 16V working
greater
C1 47pF ceramic
C2 100nF (0.1uF) ceramic
C3 1000uF electrolytic, axial lead

Inductors
LI 4.7uH (see text)
L2 2.2mH

Semiconductors
DI OA 90
D2 0A90
IC1 741

IC2 741

Switches and meter
SI single pole toggle switch
S2 double pole toggle switch

1 moving coil panel meter with a 1 mA full
scale deflection

or

iscelianeous
PCB making materials, is holders. Vero pins, hook-up
wire, control knobs, battery connectors, PP3 batteries,
telescopic aerial and small plastic case.
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Surplus always I THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
wanted for cash! THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

LOW COST PC's -

SPECIAL BUY
'AT 286' ern

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram 1411.1141**

UNITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
wade in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
designed for total reliability The compact case houses the mother -
:card, PSU and EGA video card with single 53/4" 1.2 Mb floppy disk
stye & integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock
rah battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used
:andition complete with enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Mb RAM,
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run !
Order as HIGRADE 286 p y .E.129.00m ( E)

elonal
Fitted extras: VGA graphics card £29.00

1.4Mb 3W floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb) £19.95
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos  when 31/2" FDD option ordered £22.50
P462000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card £29.00

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM
Limited quantity of this 2nd user, supurb small size desktop unit

featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM, SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
etegral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5' floppy disk drive
r, -,,Illy tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable Only
Many other options avalable - call for details. £399.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3"W - 8"
51/1" or 31/2" from only 118.95 !

Massive purchases of standard 5'4' and 31/2' drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
-rent and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
s2e. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 31/2" supported on your PC).
Th. Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE £24.95(B)
3t6" Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only £25.95(8)
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg Non laptop £18.95(13)
514' Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE £18.95(8)
554 Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) FIFE 29.95(B)
514" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K £22.95(B(
'able top case with integral PSU for HH 5'4" Elope or HD £29.95(8)
8- Shugart 8001801 Fr SS refurbished & tested £195.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8 SS HI -I Brand New £195.00(E)
II" Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested £250.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" double sided NEW f275.00(E
Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U 8" DS simline NEW E285.00(E
Duel 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb £499.00(E

HARD DISK DRIVES
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85 Mbyte
dove with industry standard SMD interface, replaces Fujitsu
equivalent model. Full manual. Only £299.00 or 2 for £525.00 (E)

31/2" FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
31i' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
3W CONNER CP3044 4Ornb IDE I/F (or equiv.)RFE
31/2" RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
3W WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F Brand New

MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
5'4' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL OF Refurb
5'4' CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
5'4' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI FIFE tested
51e HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
B. FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested

£59.95 C)
£6100 C)

£185.00 C)
£49.95 C)

C)

£69.95(C)
£69.95)C)
f89.00(C)

£195.00(C)
£195.00(E)

Hard disc controllers for MFM . IDE. SCSI. RLL etc from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, con -
raining all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
-eception of TV channels not normally receivable on most televi-
sion receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
owlet allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
cnannels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
tor direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors with -
pet sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker £39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to a cable t  service. Shipping code on all Teleboxe's is (B)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of power
supply you can imagine.Over

10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCall for info / list.

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

6,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS - CALL FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTLIST

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

Art monitors you will ever see - A
At this price - Don't miss it!!

Mitsubishi FA3415ET1CL 14" SVGA Muftisync colour monitor with fne
028 dot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A
variety of inputs Mows comection to a host of comput-
ers nduoing MIA PC's n CGA EGA. VGA & SVGA
modes. BBC, COMMODORE (miming Arne 1200),
ARCHIMEDES arid APPLE. Many features Etched
faceplate, text swiching and LOW RADIATION MPR

anenification. Fully guaranteed. supplied in EXCEL-
LENT little used condeon. Order as
lilt& Swivel Base £4.75 Only £119 (E) pdays.syGs
VGA cable to IBM PC included.
External cables for other types of computers CALL

As New - Used on film set for 1 week only!!
15" 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res. colour monitors.

Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)

Just In - Microvitec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info

PHIUPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
used condition - fully tested - guaranteed
Dimensions: W14" x Ht x 15W D. Only £95
PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9- colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality. ex -equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10" x H10" x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered. Only £79.00 (D)
KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0,28' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 131/2" x 12' a
11'. Good used condition Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco. Clubs, etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185(F)

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
HP APOLLO RX700 system units
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
HP3081A Industrila workstation c\w Barcode swipe reader
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V @ 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
HP7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system
Computer controlled 1056 x 560 mm X Y table & controller £1425
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser £POA
Racal I R40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system £3750
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New bans Dec.1995 £9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system £POA
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
Intel SBC 486/133SE Muttibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram

c£12220000

Zeta 3220.05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters £1150
Nikon liFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit £1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear. metered 30 amp bench PSU. New

f£1955500Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM punter with network interface £1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer £POA
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish mount (For Voyager!) £950
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder C1995
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysurf amplifier / recorder £750
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor £485
Test Lab - 2 mfr square quietised acoustic test cabinets £300
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorscope - NEW £650

Please call for further details on the above items

MITS. A FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
2kW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources - ex stock £POA
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver £950
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules £750
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N £95
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz. IEEE £550
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Jo f POA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
HP16508 Logic Analyser £3750

£POA
£950

£1800
£175
£675

£POA
£1850

£650
£POA
£POA

19" RACK CABINETS
Superb quality 6 foot 40U

Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
Overall dimensions are: 771/2' H x 321/2' D x 22' W. Order as:

OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £335.00 (G)
OPT Reck 2 Rack, Less side panels £225.00 (G)

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec.
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are -

hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 a 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers. prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable I connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mm.1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" H x 25" D x 2344" W )

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price !!

A superb buy at only £195.00 (G)

Over 1000 racks - 19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock !!

Call with your requirements.

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM
The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology made by the experts 
MicroTouch - but sold at a price below cost !I System consists of
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to
where a finger is touching the panel - as the finger moves, the data
instantly changes. The X & 'I information is given at an incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 a 1024 positions over the entire screen
size I! A host of available translation software enables direct con-
nection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: control pan-
els, pointing devices, POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un-trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
'Windows', instead of a mouse !! (a driver is indeed available !) The
applications for this amazing product are only limited by your
imagination!! Complete system including Controller. Power Supply
and Data supplied at an incredible price of only:
Full INCROTOUCH saloon support pack £145.0018>
and moppets for IBM comport's,* PC's 0105 RFE - Tessfasd

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Fulh length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible. £59.95(A1)
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al)

N
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 12Onso

SPECIALSOnly
£16.50 (A1)

1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £19.50 or 70ns £22.95 (A1)
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50 or 7Ons £23.75 (At)
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parity- Only £95.00 (All
INTEL 486 0X33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-0X66 CPU £69.00 (A1)

RJLL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSORS EX STOCK - CALL FOR QM

FANS & BLOWERS
EPSON 00412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC £7.95 10 / £65
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £8.95 10 / £75
MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10 / £42
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM 80x80x25 mm 12v DC £5.25 10 / £49
MITSUBISHI MMF-091312DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 / £53
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92x92x18 mm 12v DC £7.95 10 / £69
EX -EQUIP AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x 38 mm specify 110
or 240 v £6.95. 80 x 80 x 38 mm - specify 110 or 240 v £5.95
IMHOF 826 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19' Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (B). 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

Issue 13 of Display News now available - send large SAE - POCKED with bargains!
  
  

  
  
    

  
   

 
  

-ELECTRONICS-

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5:30
Dept ET. 32 Biggin Way

Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30

215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On SBA Bus Route

Nr.Thomton Heath
Salhurat Park SR Rail Stations

DISTEL©
The Original

REE On line Database
info on 20,000 + stock items!
RETURNING SOON !

ALL 13 ENQUIRIES

0181 G79 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

AI prices fa UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from Gcriemrnent, Schools,
Universities arid Local Authonties - mnimum accourx order £50. Cheques over £100 are subject to 10 working days clearance. Carnage charges (A)=.£3.00, (Al 1,-£4.00,
(B)=£5.50, (C)--£8,50, (D)=£12.00. (E)-£15.00, (F)=£18.00, (GKALL Allow approx 6 days for shipeng - faster CALL Scotland surcharge CALL AN goods supplied to our
Standard Conditions of Sale and unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. Al guarantees on a return to base basis. Al refits reserved to change pites specrfrations without prior
pew. Orders subject to stock. Discounts for volume. Top CASH ernes paid for surplus goods. Al trademarks etc acicnowiedged. ©Display Electronics 1996. E & 0E 06/6rCH St EST
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':::Comprehensive PIC solutions from F

PICDESIM
PICDESIM is a fully integrated Windows PIC Simulator, to use
with our Development Environment. It features:
Single step, skip over, and run, Conditional breakpoints, watch
variables, trace any number of variables, graphical interfaces.
Up to 50 times faster than MPSIM. Wide range of stimuli
including asynch serial data. Integrates with our PIC
Programmer

£30.00, £25.00 if purchased with our PIC Programmer

PIC Programmer
Program 16C54155/56/57/58, 16C62)a, 16C64, 16C71/73/74,
16C84. Uses serial link to a PC. Windows and DOS software
provided. Includes PICDE, the Windows based PIC
Development Environment with on-line help, project
management, editing, assembler.

Kit £40.00, Ready Built £50.00

PIC16C74/JW Erasable 20MHz £24.00
PIC 16C74-04 OTP 4MHz £8.00, 20MHz £11.00
PIC 16C57XT/P OTP 4MHz £5.00
PIC16C84-04P EEPROM erasable 4MHz £6.00
24LC65 810(8 serial EEPROM £5,00

PIC BASIC
Easy to learn BASIC in a Windows Development
Environment. No need for assembler or a UV eraser to
program PICs. Modules operate from a serial link to your
PC. The 16C74 module has these features:
8k EEPROM, up to 2000 lines of BASIC, 27 lines of
programmable I/O, 8 ND inputs, Interrupt deriven serial
RS232 interface, Peripheral I2C bus interface, optional
external ram.

16C57 Module Kit (8k, 4MHz) £30.00, Pre -built £36.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k, 4MHz) £35.00, Pre -built £42.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k, 20MHz) £40.00, Pre -built £46.00

PIC BASIC Compiler
New! A PIC BASIC compiler for the 16C74. It
produces a hex code to program your 16C74 directly.
Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC 16C74
BASIC modules.
Compiler £50.00

;Serial Cable for Programmer or BASIC Modules £7.50

Prices are inclusive, please add £3.00 forForest Electronic Developments
10 Holmhurst Avenue, Christchurch, Cheques/POs payable to Forest Electronic
Dorset, BH23 5PQ Developments.

Phone/fax: 01425 270191, Technical 01425 274068

P&P and handling to each order. VISA

Visit our Web page at http://www.ibmpicug.co.uk/-gmwamer/fed.htm

NEXUS BOOKS
PUBLISHING FOR THE
SPECIALIST

THE FULL
RANGE OF
NEXUS BOOKS
are available from
all book and hobby
shops or contact
Nexus Books
direct for a
complete list.

Complete List
Nexus Books,
Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HP2 7ST

or Phone

01442 66551

47
41k, ;j16eFv=j,spzri

SPECIAL

Coinpl
'ete List

Mks

NEWS FROM THE NEXUS
PHOTOSTAT SERVICE.
EFFECTIVE FROM 1ST
NOVEMBER 1995

NE X U S The Nexus Photocopying Service can
provide you with all those interesting

features and valuable projects that have been published in your
favourite magazine. The new costs of our photocopying service
are as follows: -
First article: £2.75 inc of VAT. Please note that projects
published over several issues must be ordered as a series of
individual articles, each for £2.00.
A £2.75 search fee is required if full information is not supplied.
Please note delivery could be up to 28 working days.

rPlease supply photo -copies of the following articles from
(Complete in BLOCK CAPITALS)

Month Year Page (if known)

TITLE

Month .. Year Page (if known)

TITLE

Month Year Page (if known)

TITLE

I enclose a cheque/postal order mode out to Nexus Special Interests to the
value of:

P&P £1.00 (UK only) 20% Overseas

Total remittance £

Name:

Address:

Post Code:

Send the completed form and remittance to:
Photocopy Service, Nexus Special Interests, Nexus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire. HP2 7ST

immximi.m.m.imimmxmaexm.m.mxim.imiminahm.m.miamal
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PCB Designer VISA

Amex/Acces&DeltarVisa
For Windows 3.1, '95 or NT

PCB OrStIrDI
pchsainplel pcbi

fits 0 a a It 111 *flosd Text 5pap Window Li*

oem=ra.

Runs on any PC running Windows 3.1, Windows 95 or
Windows NT with a minimum 2MB RAM
Win work with any Windows supported printer and monitor

mar GS

Looking for the price?

It's just £49.00 all inclusive
...no VAT...no postage...
...no additional charges for
overseas orders.

Dealers and distributors wanted.

--..0

Niche Software (UK)

C1-1 0

Internet
Visit our WWW site at www.niche.co.uk for more information
and a working demo. The demo is also available via anonymous FTP
from ftp.demon.co.uk in the dir /pub/ibmpc/win3/apps/pcbdemo/ as
pcbdemo.zip. Internet e-mail pcb@niche.demon.co.uk.

a* r.

Chl

4110

wit ass
.f Produce Single or Double sided PCBs.
v Print out to any Windows supported printer.
si Toolbar for rapid access to commonly

used components.
v Helpful prompts on screen as you work.
s(Pad, track & IC sizes fully customisable.
.4 No charges for technical support.
v Snap -to grid sizes 0.1", 0.05" 0.025"

and unrestricted.
,zSMT pads and other pad shapes.
.4 Prints at the resolution of your printer, much

hi her than the screen shot shown here.
111111MOINI 10101.1191

12 Short Hedges Close. Northleach. Cheltenham GL54 3PD Phone (01432) 355 414

"a

Available in South Africa from JANCA Enterprises, PO Box 32131, 9317 Fichardtpark at R299,00

Why not make your own PCBs
the easy way?

TEC 200 IMAGE FILM
for the Professional (ideal for one-off prototyping)

Amateur and Hobbyist

For brochure and price list - SAE or phone:

PSS Services
217 Prestbury Road, Cheltenham, Glos, GL52 3ES

Phone/Fax 01242 254108 (int'l +44 1242 254108)

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX  0131 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for -
* A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED AT

THE HOBBYIST *
* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *

* MAIL ORDER - generally by
RETURN OF POST *

* FRIENDLY SERVICE *
* 1995/96 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE

Price £2.00 *
Open: Monday -Thursday 9.15-6.00Ak Friday 9.15-5.00 Saturday 9.30-5.00 =

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY

r 95100
v. ...: MOO

r P -,pe :.,,,"00 ,...H"pr ,, H.olos.cHiCIAHL 0000
PHILIPS PIAL296 Dia Tar 350149 Delay Corso, 1930
-DORM% 46500.1 Two 133919 Day Sew mo
7EKTRONIX ni3 Dual Two 631414/ my
PHILIPS 1113217 (3.1 Iwo 5014117 Delay Sew cm,
HITAC341 V423 Dia Tao 90IAU Ilea Soap
GOULD OSIICOD MN Row )31111Z .. C200

I1TAC141 V223 FN. rm. 21,41T/ DMAY G14.12 - -- 0250
OKI.. 5530-4 Da Due 351419. ... £220
GOM 0 OS303 Da Tao 2014Ix 109 1 Lade) 0150
HITACHI V209 Dool Ina 2094147 Mono Wary £000
PHEIPS Pau Da ace 5.117 Scoprone. D9 Morose 2514.S.. IMO
10A061 LC0100 DIAMSCOPE 200910 09 Stoma l CD *pa. 000
cEIORONIX cm Dal Trace MAC/ Clay Saco Da Sawa.... 1750
HITACHI NC6041 DA Tra. 409159 09oN Saw ...,...1180
El P 12910 Da/ Tan 1001419 Arolove Sas.. .09

HON% 434 Cal ince 2501Z Anoint. Swage .. 1260

11455 IS JUST A SAMPLE- MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE

HP 0W,, SP., 0. .. 00290, 2 - . W., 02000
H P. 8656A Syn... SL9 Can 0 1 . 569H11112 0,752
HP 5342A Cosinior 24F.LEV HP19 ruse
H P. .40A Cana IOW-15GL¢ 0750

MARCONI 2435 Roo Meet 10140203102 . C509

RACAL 1988 4509Ancy Cara 1.309* Yaws GPICI &rot sAL £750

HP 410 Unarm, Counter Tow /8018/9 9 digit . £500

ALAROC4412437 Univocal Com-iaTrai DC - 100/419 B 091 075
/ARGON 24.110 Rama Cater 1014.9801.9 8 B. 025
RACAL 9918 frequency Count. 11309  520MHz.. ... e 175

kr 1435A 3 '.2 190 liallator ACJDOCansiqmoril LED 000
RACAL 9806A UnlverSal C04.01 lino 10H:r  2001419 C250

ICON 2610 True ERAS Tama Lai GMT_ . .. £310M

SOLAPIRON 7150 EN - TN dig Ma wa BEE (no Neale, 0
NANO. Adepac.._ 07515030043i. 9110

...... iRao 8842A DIY 5N2 199 Re PUS ?T.__ . 0700
9,,,9895A 0500Now
FLAB 77 Honda/ 01.161r/142oramo,.....r

.

C100

Fla 01050A BenchiPahla DM. 9 Roo' RMS £225

WAVETEK 182A Rre Gm 0034-91147  TIL no 1275
TKOMOAR T8501 Arc Gen 000(051trAllidirScr r.P.ry, ...se 0175

Oollaor 10.0 0550GOULD 139 Sim/Squaw -100012
FEEDBACK MOM S9034/190.1.- 10.142..... CIO

UNA.. EP501 A.R.A.Ziii;--------- ---- £350
.00

PHIUPS PI/8817 Map fide .1.144..1.1....1..1_......__ 17200

MARCO. 2059 SPA... ...14 Slti- G. N..' t.'`''''' "1"
H P. 864013 5001,42-5121.7 ,A41.01.19 09 FN.... SS G. 1:800

P. 8840A 991/414 S9 Gen ,ci 24.4. £750
41-19 86200 Scoop OsaLion Mon Fano only 0200
Ram ,e, ,,,,5 win, s, , 5 520,,19

_ . .
,45.

RUM. 00106PA39.1.4. S. 02 G. 'Fr;.- -- - - £1100
WOG Sawa. Loa Mar SKI, I .ift Yarrnonle PsItibula, Anett.
PSE11 .... .0A
MAROON TF2331A Diana Foca Moor 20.920109 0 OS% towed. C215

MARCONI TRIM Alida POW( Melee Siner3 we

£250

*MD NM arab Rex VBE/3 0.151/ - 1.317.
LEADER ISG218 Signal Gonwalor...

1290
MO

pi.LIPS P16500 Coax Pew 138904.74.... 1250
Osr Goma,- tH).BLACK STAR ORM Cobor

MA3C01102740 lama BO* BallovOima91.... fan 050
WAYNE KERR B429 C0091 Camaro Maw LCR 1200

500

FARRELL PSG520 *a
Bag

il. 8..1 Nat. 10.02 -.0.9 .00
FARRELL SSC.4520 Syclaslad 0.191 Gen 10-520 MHZ 0400

_......._ ..... CA00

FARRELL Sar459.910 ORMAN 10112-191142...LSI
FAILAIEL. LP). Sa5509906 04ollor 101.-111/11 750
SORINSEN D.11300-4.0 0  500 Vohs 0  4.594.24 [700

MARCONI TE2163 Alloniaor MICR* 1100
ILLS Liao Rae Mao LIPNER. UPSFra 101.1.14-40.9 £2510
14.P. 6160A Pnaorronoblo Proc Rho Goo 5011Hr PO*
HP. AMA Pam Maw ea 84810......_........ . .. ... 0251
PHILIPS P1A5134 Soap We Gan 0 03114/101450 SnotS9T- A a 1500

F,.....c G., Go, ,.2,42 s....,,,,, ,Tho

£1°C.
H P. 9:040 Signare Mawr . CM
H.P..958

Aland
0 ?RIB in 1049 Nom I2350

HATFIELD 2105 ammo( 50can .5
RACAL 9005 Auto Rol MAW 1 5 Lac -29W
SCRLUM BERGER 01935.004 4201 Tool Se 000
908045 06165 OWN/ 1./C Mao - Vria9 £75

014.00 (Seaga, AC 24 RCM Ta Unit Un-oved 1100

Di.LCG (Seawarcn LT22 Lim E... L920 745.1.190.9 11013

II P 6268 CI - 40 Vela 0 Maas. C509
FAR*, i otos* ogay. 9.99k mop 010C9

FARRELL 83090 30 5019 10 Arn. _ .. .50
FA WELL L30-50-35 Volla 0-5 Ano -2 Main .. 0150

FAXINELL 133E 0  9)Volls 0 . Mora 51...1... LIN
FARRELL 1.33-2 9 - Was 0 - 2Acops Maga .... L.

P&p . C130

FORN0.1.1.-33-1 930 Vat 0-1 knp Metered 065
RIJFILEITTH.910AR TSP.. Promo...No 320- 2Anvp ,Ic. HPIP
DOR .49
THURLEW 141-1200140 030V 929 TWOS Nal. 1225

BRANDENBURG Medd A7114 0- 3KV Mama . 0200

MANY OMER POWER SUPPLIES AVAILABLE

NEW EQUIPMENT
HANEL: OSCLLOSCOPE HM1005 Rai Taos 1001119

ncroy IncHAMEG

05ase
C847

.C11.1.05COPE 51004 Dal Taco ay amp 0063/ EOM. D
WALIEG OSOLLOSCOPC L49303 Dial Troia 30149 Cap aur_ 1422

CRUEL & KJOER EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE ENQUIRE

I

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
117 65E.5.1 0.01-22GHt MOO
TAAEIM RIKER 0241228 140109 - 16(91119 __........_....... Ma
AILTECH 727 01911001e EN.
HP.152 oat 8558131001CHL-150bRk ,-.._......_ .........from £1590
MARCONI 2502 1110KHr  40.159.............._....._.........._..... i . 14000
MARC.. .2370 3012. 110140.._.....T..-._._..._..11010
H P 35829 CurA ChereVol nrau_. MOO
H P 35110A Mb .60199 £1090
G04.11.0 141E Staions Ayala. Nam Erase

HANIEG OSCILLGSCOPE1.2135-2 Jug 7200 20399 oar $emot........ 653
AI caw nada oaaio - a 083R074000 190041.011 94114.

KALI( ST AR EOUNAIENT MOP .0 Las 175)
APOLLO 10100409 Caller Timor 98959499319no Ot ok £295

APOLLO 100 100949 i a snow wa more Vance) £325

1325 Fiaaccx PeN9 C0.91. 1 53101 0149

41...041 500 UNCTION GEN 0 1c47500Ho S9d.3970 . N.
ORION ODLOUP MP GENERATOR 104T/MS.0 C243

At °Rec.,. Son squanca O70

OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES So4tone0 X1 XIO (P&P 1:34.... . E13

Used Equipment -Guaranteed Manuals supplied d possible.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before

occlenr9 CARRIAGE all units £16 VAT to be added to Tota- of Goods and Carnage.

STEWART OF READING
At 110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING,

.,,..
BERKS RG6 1PL

351696 Caters riedyns aer to 5301%55 MOON-FRITel: 01734 268041 Fax: 01734
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ROBOTICS!

LYNX ARM
ROBOTIC ARM Kit, live ass motion with gripper Contrd from ay serial port Uses WC. servos
`or good repeatatx14yond accuracy. Kit includes pre-cut ern components. elecron . nn
:.-ioard. PC software (inc source listing) and detailed construction manual 40x30t.

STAMP BUG
STAMP' cased insect kit illustrates basic v.. -

-sechanisms. Twin feelers detect objects
aack-up and turn Pre-programmed but with the opi.c.-
0 re -programme (needs Stamp programrrung paoKi
Powerful 3 servo construction canes payloads up tr.
150gms and up to 3 hours motion from the on -boars

C.3,s;: 20C:

MUSCLE WIRES
-.., CONTRACT WHEN ELECTRICALLY HEATED producing a useful amount of

z.., cc: /50um wirer Require 0.3 V/cm acre currents from IOOma to lknp
Inoose from four gouges of wire /50.100,150 and 250 urn dial
jetailed Data and Project Book 1128 pages) also available separately and with Delux Wire tit
.f stable for I 3 projects

SERVO - IR - LCD CONTROLLERS
0 0.. R/C servos 0.47, simple RS232 corn

ands from your PC hold servo in position until updated etc).
LCD display drivers SGYICNO HitaCht conetwer types up to 4x20 characters- RS232 input)
IR programmable receivers (7 output channels - accept arty N/HiFt controller- up to 25rrk4
-Output per channel- programmable toggle/momentary switching action)

Please call to receive further details on any of the above products

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
Creative Products for Enquiring Minds
01977 683665, Fax 01977 681465

SERVICE MANUALS
& Tcdiiiical Books

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model
Return the coupon for your FREE catalogue

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (Ell)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4Q11.

Tel:- 01844-351694. Fax:- 01844 352554
Please forward your latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x 1st Class Stamps.
or £3.50 for the complete Service Manuals Index on PC Disc plus catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Photocopy I Int coupon If you do not vv.!! to cu! thc mg!, clue

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD
Sony new 1-44md 3-5" d/drive's £14.50 c/p £2.50
Sony 9" super fine pitch Thnitron RGB VDU £35.00 c/p £12.50
AT keyboards for IBM compatibles £7.00 c/p £3.50
9"+12" colour SVGA 800 x 600 NEC from £45.95 c/p £14.00
Marconi Inst-2830 Multiplex Tester £300.00
Marconi Inst-Data Comms Tester £385.00
Marconi Inst-Digital Line Monitor £350.00
Marconi Inst-Digital Analyser £375 00
Famell PSU 0-70V 0 -5A/0 -30V 0.10A £245.00
Tektronix DAS 9100 Digital Analysis System £175.00
Tektronix 7CT IN Curve Tracer £295.00
Tektronix 7A 14A AMP £150.00
Tektronix 7511 DIFF-COMP- £100.00
Tektronix 7A13 £140.00
Wendell & Golterman PMP20 Level Meter £90.00
12 VAC 200 watt Transformer £15.00
27 VAC 130A Transformer NEW £18.00
7 VAC 130A Transformer NEW £18.00

Field Electric Limited, Unit 2 Willows Link. Stevenage, Herts SG2 8AB
Tel: 01438 353781 Fax: 01438 359397

ETI
READERS THE NEW

TERMINATOR I0

JUST L9.95 INC P&P

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF TESTING FUSES, LIGHT BULBS, CABLES, SOCKETS MICROWAVE OVENS AND MANY MORE

ELECTRICAL ITEMS WITH THE TERMINATOR 10

Electrical faults are a major rouse of domestic fires and accidents - take a few minutes to check out your appliances for

safety with Terminator. You could save on repair bills or prevent an accident

The Terminator complies with BS2559 port 3 and is manufactured in accordance with VD0680 Part 6

This truly indispensable tool is supplied with easy, clear instructions and is surely one of the most versatile

electrical testing devices you'll come across

Order by
Tel: 01442 66551

Fax: 01442 66998
Please supply ROET49 @ £9.95 each (includes P&P).
I enclose my cheque/P.O for made payable to Nexus Special Interests or please debit my AccessNisa.

LLEJ Li LEM ELI - Signature Expiry Date
Name Address

Post code
Complete details and return coupon to: Nexus Special Interests, Readers Offer, Nexus House, Boundary Way, Kernel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7ST.
Data Protection. occasionally we may make names and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell services by mail order that we believe may be of interest to our

Leaders. if you would prefer not to receive such mailings please tick this box _1
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SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS
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CONTACT

Cooke International
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OEB U.K.

Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
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OPERATING & SERVICE MANUALS
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CONTACT

Cooke International
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OEB U.K.

Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

AN5521 1.35
AN5732 1.40
AN6327 9.85
AN6677 8.50
BA5114 1.55
BA6218 1.85
BA6219 1.20
HA11423 1.65
HA13119 2.50
KA6210 4.99
LA3220 0.60
LA4183 1.35
LA4445 1.90
LA4495 1.40
LA4588 2.55
LA7835 2.35
LB1415 2.25
LM301 0.25
LM317T 1.50
M491BB1 4.75
M49BBI 6.75
M51393 5.95
M58655 3.30
MB3730 1.70
MB3756 8.00
STK078 6.00
STK435 4.00
STK461 6.00
STK2250 7.45
STK4121/2 7.00
STK4141/2 5.50
STK4142/2 6.50
STK4162/2 6.25
STK4171/2 8.10
STK4191/2 8.50
STK4352 6.20
STK4372 5.65
STK4803 7.05
STK4843 7.05
STK5315 5.85
STK5332 1.80
STK5338 3.25
STK5361 4.15
STK5372 2.85
STK5372H 4.15
STK5412 3.75
S11(5471 3.85
STK6732 14.00
STK7226 7.50
STK7308 4.05
STK7308 4.05
STK7348 4.05
STK7356 4.75
STK7oo4 6.50
s -K7,4'0 5.15

STK73410/2
STK73605
STR441
STR451
STR3125
STR4211
STR4090
STR20005
STR40090
STR50103A
STR54041
STR58041
STR80001
STR1706
STRD1806
STRD6008
TA227
TA7271
TA7280
TA7281
TA7698
TA8200
TA8210
TA8214
TA8215
TA8205
TA8659
TA75339
TDA1908A
TDA2170
TDA2270
TDA3500
TDA3562A-TFK
TDA3562A-PAILL
TDA3562A-SSSG
TDA3645
TDA3650
TDA3850
TDA4400
TDA4500
TDA4505A
TDA4505B
TDA4505M
TDA4505K
TDA4660
TDA4950

5.95
4.50

14.75
25.00
5.50
5.50

11.15
5.00
4.00
3.85
3.75
3.75
6.00
4.75
4.50

10.00
1.85
2.50
2.25
2.20
5.00
3.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.95

13.00

2.00
3.00
2.50
4.99
3.25
3.25
3.00
8.00
8.99

18.99
1.75
3.50
4.10
4.10
5.25
6.15
4.50
1.40

TDA5660P
TDA7072
TDA8370
TDA8405
TDA8732
TEA2018A
TEA2026C
TEA5170
TUA2000-4
U8848
U4606B
UAA1008
UPC1178
UPC1182H
UPC1278H
UPC1420
UPD1937
25A814
25A839
25A1062

2.50
3.99

14.00
8.00
5.95
1.50
4.50
1.40
4.25
2.35
5.50
3.00
1.05
5.15
2.20
4.50
3.00
0.71
1.40
1.00

ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

250V Working
1UF (5/pack) 1.00
4.7UF (5/pack) 1.50
10UF (5/pack) 1.70
22UF (each) 0.40
33UF (each) 0.56
47UF (each) 0.65
100UF (each) 1.28
400V Working
1UF (5/pack) 1.10
4.7UF (5/pack) 1.50
10UF (each) 0.70
22UF (each) 0.75
4 7UF (each) 1.40

CERAMIC FILTERS
5.5MHZ SFE (5/pack) 2.40
60MHZ SFE (5/pack) 2.40
6.5MHZ SFE (5/pack) 2.40
10.7MHZ SFE (5/pack)2.40
5.5MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40
6.0MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40
6.5MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40
10MHZ CDA (5/pack) 2.40

r,l,-.ase phone us for the types nol listed Please add 60p post &
packing and then add 17.5% VAT to the total

Callers by appointment only.

J.J. COMPONENTS
El 63 THE CHASE. EDGEWARE.

MIDDX. HA8 50N. ENGLAND
Hotlines No 081 381 1700/081 952 4641

El Free Fax order Line only 0800 318498

NE FOR OUR FREE MS CATALOGue General Fax 081 381 1700

El
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Practically
Speaking
BY TERRY BALBIRNIE

Last month we looked at the choice of
connecting wire from the point of view
of current rating. It is essential to use
wire of sufficient thickness to prevent
overheating, melting insulation and
possible fire

t is important to realize that a wire which is just able to
carry a given current in free air will overheat if it is
coiled up. This is because the heat produced deep in
the mass of the material finds it difficult reaching the
surface to escape. A familiar example is a mains

extension lead of the type wound on a plastic reel. Commercial
leads are given two ratings - one for the wire completely unwound
and another (lower) one for when it is wound on its reel. These
ratings will be clearly marked on it (see photograph). Typically, a
13A extension lead can only carry 6A if wound up. To find the
maxintrn power (wattage) of the appliance which may be
connected, multiply the maximum current by the \.oltage of the
supply. In a fuse, the overheating of a piece of wire due to a current
flowing through it is put to good use. A fuse consists of a short
piece of wire. thinner than that used anywhere else in the circuit.
This provides protection against possible fire damage by cutting off
the supply if an excessive current flows. It works because a current
exceeding the rating of the wire will cause it to overheat and melt.
Gone are the days when fuses were simply pieces of unprotected
wire. The fuse wire is generally run inside an insulating tube so that
red hot pieces of molten material cannot cause bums or fire.

Blow it
Fuses are marked with the current rating in amps or milliamps. This
may range from 50mA to perhaps 16A in commercial fuses.
industrial ones can go much higher. As well as the current rating,
fuses are also classified as "Fr (very quick acting used for
protecting semiconductors), "Fs (standard fast blow) and 'T' which
is a time lag variety (often called slow -blow or anti -surge). The latt
type is useful in circuits containing motors, transformers, large -
value capacitors filament lamps and other devices. When the
power supply is connected. these allow a higher current than
normal to flow for a short time. It quickly settles down but cou
blow a fast acting fuse.

A time delay fuse will typically withstand ten times the rated
current for 20rns and this will usually be sufficient. tt is essential to
replace a blown fuse not only with one of the same current rating
but also of the same type.

One practical point which is not generally understood is that
fuses used in mains wiring should be of a special type - not
enclosed in a glass tube. When a short-circuit occurs in mains
wiring, an enormous can flow (possibly several thousand amps)
and this will continue for the time taken for the fuse wire to

The violence of this process would cause the tube to shatter
and this could cause problems in its own right. Mains fuses are
contained in sandfilled ceramic tubes and are known as HBC
(high breaking capacity) types. The disadvantage of these is that
they are opaque and it is impossible to tell whether the fuse has
blown of not by visual inspection. Fuses used in UK plugs are of
this type and are able to withstand breaking a current of some
6000A. By contrast, a glass fuse will only withstand ten times its
nominal current rating without the possibility of it shattering violently.
HRC fuses are available in the popular 20 mm size but not from ail
suppliers. Sometimes amateurs use ordinary glass fuses instead
with potentially dangerous consequences.

Temperature rising.
Do not confuse the standard type of fuse with a thermal fuse. This
device is also connected in series with a piece of equipment and
will also melt and break the circuit if it overheats. The difference is
that the overheating is caused by some external means and not
due to the current flowing through it. Thermal fuses are often used
in such appliances as electric irons.

if the iron overheats due to some fault, the material inside the
fuse will melt and break the circuit. These fuses are not a substitute
for a standard ft ise. one of these must be fitted as well. Thermal
fuses are bought, not by the current rating (they will typically carry
10A), but by the temperature they will withstand before melting.
Typical temperature ratings range from 72°C to 2,18°C. One
practical point is that, when a thermal fuse blows, the new one
must not be soldered in place. The heat from the soldering iron
would possibly blow ill A secure mechanical fixing, such as screw
terminals or a crimped connector should be used.

Coil -up mains extension wires should have their mains ratings
extended and wound clearly marked, as in this example.
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ETI
Classified

andy forth,'
01442 66551
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead. HP2 7ST
Lineage: 75p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
£10.50 + VAT per single column centimetre

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

INPUT 220/240V A 51 60
OUTPUT 0-260V

Price P&P
PANEL MOUNTING

0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £33.00 £6.00 (£45.83 Inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max £45.25 (TOO 1[61.39 inc VAT)

SHROUDED
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £34.00 £5.00 (£47.00 Inc VAT)
1I(VA 5 amp max £46.25 £7.00 (£62.57 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max £65.00 £8.501£86.36 inc VAT)
310/A 15 amp max £86.50 £3.50 (f111.63 inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max £150.00 Plus Carnage & VAT
10KVA 45 amp max £300.60 Plus Carnage & VAT
6KVA 3 PHASE Star £205.00 Plus Carnage & VAT

Buy direct !Torn to Importers Keenest prices in the country
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF

TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
r10 -240V Auto transfer either cased with Aznencaa socket and

rains wad 01 open .rame tyre Avelitle 'or mmedate delswy.

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES
Write/Phone your enquires

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES

4ft 40 waft [14.00 (callers only) ([16.45 arc VAT)
2tt 20 wan £9.00 (cakes only) (E10.58 inc VAT)
12os 8 wan £4.80. 75p p&p (D3.52 cc VAT
tain 8 wan £3.96.500 p&p ([5.24 Inc VAT)
file Inc VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either fan, 9in or 12in tubes £6.05 I- flan

P&p (£8.75 Inc VAT)
The above Tubes are 3600/4000 angst (3.50-

403urn) Meal for detecting security mar mgt. effects
isghting & Chemical applications..

Other wave Lengths at U.V. TUBE available
for Germicidal a Photo Sensitive appecations

Please telePtene your enclornea
400 WATT BLACK UGHT BLUE UV LAMP
GES Mercury Vapour tamp sortable for use

wrth a 400W P.F Balast
Only £38.00+£400 pap 1E49.35 Mc VAT)

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPM 191 heed 3 amp £19 .98
1750 GPH 158 head 9 amp £34.58
Also now available 24V D.C. I750 GPH 15h head

arm E35.55. All designed bo be used
submerged PRICES INCLUDE POP & VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Dodged for Disco, Theatrical uses etc.

APProx 16 olden Ad,staNe speed t50.00  £3.00 p&p
(62.28 inc VAT)

Case and reflector £24.00 . MOO pip ([31.73 ire VAT)
SAE for further detatts 'ncluding Hy-Lighl and
&Atrial Strobe Kos.

5KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex-equmment fully shrouded Une Noise

Suppression. Ultra Isolation Transformer with terminal
covers and Knock -out cable entries. Primary 120'240V
Secondary 120/240V 50/60 Hz. .005 pF Capacitance.
Size L.37 e W.19 a H.16crn Weight 42 Kilos. PRICE

£120.00 4VAT
ex -warehouse. Carnage on request

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR
Type 37318022 DB 2 x NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A
contacts Screw or ()in Rad bang Size H 120 x W 45 x
0.75mm, Brand New Price £7.63 incl. P&P and VAT

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
TT2 Mod 1 flat 1 MAx stroke 1/4 in. Base mounting 1.2,n
stroke 510s pull approx. TT6 Mod 1 Rat 2 Max stroke t
in. Front mounting 1/2in, Front mounbng 12 in. stroke
15Ibs pull approx. Price sncl. p&p & VAT. TT2 £5.88, 776 ,
£8.81, SERIES 400 £7.64.

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120mm square x 38mm 3 blade 10 wan Low
Noise tan. Price £729 incl. P&P and VAT. Other voltages
and sizes available hoer stock. Please telephone your
enquiries.

INSTRUMENT CASE
Brand new Menu!. by Imhof L31 x H18 x 19cm deep
Rernoveable front and rear panel for easy assembly of
components. Grey finish complete wrth case feet.
PRICE £16.45 INCA_ P&P AVAT 2 off £28.20 Inclusive.

Brand new 220/240v AC/DC SEW-TRIC 2 lead Brush
Motor. Size L. 100mm x H. 70rnso x W 55mm Spindle.
114m. din x lin. long. £14.10 lent. P&P & VAT

GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 20)5 inch torque reversible 115V AC input
including capacitor and mansformer for 240V AC
operation.
Price Inc VAT & p&p £27.73

SOUD STATE EHT UNIT
Input 230240V AC. (Xnput apnrox 5K1 Prodisong Snarl
spark. Built -In 10 sec littler. Easily. ^,,,V,ed for 20sec. 30
sec 30 continuous. Designed for butte' gIrt,or, Dozens of
uses In te held ^f 25y.5,05 ard errer<s eg s.eplying

£8.50 £2.40 p&p (£12.81 inc VAT) NMS

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Budd your own EPROM ERASURE for a (racoon of the
pnce of a made-up and kit of parts less case inciudos
8 watt 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit pair of blipin leans,
neon sndicator. onion switch, safety rnicrosvotch and
circuit £15.00 4. £2.00 p&p (£19.98 snc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Brand new 200V AC fan coded_ Can be used fora varier,
of purposes inle7 outlet r 'r. din Poop Includes o&F &

ope,,
Alonciaararicis,

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB

TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

11=131:1
VISA

Ample
Parking Space

Veronica FM,
FM \,1TRANSMITTERS

Full range of transmitter Kits from
under £1.0. Wide range Mono, Stereo
and Surveillance. Also professional FM
broadcasting transmitters.

18 Victoria St. Oueensbury, BRADFORD. BD13 1AR

Tel 01274 816200 Email veronicaitlegend.co.uk

CIRCUIT BOARD
PRODUCTION AND DESIGN,
Artwork produced in any format,
Boards etched from artwork.
Phone Nick at I.D. 01709 512101

THERMOELECTRIC COOLERS
stabilise temperature by heating -
cooling IC's, crystals. £6.00 each.
SAE datasheet. FST. 19 Cowper
St, Ipswich, IP4 5JB.

SURFACE MOUNT
COMPONENTS, any quantity,
large range, S.A.E. Lists. White.
1 South Street, Lydd. Kent TN29
9DQ.

DATA OVER VOICE
EQUIPMENT, plus 3 large 19"
racks, mostly new. First
reasonable offer secures. Need
space. Tel: 01438 798234

ELECTRONICS TODAY

LIVERPOOL

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 0151 236 0982 0151 236 0154

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 0151 236 5489

Liverpool 2

THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO

CASH immediate settlement.
We also welcome the opportunity to quote

for complete factory clearance
Contact:

COLES-HARDING & CO
Unit 58. Queens Road. Wisbech,

Cambs PE13 7P0
BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY

ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS
Tel: 01945 584188 Fax: 01945 475216

SWC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

£50 BT INSTRUMENT
FOR ONLY £7.50

14'e refer le in ST insutanan fester and raviaineter »nee

rat, 'ea/ osvbtiaa cifferr!y o negoirms, mitt up rc 236

of LI voit 4 lc 500 3 mires of **(jumps and one

51 'arse 1rtt' 3 sitar ,;( re3;vme Site ore in perIert

...ana,non .10,0 iC any, tested and nifei

goarranad ett (gads Grid caddis £1.50 Of &P Pry

4 crrtng :ase which eiff rate 51100'ook os e0N, £2 extra

Pastade £3 julep KW! aide; 5 125 gni over.

N Factors

Dept ETI, Pigrim Works, Stoirbriclge lone, Berney,

Sussex, 6617 SPA

Telephone: 1014441 881965

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

For the best value in Used
Electronic Test Instruments

We buy. sell and service oscilloscopes. signal
generators, frequency counters, spectrum
Analysers. Power meters, logic testers, etc.

Spare parts available for most Textronic
scopes.

Tel: 0181-813-9946
Fax: 0181-574-2339

Mobile: 0802 177752
Mail order address: Unit 5, Southall

Enterprise Centre. Bridge Road,
Southall, Middx. UB2 4AI

We engineer what we buy, we support
what we sell.

PLANS

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind
generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150
projects. For catalogue, SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7, Old
Wharf Industrial Estate, Dymock
Road. Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8
2HS.

COURSES

RADIO + TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
12 MOOR VIEW DRIVE, TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON, TQ14 91UN

START training NOW with the SPECIALISTS for the following
courses, Radio Amateur Licence C+G, Micro Processor,
Telecomms, Tech C+G and Introduction to Television.

For our FREE Brochures Call 01626 779398

INTERNATIONAL
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DO YOU WISH TO LEGALLY
TRANSMIT AUDIO SIGNALS OVER

BRITISH TELECOM CIRCUITS!

Manufacturers of approved Interface
Equipment for use on public switched
telephone network, for narrow or wide

band private circuits, also manufacturers
of telecom line safety barriers.

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
56 Fleet Road, Ben fleet, Essex SS7 5JN, England.

Tel: 01268 793256 Fax: 01268 565759

TRANSFORMERS

VV Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

TRANSFORMERS
For valve and transistor circuits

HT Filament chokes high & low voltage
Standard and custom design

large and small quantities
Unit 24E. Samuel Whites Estate. Medina

Road, Cowes. Isle of Wight P031 7LP
Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593

PIC-MICRO
CONTROLOLER

STAND ALONE PIC->PIC
COPIERS AND BUSTERS.

CopyiDeprotect PIC Smart Cards (D2mac,
adult etc) with the MAC2MAC copier. NO

PC REQ. £69 PIC2PIC Copier (84. 67, 71)
NO PC REQ. £67 Multi PIC programmer

(16cxx) £37
MCJ DESIGN

Tel: 01202 770121
Fax: 01202 770121

E-MAIL:MCJDESIGNOAOLCOM

*M EN DASCOPE
REPAIR & RECALIBRATE OSCILLOSCOPES

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
NATIONWIDE COLLECTION & DELIVERY

FREE ESTIMATES
Llangollen, Clwyd, N. Wales LL20 7PB

PHONE: 01691 718597

ELECTRONIC
VALVES

WILSON VALVES
!PROP G4MH1

Over 50.000 valves stocked.
2000 different types,

vintage. military, audio. etc
Fast service Send SAE for 161
VALVES WANTED FOR CASH

28 Banks Avenue. Golcar. Huddersfield.
West Yorks HD7 4LZ

VI Tel: 01484 654650 / 420774 =
Fax: 01484 655699

CHELMER VALVE
COMPANY

130 NEW LONDON ROAD,
CHELMSFORD

ESSEX CM2 ORG
Tel: 01245 355296
Fax: 01245 490064

For high quality audio valves

SOFTWARE

PC ELECTRONIC, TECHNICAL
AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS

1.0W COST SPECIALLST LIBRARY

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
PRICED AT £2.50. COMES WM I £2.00 OH -
MONEY VOUCHER TO PLACE AGAINST

YOUR FIRST ORDER.

PlIONEJFAX FOR YOUR CATALOGUE FROM

PDSL, WINSCOMBE HOUSE, BEACON ROAD.
CROW BOROUGH, SUSSEX TN6 1111.
TEL 01892 663298 FAX 01892 667473

FITASTRA Desk Top Accounting'

Overture twany iPa,1rc, Small Melt
Mine ^7

and Premier pia %A lute, F10( Wilda at.

powetplc Professional cle.t.luGsmin Ilemtaxon

SaS Systems Ltd, Bretton Court, Mina Road, B*s

Sheffield, S31 8PD, UK ,s4..6,,,a,,,A.4kgirst.t.

TeL 1019091 "3399  Fax:10191191r3645

FOR SALE

POWER/SUPPLY/IC'S/
NATIONAL/SEMICONDUCTOR/
NEW IN STATIC TUBES,
LM2587T,LM2587S-versions:
ADJ+12,+5.0,+3.3 Price £4.00
each. LP2953, LP2951, LP2957
and LP2954 (5.0V to 220) price
£3.00 each. plus p&p. Tel: Cliff
0115 9522646.

SMART CARD PRODUCTS
Smartcards, Readers/Encoders.
Evaluation & Development Kits...
htipl/www. gold. netiusers/ct96/epsilon.htm

E-MAIL: epsilon@powertech.no
EPSILON ELECTRONICS

Brynsengvn.1A,
0667 Oslo. Norway

TEL/FAX +4722640810

PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Designed & Manufactured
 Prototype or Production Quantifies

 Fact turnaround available
 PCBs Designed from circuit diagrams

 Almost all computer files accepted
Easy PC / Arles / VuTrar Cadstar Gerber

HPGL /!Draw and many others
 Fast International service

 Contract Assembly & Test amiable
TELEPHONE 01232 473533

INTERNATIONAL n44 1232 473533

Magar FAX - 01232 473533
!!!!.. Circuits Email- agareargonet.co.uk

36 WOODCOT AVENUE. BELFAST BT5 5JA

TO ADVERTISE IN
THE NEXT ISSUE

OF ETI CALL
ANDY ON 01442

66551
today with your

advert

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL,
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Linage 75p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £10.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No
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Around the

ontinuing from last month's
Round the Corner, a topic which

whither electronics hobbyists
has made many people ponder:

from here? On the face of it,
business has the lion's share of

electronics development. A product on the
market can represent many man-years of
design and development, and even
sometimes of basic research. Levels of
complexity beyond most people's ability to
keep track of are handled relatively easily by
computer -aided design (CAD) tools, some of
which will automatically take a design change
from schematic through layout to purchasing
lists with little human intervention.

Where hobbyists score is with projects
which
reasonablyl0 0
specialised for the large electronics
manufacturers to be interested - where we
want a device for a specific task that does
not lend itself to mass -production, for
example. And there arise from time to time
areas which are too new for the mass market,
and then the hobbyist can push forward the
uses of the new technology. Then there are
all the projects that are built for the sake of
curiosity, interest, and the satisfaction of
knowing exactly how the gadget works and
of being able to repair or modify it at short
notice.

In the days when all cars used a contact
breaker in the distributor for spark generation,
if you added an electronic ignition and it failed
you could very often repair it on the spot. At
worst you could link round it and use the
standard, if less efficient, ignition system.
Nowadays, if your automobile engine control
computer fails, your sole option is to have a
new one fitted, often after a tow to the garage
and a further delay while the part is ordered

and delivered.
Personally, g

able to fix anythi
Electronics in

advanced by
professionals. Th
underexploited
and amateurs
gadgets.

Finally, do tomorrow's designers
come fro .eems as if more of today's
graduat e not been electronics
hobbyis efore studying electronics. They
learn thjeacademic approach - and, of
cgtfile, mathematical modelling and
siMulation can spell the difference between a
reliable design which works well and one
which works on a good day if all the
components are in the centre of their
tolerances.

On simulators, the story runs that the help
desk of a major American semiconductor
manufacturer received a phone call
complaining that their unity gain stable
amplifier oscillated in an effectively unity gain
circuit in which it should have worked.
Eventually the question "How did the
breadboard model perform?" was asked.
"No, this is not the breadboard, this is a
simulation", came the reply. "The breadboard
model worked OK". The semiconductor
company demurred that it was responsible
for the semiconductor device, not the
simulator, and the user had to agree.

On the other hand, a "feel" for what
electronics can do when you push it can spell
the difference between a "by the book"
design which will do the job, and an
innovative one which does something that
competitors in the industry said could not be
done at all.

Then you begin to learn about patents ...

e choice I prefer to be
t goes wrong.
rly days was largely
sts, and there were few

are still areas which are
dervalued by industry,

design and build novel

The Challenge - things that electronics hasn't fixed ye
PIR-controlled security floodlights that switch on at inopportune times.
A major cause is that a sensitivity setting that will just trigger on a large
human in summer, when the background is warm, will also trigger on a
small feline in winter when the background is cold. How do you
compensate for background temperature with a minimal component cost
See if the PIR controlled garden light planned for next year has an
or if your suggested answer is incorporated in it.

Send your suggestions to the Editor at the address on the right.

Next Month
In the December 1996 issue of Electronics Today International we look to
valve enthusiasts with a bench PSU designed by Peter Kenyon specially
for use with valve equipment. For the playful we have a model train
controller from Robert Penfold and the game of Digital Dice from Bart
Trepak. Barry Porter continues his MicroAmp with part 2, and Richard
Grodzik presents a PIC16C54-controlled Remote Data Logger ... and
more. And Nick Hampshire reports on MIT's work on ultra -small robotics.
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Get the best Universal

Diagnostic tool kit on the market

SOFTWARE

& HARDWARE

THAT REALLY

WORKS!

Rua c 6.1

Fully 0/S independent
diagnostic software

PostProbe
Use this Power -On -Self -test card to
debug any "dead" PC that won't boot

VIM

kiRK-1K
A proven way to
increase quality
control

m

Lets you keep track of
hundreds or even
thousand of computers

Plicrokre CLEW'
A must -have
Remote
Diagnostics Tool

NEW RELEASES
Call about our Tutorial and

Troubleshooting Series on video

cassettes! A wealth of technical

4 help at your fingertips.

Our servicing turn-
around time has
been reduced by an
average of 32%. Of
all the diagnostic
packages tried this
is the first to live up
to its advertising.

We have been using
Microscope and
Postprobe for two
months with great
success. It really is
as good as you
have said in your
publicity.

I have spoken to our
engineers about the
Micro 2000
softwareharrhvare
package and received
favourable reports.
They say the best
advantage Micro 2000
has over other
packages is the fact
that it is operating
system independent.

To be truthful we at
Catalyst use
Micro -Scope on
every machine when
it "walks" in or out
of the door of the
office.

MICIRCO

20130
\\/,

United \ Netherlands &
' Kingdom France

Tel +441462 483483 Tel (+31) 020 638 4433
Fax +44 1462 481484 Fax (+31) 020 62() 3437

Germany

Tel (+49) 069 420 8278
Fax (+49) 069 420 8270

Spain

OPEN JUNE/JULY
Call UK for details.



Over 17,000
technical products

for industry,
education and
the enthusiast

New! Free delivery
on all orders*

MAPLIN PROFESSIONAL
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TN COMPLETE

A

CATALOGUE FOR

ELECTRONICS

September'96-

february'91

BRITAIN'S BESMELLING ElEaRONICS (ATONE

Call in for your copy at WH SMITH, John Menzies and
Maplin stores nationwide, or order direct by mail-order

on 01702 554000 - Only £3.45 (plus 50p packaging)
PLEASE QUOTE REF. MA004 WHEN ORDERING.

If you live outside the U.K. send £8.45 or 21 IRCs for Airmail in Europe or Surface mail outside Europe:
£16.00 or 37 IRCs for Airmail outside Europe to Maplin MPS, P.O. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex. England SS6 8LU.

* on orders over £30.00 (inclusive of VAT). Free delivery on ALL orders for Business Account customers.

See us on the Web at http: 1 1 www mapl in.co.uk


